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This Farmer Prefers Onus.
While on » recent visit in Aroostook
we met t New Tork gentleman who had
"SPUD THK PLOW."
been on a tonr of observation. He owned a farm of good proportions, on which
on practical agricultural topics
be had tried ail kinds of farming and
Correspondence
Is solicited.
A.Mrete all communications In
to be distended for this department to HlMir D. live stock husbandry, only
H 4HMOMD, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
gusted with tbem all, as they had one
ocrat. Part·. Me.
and all proved each lamentable failures.
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He went into Aroostook · make a personal investigation of the potato busiValue of Red Clover.
ness.
He had been very hospitably entertained on a large farm where nearly
ONE OF THF. BEST FEEDS FOR ALL LIVE4,000 barrels, or about 10,000 bushels of
prime tubers had been harvested. The
STOCK AND IMPROVES BOIL.
farmer bad kept very strict account of
of the crop for not only this
There is do plant so widely distribyear^mt for a dozen years past, hence
uted that equals the red clover, a plant
he could give accurate figures as to the
which furnishes two crops each season
cost of raising them, and the profit that
of most valuable hay, or, if we prefer,
a man had reason to expect. The visitor
quick growing pastnrage almost un- had the benefit of all these records.
equalled, and while doing this is mak-
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fertile, says Charles
York Tribune
We asked if he were a young man and
Parmer. The feeding value is almost
desired to go into agriculture where be
as great as grain, and in addition it prowould begin, if be could locate in one
vides roughage. To produce grain the
"Aroostook,"
as well as another.
most valuable element in the soil, nitro- place
"What crop
was
his prompt reply.
hence
is
to
a
consumed
extent;
great
gen,
"I should not
would you cultivate?"
the expression, "Grain is hard on the
cultivate any kind of a crop," be replied.
soil.'' To produce clover is good for the
"1 bave tested all kinds of a cultivated
soil. All legumes are soil renovators to
with aod without machinery, and I
a certain extent.
Clover is the most im- field,

ing the ground
A. Umoselle,
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portant, followed closely by cowpeas and
soy beans. Nearly every system of rota-

and Councilors at Law,

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
tion includes clover, for the purpose of
counteracting the bad effects of the other
Alton C. Wheeler.
Jane· S. Wright.
crop of tbe rotation. In many cases no
rotation is practised, and year after year
&
J. H.
some crop does all it can to exhanst tbe
fertility, and practically nothing is done
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
The ultimate outto correct the evil.
35 High Street, South Parle, Maine.
But so long as
come is abandonment.
Telephone 111-12.
there is hope.
will
clover
the soil
produce
By a free use of clover, cutting and feedMap· and Plans made to order.
the tiret crop, returning tbe manure
Map· of the Motherlands And pocket map» of ing
to the land and turning under the second
»ich county for i&le.
(Pu Dili he re of the Alhu of Maine.)
one, allowing no gutin or tiftaothy to
grow until considerable improvement is
noted, a rich farm will result. Thousands of farms are in bad condition, producing very scantily, that clover properly bandied will soon convert into paying
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
investments. Clover will not restore all
elements of fertility, but will restore
nitrogen, the most important and most
expensive, while the others, potash and
phosphate, can be bought and added as
needed. Some farmers are getting rich
where others have failed, using for that
purpose red clover.
The farmer who practises the ruination
policy usually gets sick of his job, be«fetluls of Pipe Repairing, Lead cause
tbe farm produces so little, and
sells it at a sacrifice. Then the clover
and Iron.
advocate baye it and it at once begins to
T«l«pkea* 134-11.
improve.
Unly tae nignest grade οι seea snouia
be sown, for the difference in price is offJ. WALDO
set by the advantage from the difference
The best grade, recleaned
in quality.
seed, is practically free from obnoxious
weed seeds, and is Dearly sure to germinate, while low grade seed contains dodTempi· Street, rear Masonic Block,
der, plantain and the like to an astonishing degree, often the result of adulteraNORWAY,
Connection.
velephone
tion, and the clover is of a low degree of
vitality. A held I saw recently had a
HOLLISTERS
fine stand of plantain, while clover and
timothy were very little in evidence.
Another cause of failure to get a good set
A Busy Modioia· for Basy Peoplt.
of clover is not seeding heavily enough,
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
and also leaving the seeding too late in the
A Jpet'tli·.· t >r C<>u*tiuatir.ii. Indigestion, I.lve
: Ividri
Troubles, Pimples. Eczema, Impure I season. Alone, a bushel to five acres is
«ni, Bh 1 Breath. Sluttish Rowels. Headache | none too heavy, and is more evenly sown
backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tabtwo seedings, one crosswise of the
form, 35 cents a box. Genuine made by by
other. The wheelbarrow seeder is by
.olustcr Dm·»» Coupant, NatUson, Wis.
.OLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE far the best for grass and clover. Cover
lightly with a barrow or weeder. One
of the most important properties of red
clover is its power to gather nitrogen
from the air and store it in the soil,
where subsequent crops may derive
benefit. Thus it is a soil renovator and
quite the crop for worn oat land. Besides its work in storing nitrogen, it
makes more available lime and potash
and improves the mechanical condition
of the soil. A further advantage is gained by turning under the second crop, for
this green manuring adds much humus
to and improves the physical condition
of the soil. All crops grow well after
clover, so it should figure largely in every
system of rotation, for if properly fed it
is quite as valuable as auy other feed,
besides renovating the soil.
Clover hay properly cut and cured is
South Paris, Maine.
very rich, succulent and palatable. All
stock like it and do well on it, for it is
very nearly a balanced ration, being very
rich in protein, containing more nitrogen
than timothy hay and almost as much as
the grains.
Cattle and mules may be
wintered in tine condition on it. The
r
Portland Division.
same is true of sheep, but for work
horses mixed hay is best. When fattenFIRST CLASS PARK |l.UO.
ing cattle, mules or sheep very much less
STATEROOMS $1.00.
grain is required. For these reasons the
amships "Governor Dingley" or farmer who has a large supply of âne
Franklin
leave
Fuller"
B.
usom
clover bay is in position to winter bis stock
•f, Portland, week <iays only at in good condition and cheaply. The
for
Boston.
c»
feeder so provided grows mutton and
m.,
beef for less a pound than when u»ing
»
Returnlxts
largely of concentrates. Clover will
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week pasture more stock an acre than blue
grass or timothy, on account of its height
'.ays only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.
and rapid growth. All kinds of stock
at
principal are fond of clover and tine gain·* are made
Through tickets on sale
railroad stations.
When once the pasture is short
on it.
only a few days of rest are required to be
Freight rates as low as other lines.
ready for the stock again. A mistake is
All cargo, except Live Stock, is
often found in letting the clover get too
sured against tire and marine risk.
Stock do
rank before turning in on it.
not like stalky, seedy clover, and waste a
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
large part by tramplmg under foot.
Portland, Me.
Cheap pork is produced on clover,
and it is the best substitute for corn.
On the process of cutting and curing
depends the value of clover hay. We
may get a choice article or almost a
Served at all hours.
worthless one.
Cutting, caring and
WENTWORTH HOUSE,
shocking or hauling in should be done
the same day, for dew, overcuring, rain
'«*f
South Paris. I and
the like contribute to lessen its
value. Cut down early in the morning
enough to shock or haul in in the evening, and very little risk will be run and
a sweet, nutritious feed obtained.
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poultrymen feed grnuud corn and
oats and, together with vegetables, make
Whenever
a mash for the
poultry.
ground oats can be procured without the
Some

It cleans, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Re- lift y PPVPP
stores the Senses of IVM I I bVLIl
Taste and Sui.'lL Full size 30 cts., st Draggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
Brothers, 56 Warreu Street, New York.
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being mixed with it, the feed will
be much better than when the corn is in
excess, says a successful poultryman in
Wisconsin Agriculturalist. -Some millers in grinding corn and oats add more
corn than oats, depending upon the comparative price of the two. For other
stock, or for milch cowb, such a food
If it
may be better, but not for fowl·.
can be done it is always better to have
the oats and corn ground separately and
mix the two in quantities and proportions to suit the requirements of the
particular dock, as fowls ehoold not all
be fed alike. Oats consist of a hard husk
which fowls dislike, and much more good
will be obtained from them if the oats
In all events, plenty of grit
are ground

corn

should be supplied.

How Long?
The party who inquired some time
since how long the production of grass
fields could be kept up by the top-drees
ing with chemicals, recommended in the
editorial columns of the Farmer, will
find a partial answer in the following:
Prof. Voorhees told the creamerymen at
Greenfield, Mas·., the other day that a
•ample acre at the New Jersey Station
had been treated R> 100 pound· of sulphate of potash, 100 pounds gronnd bone
and 50 pounds nitrate of soda each year
since 1890. Thi· acre yielded one ton of
hay ia *90. In 1906 it yielded three tons.
A horse that is gentle and aafe under
all conditions is easily worth three times
as much as one of equal ability that cannot be

trusted»

When

buying A

horse look for width

tell you tbey are all delusions and a
A hoed crop is exactly like a breast
baby. They give you no rest from start
to finish.
My objection to potatoes
would not be a financial one, but the
great amount of bard laborious work involved. There is no pleasure in raising
a crop nowadays that calls for a lot of
bard bono labor from the time you begin to plow the sod till the last barrel
has been hauled to the depot. I have
etudied the problem at first hand and
can see no way to successfully avoid the
hard long season of drudgery if you
would get results."
snare.

We then asked bim what branch of

agriculture he would engage in and confidently expect both pleasure and profit.
"Grass," was the prompt reply. "There
is no spot on the face of the earth that I
have ever visited where such magnificent
grass is grown as in Aroostook, both

clover and timothy, and it can be grown
and put into the barn for less than $4 a
ton and is worth $12 on any market in
the world the moment it la pressed. I
would break up a sward, dress it with
barn dressing if I could get it, and if not
I would
use a high grade fertilizer.
then mow it as long as it cut two tone to
the acre or thereabouts. When It began
to fall off in yield I would plow it right
after haying in July or August, and seed
it right down, so as to get another crop
On that new soil an applicanext year.
tion of fertilizer, when it was turned up
every two or three years would be all
that would be needed for a good many
years. I might occaaionally raise a few
potatoes, but only as a diversion. A
crew a few days in baying is all the help
I should need except the years when I
broke up and reseeded and that would
be only a few additional daye. I would
Dot have four or aix horses and as Aany
mert plowing, planting and cultivating,
weeding, hoeing and spraying, not to
say digging, picking up, aorting and
barVeating from early in the spring until
almost planting time again. Not much.
Sot that it ia not profitable, but it la too
much like a continuous performance to
suit me. I want even a good thing to
come to an end."
Turf, Farm and
Rome.
—

Winter HinU.
Don't forget to keep the hens busy, if
Begin
you would have eggs in winter.

right by providing

a

good deep litter,

and accustom them to industry from the

start. After a hen has once formed the
lazy habit she will, like many a man, get
along in sunny content on half fare
rather than "get on a hustle." While
the inexperienced might consider this an
economical sort of hen, the practical
poultryman knows to the contrary, for
the half-fed hen will not produce eggs,
hence what she does eat mnst be set
down as dead loss.
One of the objecta of making fowla
work for their feed, as every one knows,
is to prevent them from getting too fat.
(Fat hens are another class that are invariably shy on eggs.) The older birda
In particular should be carefully watch»d with reference to tbia. Do not feed
these too heavily on the moist mash—
just what they will eat np clean once a
day and no more. And be careful as to
the proportion of corn meal, feed flour,
middlings or other heavy substance.
Whole corn should be fed but once a day

At onr rate of speed I hadn't to wait
mauy minutes for the grand Fifth avenue houses, and oh, *|»oor London—poor,
I wanted 'to fly back
dear London!
and tear down Buckingham palace.
Mrs. Ess Kay had always talked
about her "New York home," which
made it sound rather small and modest. so I was surprised when we
stopped before a huge, square pile,
built of rich looking, rough brown

stones, so nearly the color of a Christmas plum pudding that It made me
hungrier than ever to look at It. The
house is trimmed with three wide
bands of carving, made of the same
kiud of stoue. and there are carved
bronze railings and lamps on th»·
(torch, and the front door Is carved,
too. like the door of a cathedral.
We were let Into a vestibule, all colored mosaic and things, and that

without

becoming

over

walls are made, and on the little tables
standing about here and there among
groups of lulaid chairs are bowls overflowing with roses. The roof is a skylight, over which creepers have been
trained, so that the light which filters
through Is a lovely green. No doors
are visible at first glance, but when
Is
you are initiated, all you have to do
to walk up to thé mirror wall, find a
gold button, press it and a door opens
into a room as marvelous as the fountain court, around which. It seems, all
the rest of the house is built
"We'll have something to drink
here," said Mrs. Ess Kay, "before we
So we all sat
take off our things."

down, among the palms and orange
blossoms, and a delicious sense of
peace after storm stole over us with
the coolness and the green dusk and
the perfume of flowers.
I supposed that "something to drink"
at this time of day meant tea, but al-

immediately a footman came
the glass wall, carrying a tray
with nothing on it except tall tumblers.
There were straws sticking out of the
most

through

tumblers, and as the man moved I
could hear a faint tinkle of Ice.
For a minute I was bitterly disappointed, because the thought of tea

fat. Even

ind one can make no mistake by keepog them stirring, aa with the older
birds, and aiming to include the greatest
possible amount of egg-forming materiial in feHair pflHnn

that because their fowla
well under a certain
system of care and feed, they must
be handling them properly. This, howIt is of
ever, is not always the case.
sourse all very fine to have fowls doing
well now, but another important contideration is, how long will they continue
to do as well as at present? Fowls
(especially farmers' fowls) usually come
into winter quarters fit as race horses, so
to speak, from the exercise natural in a
considerable period of free range, and
with their systems invigorated to the last
degree from consuming an abundance of
vegetable and insect life. The foundation for the eggs they are now producing was laid during that period of activity and privilege, but with the closlng-in
of the birds and the consequent loss of
opportunities for natural exercise and
pickiDg up of choice bits of food, this
store must soon be exhausted, unless
conditions are made favorable for renewing it, which can best be done by
following the methods of care and feeding that successful poultry men prescribe,
the egg production will fall off later.
When you are laying in a wide variety
of the best of grains, remember that
bens will not produoe eggs for any great
length of time without green stuff or
Also that an
some form of animal food.
idle hen is not profitable, no matter
what her diet, only by way of the block.
—John L. Woodbury, in Maine Farmer.

Many

reason

now

laying

How Far Tree Roots Feed.
A correspondent asks whether it is
necessary to muloh an orchard between
the rows. He seems to consider that the
area within two or three feet of the trunk
of the trees is all that la necessary. This
la a mistake. The materials needed for
the growth of the tree or plant are taken
in through the root hairs, and these extend to the ends of the smaller roots.
These Que root hairs work their way
into the spaces between the particles ol
soil, and are oonstaatly pushing out foi
fresh supplies of food. The manure may
be applied profitably even beyond the
feeding ground of these roots, because,
as the water is absorbed from the soil,
with which these root hairs come in contact, other water naturally flows toward
these points. Hence the feeding ground
of a well developed root system of a tree
will likely drain all the area between th«
When trees are set even
rows of tree·.
so far as thirty feet apart I should covei
the entire area between the rows.—L. C.
Brown, in Tribune Farmer.

build fat.

Almost Immediately a footman came.
But
had supported me for hours.
when I tasted the stuff iu my glass I
It
wasn't disappointed any longer.
had two or three strawberries, some
bits of pineapple, aud a white grape
bobbing about on top, and It was full
ice. I don't know what It
of

chopped
for nobody mentioned its uame,

was,

and

I

was

ashamed

to

ask,

lest it

might seem too ignorant; but It wae
good, and tasted as if it might have

with
mixed
wine lu it,
When
aud other tblugs.
I had drunk mine. I felt a different girl; quite merry and so friendly
I had uever
toward Mrs. Ess Kay.
thought her such a nice woman. I
at almost everything that she
a

little

flaxy

water

laughed

and

Sallyssald,

aud I said some rather
Still, Γui not

funuy things myself.

that as a regular thing I wouldn't
rather have tea.
We sat resting for some time, though
I could
I wasu't tired at all uow.
have run a mile, but suddenly I felt a
little sleepy, and I was glad when
Mrs. Ess Kay proposed to go to our
Leaving the fountain court we
looms.

sure

ramc Into a hall, hmiR with tapestry,
and from It a wide stairway led us up
to a gallery, lighted from the top,
which runs all round the house, with
the doors of the bedrooms opening off

from it
Mine Is so gorgeous that I haven't
known one thoroughly coinfy. moment
in It since I came, except at ulght
wN'ii I'm asleep.
Cne would think, as Battlcmead Is
ra .ked among the tinest old Tudor
ploct-J Iu England» and people come on
Thursdays aud give shillings to see it
(a very good thing for us, though It's
extremely inconvenient, as it paya for

til the gardens and all the servants'
wages) that it would be grander than
quite a new house. In a country like
America. But Battlemead, even In Its
palmiest days, must have been shabby
beside Mrs. Ess Kay's "home" In New
Tork.
the one
Our grandest bedroom,
where Queen Elizabeth slept, Is quite
a dull old hole compared to Mrs. Ess
Kay's splendid room. Mine, at home,
has all Ihe furniture covered with faded chintz, and the curtains are made
of plain white dimity. But I love the
deep window seats where I can curl
up among cushions, with α cataract of
roses veiling the picture of the terrace

Γ

^

awe.

It's pink and- white and silver. The
carpet Is pink and feels like moss, as
The wall Is covered with
you step.
pink and silver brocade, except where
there ure panels with Watteau-like picThe curtains are foamy lace,
tures.
with the pluk and silver brocade falling over them. The furniture looks

If It were made of Ivory; there's a
mirror in three parts, reaching from
the floor half way to the ceiling, so
that you see yourself In front and two
profiles, like astral bodies, things
which I've always wanted to cultivate,
as they would l»e so nice for trying on
dresses, or making calls on dull people.
On the dressing table Is another mirror. η η oval one, framed with pink
roses, each of which has an electric
light hidden in Its heart, and the bedspread Is of pink and silver brocade
to match the hangings, with a large,
hard roll like an ossified bolster, at the
as

Mrs. Ess Kay and Sully escorted me
my room when I came to It first.
After I'd admired everything enough
to satisfy them, I was taken to see
the bathroom adjoining, and then a
kind of wardrobe room opening out of
that. I was almost prostrated by the
magnificence of both, which pleased
Mrs. Ess Kay very much, and in the
grand wardrobe room, smelling dellclously, though faintly, of cedar, my
boxes—already arrived—looked
poor
Mrs. Ess
and Insignificant
mean
to

Kay's and Sally's huge "Innovations"
would bave been much more appropriate than my dress baskets, which
had been squashed into lopsided deformity under heavier things In the

like

ιι

complexion

wouiu

keep you from drinking It In
fact, nothing would. You feel as if
of
you must drink iced water, pints
iced water, in rapid succession, if not
only your complexion, but your whole
never

face were to be swept away in the
deluge. Once you have got the taste
nothing can quench it but iced water,
more iced water and still more Iced

water!
stopped ap- Point"
After dinner, while we were having
"I don't think I am," 1 said.
desperate adventure. After
in the founall I thought, it was less worrying
"Oh, but you are. It's a promise of heavenly Turkish coffee
should come but Mr.
who
tain
court,
show
1
to
And
shan't
be
ECath's.
with ue. Here, whichever thing you
proud
It seemed to me a funny
chose, you would probably wish you ; rou around? You shall see Flirtation Doremus.
It's what the time to call, but apparently the others
had had the other, whereas at home (Valk the first thing.

peared

a

adles admire the most at the Point
heard of it?"
I decided that 1 would toss up a
"No," said I. '"And I never heard
coin; heads the big marble tank, tails l· >f West Point Is it a suburb of New
the shower. It came tails, and I had fork?"
"Not much. It'β our American Sanda dreadful qualm, but, noblesse oblige. I
Put you English people don't
So I was. only hurst.
one must be sporting.
the hot watdT'wouldn't come and ap- (now anything about this side. I guess,
parently there was ice in the cold, low, you think that Florida is In Sonth
which wouldn't stop coming, and It America ?"
"I haven't thought about It yet" I
1 screamed once,
was very violent
you did what you could and were per-

and far away, the park with a blue
mist among the trees. And I haven't
learned vet to love mv beautiful room
at Mrs. Ess Kay's, though I admire It
Immensely—admire to the verge of

aidera tion

do or how soon it could be

Perhaps you've

fectly satisfied.

and Mrs. Ess Kay and Sally and Lou-1
lee rau to the door, which was embarrassing. but fortunately I'd locked
It and they told me Dow to stop the 1
When it was all over 1
Iced water.
I
felt like a marble statue for hours.
Dinner was at half past 7, which I
seemed odd in such a grand palace of
a house, because of course at home, for
some extraordinary reason unless you
are in the middle classes, you never
have an appetite before 8 at the very
earliest. If you're In France or other
countries on the continent you cau be
hungry sooner, and evidently it is the I
same in America.
Perhaps, if 1 were
scientific, I should be able to classify
these differences as natural phenomeDÛ.

j
I had dressed myself early and was
little after 7, because 1
a
thought It would be nice to sit In the
fountain court, but just as I was goine down Louise knocked at the door.
"1 have come to help miladi and toi
bring her these flowers." said she. I
"They are with a million compliments I
from monsieur the Lieutenant Parker. I
the brother of madame."
i
"But I have never met him," I said,
ready

replied.

"That's right I don't ask anything
better than to teach you the geography
9f the United States. We'll begin with
Flirtation Walk. But see here, Lady
Betty, that rose you've got on Isn't a
;ood sample of what we can grow over
Didn't that maid of my sister's
here.
take you something a little better from
me?"
"Something much bigger and grandir," I said, feeling loyal to my poor
white bud. "I was meaning to thank

jrou."

"Don't do that; the things aren't
I only wanted to know
worth It.
had
French female
whether that
But here
played me false or not.
I wish she'd taken
pomes my sister.
longer to do up her back hair. Now,
I'll give you your wish and talk about
the weather. Mighty hot day, isn't it?

j Won't

a

you have a cocktail? I'd Just
finished mine when you came down."
"Of course Betty will have a cockWe all do before dinner," said
tail.
Mrs. Ess Kay, sailing toward us In a
trailing white film of lace.
But Betty didn't have one, though at

j this
group

upon
gazing with
(bunch is too meau a word) of mam· I
moth pink roses, with thickly leaved
steins
longer than walking sticks
There were at least a dozen of these
splendid creatures, loosely held togetb
er by trails of pink satin ribbon, wide
enough for a sash. I bad never dreamI almost expected I
ed of such roses.
wonder

them to speak.

"Miladi and the lieutenant will meet
at dinner," explained LT»ulse. "It is an

American custom that the messieurs
send always flowers to the ladles
Mme and Mile. Woodburn have received bouquets also, but those roses
for miladi are the most beautiful, is
It mlladl e wish that I uutle the rib-

I

moment several little glasses ap-

He
didn't think it out of the way.
wanted us to go to some theater 011 a
roof, and I should have loved it. especially when Mrs. Ess Kay said .vou

didn't get smudges

your nose ns
Lonyou would If you sat 011 a roof in
don, a thing which 1 never heard of
anybody except cats doing. But she
was tired, and 1 suppose It would have
on

been ladylike for me to be, only I was
So Mr. Doremus
much too excited.
stayed, and he and Mr. Parker talked,
more slang in an hour than I think I
ever heard in my whole life, tbongh I
have always considered Stau talented

1 expect to be some time witD
my friend. Mrs.Stnyveeaut-Knox. who
will show me society over on this side.
I have heard so much about Newport,
don't you know. I fancy It will be too
cause

"

utterly deevy.*
"What's deevy?"

I

demanded, with

scorn

"Oil, that's supposed to be what
smart Englishwomen say for divine."
"I never heard of It." i sneered,
"mucb less «aid It. I'm sure mother
would consider it quite profane."
"Well, do be quiet, child, and listen
to what the Flashlight says you said.
'Wl'.ut opinion have you formed of our
society women and clubmen on board
the Willie?' was the next questiou.
"
Ί think your ladles are better

Iressed than ours, and the gentlemen
just lovely. They don't sit around
ϋ(1 wait while ne «Iris η in use them;
rhe;. hustle to glre ns a good time, and
I shouldn't
they know how to do It
wonder If I should hate to go home
.md associate with lords after being a
I don't see
summer girl In Newport.
now why American girls go out of
their own country to marry.'
"
Ί suppose we shall be seeing your
brother, the duke, over here liefort
«re

long?'
in that way.
"
'His grace may come to fetch me
But Stan's slang and Vic's are quite
In back,' replied her ladyship. 'He baa
different from American slang.
America you build up your whole con- never been to America, but It is one of
versation out of it. and It's wonderful. the desires of his life to come, and
I longed for η nofeltnok while those your American beauties had better look
out. for he Is a gay young tmchelor,
two men were talking to put everything down, and I felt If people were and I shouldn't be surprised If be took
often going to he as funny ns 1 hat I α fan-y to carry home a duchess. Mrs.
should need to go home soon to rest Stuy\esant-Knox will entertain him
also, and maybe he will palut some of
my features.
"
When I go hoiue I shall probably America red.'
"That's all about you, I see," Sally
have collected so much slang In my
Is about Cousin
pores that I shall talk about putting finished up. "The rest
on my "glnd rags" when I'm going to Katherine and me. It says we've come
dress for dinner: my life will lie my back with a touch of the Piccadilly acI shall call Stan's motor tent, and It criticises my nose and the
"natural;"
the blue assassin

car

or

the homicide

shall say my best frocks
are "mighty conducive:" I shall g"t
bored by poor Mr. Duckworth, our
newest curate, and tell him he's "the
limit;" I may even take to abbrerint
ing my affirmatives and negatives by
saying "yep" and "noj>e" when I'm in
a hurry, but if I do fall into these
ways, I tremble to think what tifv be
wagon;

I

the effect on mother

I^Gâpîcr
IIY. Betty, you

never

told

Interwere
you
viewed on the dock."
first
the
were
These
Es a
Mrs
words
Kay
said to me as I walked
in to breakfast, a little late because of
a wrestle I had had with a different
and even more exciting kind of bath.
"I wasn't," said 1, ou the defensive,
me

way Cousin Katherine puts on her hat
It describee this bouse all wrong and
«ays the Newport cottage 'knocks
spots' out of Mrs. Van der Wlndt'e cottage. It also mentions Cousin Potter,
and calls him 'one of our army dudes.'
Hut we don't mind, and you mustn't.
Everybody reads the Flashlight for

the sake of the shocks, but nobody believes its flashes."
"Still, you must have said something
to the man," remarked Mrs. Ess Kay.
"I only eald 'No, but'—or 'Yes,
I Insisted.
but'
"Truly and truly
nothing else. And oh. there was a Bat,
too. who tried to talk to me."
"Great Scott, the Evening Bat!"
chortleJ Mr. Parker. "Look out for

something rich tonight."

"Can't he be stopped?" I asked.
"Might as well try to stop Niagara
with a tin can. The less you said the
more the Rat will say. But It doesn't
matter. Nobodv'l! care. Reporters are
paid by the yard for Imagination; information's gone out, though I do hear

you use It still on your side."
I was just going to defend Informasure tion (British) at the expense of Imagibe
couldn't
I
carry y
perfectly
1
though
when I remembered
I was on the point of saying "Yes
what conneUiou. if any. interviewing nation (American),
dude"—which sounds
because the flowers were so lovely and
had with the customs. "You told me that the "army
hold.
like something you might buy
because It would please Mrs. Ess Kay. I
not to decinre anything, and I didn't." rather
Louise was on the eceqe armed with but on second thoughts I said
me up an enorM
Mr. Parker. looking as if he had at the stores—bad sent
violets as big as a
my keys and Mrs. Ess Kay wouldn't thanking Louise and asking her to put
been melted, poured into his clothes mous bouquet of
hear of letting me do anything myself.
that I'd forgotten
the creatures' feet In water. Perhap-»
and then cooled off with iced water, breakfast plate, aad
"Now, I'll explain why I had to desert it would be as well, I reminded m>to thank him. I did so at once, but
burst out laughing.
blundered.
you on the dock," she said. "Or per- self to see this brother of Mrs. Es*
"You're a daisy, I.ady Betty," said It seemed that 1 had
haps I needn't explain. If you watch Kay's (of whose Existence I'd never
"Violets?" he echoed. "Must have
be.
Louise unpacking for a few minutes
I sent you
beard) before I went about armed with
"Is it invidious to be a daisy?" 1 been some other fellow.
you'll see for yourself. And I do hope, his roses. I had already tucked thi
gardénias."
asked.
taksweet child, that you'll excuse my
"Oh. then the cards got mixed," I
white bud which had come to me on
"I guess I must look in" the dictionwas there except a young man
ing a liberty."
"I thought the gardenias were
said.
a
the dock like a dove with an olive Nobody
a
but
for
daisy's
'invidious,'
ary
Louise
In evening drees.
curious.
me
This made
kind of you
branch into the low neck of my frilly
in the green from Mr. Doremus. IIow
has
budded
that
flower
opened one of my boxes which had white muslin frock, and I gave it no
I was so surprised to receive
1 was sore that fields of England, where there aren't both.
on a tray.
?eared
had been labeled "Not Wanted," and rivale.
such lovely flowers."
cocktails
I nother would cot approve of
any newspajier reporters or other
I could hurdly believe my eyes when
"Our American buds are surprised
"Has madame gone down?" I
for me, as It soumis so fast for a
bugs."
strange
colshe lifted out an exquisite poppy
would
for it occurred to me that it would be poung girl who Isn't jet out. When I
Mrs. Ess Kay. when they don't get them. They
exclaimed
'Totter!"
ored chiffon, embroidered with sprays
awkward to find myself alone for near excused myself Mrs. Ess Kay laughed "don't tease her, and when you've been think It a cold day when they didn't
of
of golden holly and berries made
a slight morning haul of flowersIV half an hour with a strange man
ind said, "Then what about that sher
In the green fields of England you'll bave
some gleaming red jewel.
ones or they're
I ry cobbler?"
"I think madame will be In the bn
did say, must Ικ» out of season
not—er—what
you
Insects,
say
VA
i/V VU
IUC4C O
^
What
said Louise. And. satisfied. I descendWhile I was trying to think what she if you don't want ladles to faint all no use—new novels or candy.
"That
nary mistake!" I exclaimed.
ed In a stately way Rulted to the meant Sally came into the hall, and around you on the floor." Theu sht do men over on your side of the wacan't be uiy box. I've no such dress."
house into the fountain court. Nobody Immediately after I was surprised by turued to me. "He means you're very ter do to convince you girls that they
"I know, love, but I have," said Mrs.
think you're as beautiful as you really
was there, however, except a young l kind of musical moaning which beinnocent, because you don't know whai
I've
to
got
Ess Kay, "and, thanks
j*ou,
man in evening dress, who Jumped up Eran suddenly and kept on for a long
is to be interviewed. Hut you mnsl are?"
it
without
It and several others through
I thought for a minute, and then I
from a chair and set down a small time.
have been it, all the same, for see here,
as hard
paying duty. I thought you wouldn't Bluss out of which he had been drluk"That's the Japanese gong," said in this dreadful Flashlight" And sh( said that perhaps we weren't
I don't
mind, you're such a dear pet and it's
Mrs. Ess Ivay wheu I looked round to handed me a newspaper, with ont to convince as American girls.
been such an accommodation. Not that
to introduce myself," see where the sound came from. "It's
know whether this was a proper anme
and
over
heading?
folded
huge
page
I care about the money, but I do love
Raid he
"I know you must be I^dy for dinner.
Potter, give Betty your dotted alsiut at the top of paragraphs swer or not, but, anyway, Mr. Parker
to get the best of those fiends at the
and then began to plan what
Potter
is
name
irm."
My
Bulkeley.
Betty
like the lines of big print that ocullsti laughed,
custom house, and I bave, for once.
we should do for the day.
Parker."
I was glad she didn't use that nick- keep fo make you try your eyesight
Louise
this:
When
You see, it was like
I couldn't help wondering whether name I'd been thinking of, for If she In the middle column I saw my name
[το HE CO.Vri.Nl'ED.J
went to the baggage room to get out
his friends cnlled him "Pot" for short, had I should certainly have laughed.
but I couldn't believe it was really
some things for you I had them put in
We begau dinner by eating pinky* there, In an American paper. I begnr
ind the thought made me smile more
my trunks afterward and some of my
EATING TCO MUCH.
than I would have smiled at u stran- yellow melons cut in half and filled to tliiuk I wasn't awake yet, and thai
as
Into
your
dresses changed
yours,
1 thought at first this must be part of the dream I \va>
ger If It hadn't popped Into my head. with chopped Ice.
mine
and
worn
frocks had all been
Ovarnutrition Is Just a* Harmful ■·
This seemed to encourage him. which that It must be a mistake and they dreaming all yesterday.
hadn't I told Louise to put my things
Malnutrition.
ΕΙ.Ε Y," 1
I regretted, because you can see at aught to bave come In at dessert, but
"BONNY—BETTY—BULK
of
each
down at the bottom, some In
once by his face that be isn't the kind everybody else ate theirs without apIt Is nil acknowledged fact that alaloud. "A Duke's Daughtei
out
read
your trunks, and I was pretty sure the who needs encouragement. It Is somepearing disconcerted, so 1 did mine, on the Dock. Call Her by Her Fronl most every soul of us eats too much.
man wouldn't touch them, as you're a
So were all the Name,
What Lady Betty The dl restive ur^ans are constantly
like Mrs. Ess Kay's face, only and It was good.
Please.
thing
British subject. I trusted to luck that
in a long Thinks of Our
followed
that
uther
weakened.
things
and
overtrained and finally
chin
Boys."
with her square
and
younger,
to
cute
be
too
say
anything
you'd
though they were very
There was more, but when I had got When wisely followed, the practice of
The
procession,
as pale as hers.
blue
bold
eyes
dresses
the
saw
give me away if yon
strange, and some of them I shouldn't so far, 1 simply gasped.
fasting can be umst beueticiaL Au exis all the stronger because
while your trunks were being exam- likeness
bave known how to eat If Mr. Parker,
"How dare they?"
mustache of
wears no
Parker
pert on the food question has said that
Mr.
ined. but I Just hoped be wouldn't dig
hadn't
to
next
dare,
mine,
«•Thorn
len'f
much
thev
don't
was
one should rise from the table with
his dHrk hair, which falls whose place
"
dowu to them. I dared not tell jvu beard, and
told me.
the feeling of hunger, which is nu exthick blocks over his
except to go back without a 'story,'
what was going on. as Sally said I in two straight,
But 1
We had bouillon partly frozen In- said Mr. Parker, laughing.
forehead, is parted In the middle. You
perience known to very few of us.
ought to. because if I had you might
stead of soup, and theii came the most didn't laugh. I was too angry.
know if you saw him riding a
On the contrary, the majority of |»eohave refused or else spoiled everything would
animals
fried
little
"If ray brother were here, he'd kill pie leave the board with a sense of
sxtraordiuary
white bear at the north pole that he
been
If
conscious.
self
you'd
by being
Why which quite startled me. they were so them." I said.
was an American young man.
burden which only an hour's siesta
with me the flends might have caught
in
like exaggerated brown spiders, done
enough
'Then he hasn't got a sense of hu can alleviate.
not
I'm
Tills is not so much
how,
experienced
•r
on to our little game, they're so suspi"Soft shell nior,"
in egg and breadcrumbs.
to tell, but I'm beginning
replied Mr. Parker. "I don't sec owing to the fact that tlie food h uncious, bnt where you were they never Americans
:rabs, dear child.'" said Mrs. Ess Kay, how a duke could have and lx> a (ink? commonly rich, for the rule of tho
to think that ail American men and
suspected any connection between un.
"and you eat every bit, down to the nowadays, but I guess I wouldn't mlml simple life obtalus now l.i the fashnil American women have a dim sort
You're Just a dear."
likeness to each other. With
tlpplest end of his claw."
swopping ray sense of humor for a ionable cuisine, but it Is the quantity
I had been a dear In spite of myself, of family
See here, taken. There Is a
I should never have managed the dukedom, all the same.
the girls, it's their chlus and the way
large community at
but there was uo use In making a fuss,
their hair. But with the men
corn, which grows like lota of Lady Betty, you'll get to like our the present moment which fusts from
do
jp-een
they
whatall
was
dearnese
over,
uow the
a
on
rows
In
over
been
less
newspapers before you're
It's more mysterious. They look
pearls set close together
breakfast time till dlnuer at ni^lit. It
ever I might have done If I'd known
fat stick, if Mr. Parker hadn't scraped here a mouth. They sort of grow on is a question if It Is wise to leave the
and more feverish than our men,
beforehand that I was to be a cat's lazy
a
fork
ill the pearls off for me with
at the same time more humorous,
you. They're as interesting as novels, Htomncli entirely without food during
paw. Perhaps if I hadn't been given yet
1 and almost as tnre to life."
tnd put butter and salt on them.
their clothes seem always to be
all those hours, hut there is no questhe iced stuff with the strawberries I and
"This Isn't true to ray life, anyway," tion that the
iked him a little better after that, for
new.
lighter the lunch taken
might have been crosser; but, fortified
tie did the thing with great skill. 1 said, not knowing whether I wanted the better will be the health of the
Mrs. Ess Ivay's nose turns down,
by that, I lived up to my reputation as
could
is
so
far
which
or
"Ob.
I
bad
Sally
nothing
most to laugh
Sally.
When
cry.
got
«nd her brother's turns up.
individual. By a "light lunch" in tliis
a dear during the half hour of the unthe principal difference in their fealurpriee me, and I didn't turn a hair Woodburn, will anyliody l>elleve I said instance is meuut what most people
packing.
to
such things as these?"
when I found that 1 was expected
and his makes him look very
would uot call α lunch at all—that fa
When my frocks all hung In a row tures,
But
rather clever and
"Give the Flashlight to me and let to
iat pears cut up with salad oil.
say, a few crackers with cheese
like Bluebeard's wives, In the cedar impudent, though
they were alligator pears, and when me look." she said. And when she'd (a much maligned article of diet), a
wardrobe, and I was left alone with η musing.
the
"My sister wrote me about your rou tasted them it appeared that they taken the pai>er, she began to rend
few nuts and a bit of fruit or α cup
them at last, my first thought was to
tiad nothing whatever to do with the stuff that came under the big heading* of cocoa with
limoles. Ladv Bettv." said he when I
Such a
In
roses
dry toast.
water;
my
Imprisoned
plunge
the
voice:
soft
liked
I
ber
of
all
in
Into
Best
aloud
mouth
out
pretty,
1
screwed
fruit
and
my
kingdom.
smiled,
"feast" prevents the craving for food
my second, to do the same with myend.
but
I
the
was
α
at
blazer,
though
as
came
as
and
watermelon*which
"Yesterday
quickly
prisms
prunes
and In no way taxes the digestive orself.
:ut in little balls, looking like straw- It was hot euough on the docks to
could.
The hope of tea (which hadn't been
gans. Overnutrition Is just as harmWillie
chamtu
the
when
such
soaked
and
coon
Big
"1 should huve thought
things berry water ice
roast α
ful as malnutrition and is far more
fulfilled) aud a bath bad kept me alive
visitor
to
I hope that all the things
steamed in that beautiful youug
were hardly worth writing about,''
pagne.
the cause of maladies.
Mirough those two hot hours on the
frequently
said I.
sat in America won't be so nice or 1 to our shores. Lady Betty Bulkeley.
With Judicious fasting the system redock, and now I could choose between
is that they're worth may grow stout before 1 go back, and managed to look like the duke's daughImpression
"My
several kinds of bath, each one more
covers its lost tone, and mental workα million dollars an eighth of an
Vic says it Is better for a girl to hang ter and duke's sister she is and, so
luxurious than auy I had ever known. about
ers would find that the brain worked
without
man
could
1
bet
α
mere
"and
tell,
as
far
he
they'd
herself.
replied,
with surprising lightness, for the brain
At hom* there's either the big bath, in inch,"
or oththat in α bear market"
It was very trying, too. to find that the help of patent hair curlers
the bathroom, or there's a tub in your fetch
Is one of th» chief sufferers from overEss
to
Mrs.
wish
thnt
aids
I began to
Kay I was keeping every course waiting er artificial
personal pulchribedroom, so it doesn't take yon long to
eating.—New York American.
would come, for I'm not used I've never been accused of greediness tude.
make up your mind which you will or Sally
who have just intro- at home, though I've often been made
the
divinely
to
of
"A
gods,
having
persons
daughter
so
were
have. But here there
many
Bouncing Bataay.
duced themselves make remarks on to feel guilty of most other sins In the tall aud most divinely fair, she sat
things I could do that I grew quite conThere is au old fashioned flower callmy dimples or other features.
calendar, but I did feel queer when I on a throne of ducal luggage looking
fused among them.
"Don t be mad with me," he went began to realize that everybody else queenly In an elegant white shirt ed "Bouncing Betsey," which ever}· one
There was the big bath, so big that
should love for oue trait. We have no"or 1 shall think I've estimated
waist built mostly of holes and ernl
had finished what was on their plates,
two of our big ones at Battlemead on,
too low. Oil mature considéra- when I'd just about discovered what nently suited to her style of beaut; ticed that It grows on all neglected
could have gone into It, and Instead of them
She also had graves, as If trying to cover up the
as we soldier chaps say at a
as well us the weather.
the thing was. It uiade me so uucoin
tlimbing Ignominiously in In the ordi- tion,
court martial, I should be inclined to fortable to see them all leaning back on a picture bat. which was superflu fact that some oue who once lived If
nary way you walked down several
It may also be found In
set them higher. If you'll just show waiting for me. nfter their plates had ous, as she would have been a pie tun. forgotten.
glittering white marble steps. It was
fashioned gardens,
that 1 took to without It, and below the waist sin corners of old
them again"—
whisked
been
away,
tank
but
as
the
marble
very alluring,
where it grows and blooms and prosaid I, bolting the rest of my food, and by was tailor made."
if
don't
"I
mind,"
think,
yon
was so vast I feared I might have to
tests against being pushed out en"that I'd rather speak of the weather." the time we'd got rid of nine courses
"I think It's most insulting!" I brokt
spend all the rest of the afternoon In
not used to Amer- in about half au hour I felt qualified In. "And I was made at home, nil the tirely. There are some dear old fashafraid
"I'm
you're
getting it full of water. It seemed
ioned people who suggest "Bouncing
said be.
to write the autobiography of an ana- way down."
Impertinent to make a convenience of icans,"
Betsey."—Atchison Globe.
"I've met several, crossing, but none conda.
But Sally went on: "I soon fount!
such a splendid, early Roman sort of
of tbem talked to me about—sacb
iced water, 1 bad Intend- (writes
of the
the
for
As
the
minutes'
for
representative
a
mere
fire
receptacle
Har Lata at Luxury.
1 replied rather primly.
ed to refuse it at any cost, because Flashlight) that the sister of the Dukt
splash. A bath of such magnificence things,"
bad I should have chal- Vic and mother both solemnly warned of Stanforth. one of Britain's eligible*
"Young man," said the heavy father,
ought, I felt, to be what Americans "If they
"do you understand the style in which
"While me that It made all the difference behe retorted.
call a "function," a ceremony for lenged tbem,"
preferred to be addressed by ber from
with my sister 1 con- tween a complexion and mere skin
daughter has been accustomed to
my
ai
staying
more
Ί
feel
you're
name of Lady Betty.
which you would prepare with perbad every luxa sort of guardian of
But the mluute I landed 1 began think- home,' said she, with a sweet voice live? She has always
fumed ointments and ambergris and sider myself
she wanted." "And now I'm tb·
and part of my duty will be to ing hard about Iced water, and 1 soon but a
pronounced English accent ury
protract for half a day at least, not ydurs,
she wants," murmured the loitmen—with a stick, discovered that when you are in 'when I am called
Lady Betty. And 1 luxury
to be wasteful. Then there was the keep off men-other
er.— London Globe.
con·
small
see."
be
you
a
in
America
America
at
home
comparatively
want
to
feel
la
a
vaoor bath, which m took
kind
bon and take out one or two for her to

1U"Allow

The wise dairyman nerer will boy a
It'· poor polioy to try to mead ok ! with Its Ivy covered stone balustrade,
milk cow from the maa who Is over
mllkoaoa.
the sundial, the two white peacocks,
Mmooé A Fort-, Sorti Pari·. aaxloua to sell.

JOB PRINTING.

NUMBER I.

hole for your head to
"No, 1 don't eee," Bald 1. "Not that
stick out; a porcelain site bath and a :here will be the least necessity for
mysterious shower bath Into which I, rou to do anything of the sort"
"Oh, won't there? Well, you Jnat
you secretively retired behind canvas
I wait till you get to Newport, and
curtains shaped like a sentry box.
I dared not try the vapor for fear II; rou'll And out differently. I've applied
should be steamed like a potato, the tor lea vi· on purpose to help Kath prosit* seemed as Inadequate as a thwart- ;ect you, and I expect to put on a suit
ed ambition, and to turn on the shower < >f chain armor under my clotheo. But
without knowing how much It could Irst you're coming to visit me at West

kl u V» u>

then, however, especially in the larger
breeds, they may be quite easily driven
>ut of condition for their very best work,

àre

Co.

opened into a big. square, glassed over
garden, with a great marble fountain
playing In the middle. I never saw
such a wonderful place in my life, but
until I got used fo It, I couldn't help
top.
feeling that It was more like a splenI believe It's that bed more than anydid foreign hotel than a mere house.
else which makes me feel that
thing
when
a
real
garden
The garden Isn't
It's
Sunday in my room at Mrs.
always
you come to examine It. for it's paved
Ess Kay's. I'm used to old fashioned,
with rare stones of different colora,
and a plain white coverlike the jewels in Aladdin's cave, but ruttiy pillows
let smelling of lavender, on which 1
all around the fountain beautiful flowcan flop down whenever I like, to read
ers are growiug and pink and white
a novel or to have a nice little "weep."
water lilies float In the marble basin.
But there's no flopping on this gora
and
in
trees
are
pots,
There
orange
pluk and silver expanse, and it's
geous
are
which
of
forest of tall palms, all
consolation to know that no
small
reflected and repeated over and over
queen of England ever had one as
again in the mirrors of which the handsome.

from their naturally greatactivity and other causes, will stand
much heavier feeding than the "year-

between the eye·, a large brain, a pleasOnce a week ghre a nice warm brai
ant look out of the eyes, and fine coat of mash. Don't get It too thin; just wel
·*
OVABA5T11D 8ATIS7AGX0BY| hair.
enough to be moist. Add about a pini
OB KOVXT MflUDBH
of whole oats to three or four qnarta oi
When all else failed, I have known bran.
case· of colic to respond to quarter pound
doses of Epsom salts in warm water.
The feed that produce· milk will nol
W· Do all Kindt ef....
Μ· ALL THROAT AND LUM TROUBLES.

[OONTINUTD.]

night.
The pullets

lings,"

Water
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Mr. Alfred S. Holland of Portland bu
wedding whloh will be of Interest to
a
oar townspeople wh solemnised Wed- been the guest of Charlea Holland for
nesday, Deo. 30, at high noon at the few day·.
The Kiokapoo Advertising Co. arrived
borne of the bride's parente at West
Pern, when Minnie lois, daughter of here Wednesday for a stay of nine nlgbte.
vu a social danoe at Nezinaoot
There
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey B. Fuller, and for
Mnslo was
several years a resident here, and Mr. Hall Tuesday evening.
Ellsworth Dunham Curtis of this place famished by Holme·' orchestra.
The nsaal Christmas oonoert was beld
were united in marriage by Rev. Q. B.
The room was prettily at the Baptiat obnroh Sunday evening,
Hannaford.
decorated with ferns and potted plants, Dec. 27, oonalatlng of reoltatlona by the
and the ring bearer was Sarle Bane, θ children of the achool and muslo by a
Only oborus choir.
years old, a nephew of the bride.
Mr. H. H. Hall of New York City and
immediate relatives were present, the
only one going from hen being W. 8. Misa Shirley Prlnoe Hall, a teacher in
McKenney who accompanied the groom. Hlngham, liasa., spent the Christmas
After the ceremony a wedding breakfast holidays with their mother, Mrs. Mary
was served, a feature of which was a Hall, at the Saints'Rest.
Mrs. Bertie Gammon of Mechanlo
handsome wedding cake given by two
brothers of the bride. The bride was Falls baa been the gnest of ^Irs. Ada
becomingly dressed in white silk lans- Shaw daring the past week.
The local minatrel company are plandown, and the groom wore a suit of
brown.
ning to give an entertainment 'at North
The happy couple took the afternoon Buckfield, Jan. 8.
Schools opened Monday for the winter
train for a short trip, but were called

THE OXFORD BEABS.

Bethel.
evening the Methodist chnrch
Sunday
ftsford
vu pecked to lUten to the Christmas
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL concert.
A chorus of girls assisted the
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
choir, and special music was rendered.
The last musical seleotlon was a trio by
SODTH PARIS, MAINS, JAN. 5, 19W.
Mrs. Banghart, Mrs. Clifton Foster and
Paris Hill.
ESTABLISHED 1833.

Democrat,]

atwood

tiltton and
UKOB0B M

Forbes,

a

Prtprlttort.
A. E. FORBKS.

ATWOOD.

Tux· —il JO a year If paid strictly in advance.
Otherwise ti.oo a year. Single copie· 4 cent».

Baptist Church, Rev. G. W. F. Hll, puevery Sunday at 10:45 a. M.
School at 12. Sabbath evening service
T.
P.
8.
C. B. Tuesday evening.
at 7 3».
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Cove-

First
tor.

j SundayPreaching
nant

Meeting

the laat

Friday

before the 1st

Sunday of the month at 3 30 r. M. AU not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

The regular meeting of the directors
held
AU legal advertisements of the Library Association will be
AurisnasKurre
are riven three coneectlve insertions for $1.30 oo Wednesday afternoon at two o'clock.
per Inch In length of column. Special contracte
Miss Edith Pomeroy, who has been
made wtth local, transient and yearly advertiscritically ill, la so much improved in
er».
health as to be out again.
Job Ρβιλτιϊιο —Sew type, fast presse·, electric
Misses Helen and Josephine Cole are
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to mak 'his department of oar buel- «pending the Christmas vacation at their
I'-m complete and popular.
borne here.
William E. At wood, who has been at
home daring the Christmas vacation, re1M«L£ COPIES.
turns to Bowdoin College this week.
Single Coptes of the Democrat are four rent·
Mrs. J. P. Thompson and Miss Olive
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons Thompson of Portland are the gnests of
Jingle copie· of each issue have been placed on Mrs.
Thayer and Mrs. Harlow at Elm«ale at the following place· In the County :
hurst.
SburtletT'e Krujt Store.
South Pari·,
At Cummings Hall next Friday evenN'oyes' Drug Store.
Norway.
Stone'· Drug Store.
ing a supper and social will be given.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
KuckOeM.
All are invited to come and bring someMr·. Harlow. Poet Offlce
PtrU Hlli,
Samuel T. Wh'te.
Won Parla.
thing for the tables. An admission of
F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.
ten cents will be charged and a brief entertainment will follow the supper.
The ladies enjoyed Saturday afternoon
NSW advektisements.
Mrs.
from 2:30 till 6 with
George
Atwood.
Three tables of five hundred.
Kow-Kure for Cow·.
A Genuine Stock Re<iuclng Sale.
were
served.
refreshments
Dainty
» Cent Sale.
There will be a dance at Academy Hall
Freedom Notice.
next
Saturday evening, Jan. 9.
of
Notice
Application.
One Pair of Eyes
Unclaimed letters in Paris post office
Notice.
Jan. 1st:
Lewlston Evening Journal.
Miss Jennie Knight.
Libel for Divorce.
Mr». May J. Dow.
Catarrh Cured.
Road Taxée in Unincorporated Townehlpe.
Caroline P. Harlow, P. M.
Young Man Wanted.
Notice pf Bankruptcy.
Greenwood.
—

The Holmes Note Again.
À contribution to the history of the

Holmee note was made in the Lewiston
Journal some time since by W. A.
Pidgin of that paper. This had not been
observed by the Democrat before the
short article relative to the matter given
in the last issue was prepared. Mr.
Pidgin's statement is as follows:
"This is the story as given a Journal
Ebenezer Kawson
mau, by the late
Holmes, at his residence, several years
before his decease.
'"My father settled this farm, which
was then a part of the town of Hebron.
He had a large family, was a good farmer
and accumulated a good property. In
the days when what is now Oxford
County was being cleared, the settlers
were not the forehanded people we see
about us now. Few had the means to
stock their places, and my father among
others used to let out to farmers needing
stock such as oxen, cows, sheep, etc.
"
On the death of my father, I bought
out the interest of the other heirs in the
estate and so these leases came into my
hands. As fast as possible I cancelled
the leases by selling to the parties, taking notes in many cases. In doing this I
adopted the practice of writing in the
note, the proviso that the property remained mine until the note was satisfied.
Others adopted the form until the notes
became known as 'Holmes Notes' and in
passing through the courts were recognized as valid mortgages of personal
property. Later, purchasers of property
so often found it covered by a Holmes
Note that a law was enacted requiring
them to be recorded as mortgages. The
"
form is still in general use/
Mr. Pidgin is a nephew of the two
brothers, and tells the story as it was
told him by his uncle.

*

The Democrat in investigating this
matter made inquiries of some of the
older residents of the vicinity, who all
agreed that the note originated with
The special
Eleazer Austin Holmes.
statement on which the conclusion wa·
based was made by Silas P. Maxim of
South Paris. In the early fifties—according to his recollection in 1S33—Mr.
Max im taught school in the district in
Oxford where Kbenezer Kawson Holmes
lived, and boarded a portion of the time
Mr. Holmes at that
at Mr. Holmes'.
time told Mr. Maxim that the Holmee
brother
note was first used by his
Austin.
It had been suggested to the Democrat
that perhaps Hon. A. S. Kimball of Norway might have some information re
garding the Holmes note. After the
death of Eleazer Austin Holmes, his son,
James A. Holmes, partially administered
on hie estate, but died before it was
finally settled. Mr. Kimball administered upon the estate of Mrs. James A.
Holmee, and was also appointed administrator de bonis non upou the estate
of Eleazer Austin Holmes, and completed
the settling of the estate. In answer to
a question by the Democrat as to what
he knew of th« origin of the Holmee
note, Mr. Kimball replied:
"AU I know about it is what Austin
Holmee himself told me. In 1806 some
of the boys in Waterford, where I then
lived, went blueberrving in Stoneham.
Perhaps they were a little saucy, at any
rate they got into a row with the Stonebam boys, and got pretty badly used up.
The Stoneham boys were arrested and
brought down to Waterford for trial, ami
I appeared for the state. Austin Holmes
As
went over and paid the bovs' tiaes.
I was talking with him on that occasion
—and 1 remember just how the scene
looked, the sun shining brightly and he
I reand I leaning against the fence
—

marked.
"
'Well, you

can afford to settle for
these fellows. You own everybody in
that section.'
"
Ί never should have dared to deal
with all these people I have,1 was his
reply, 'if I hadn't devised that form of

note to

protect myself.'

"

Then Mr. Kimball took down a box
whicb contained some papers connected
with the Holmes «urate, among them
quite a number of the earliest "Holmes
notes," dated fifty years and more ago.
They are mostly in the handwriting of
Eleazer Austin Holmes, and on narrow
•trips of paper of various sizes. Some
are plain notes of hand, without security.
Some are Holmes notes in substantially
the form now used. One is different, and
seems to bo a variation of the form, or
perhaps a step in the evolution of the
form. The filing on the back of it is,
"Downing, for cow," and the face of the
note is as follows:
Paris. Mar ID, IS*). For value received of Ε
Α. Holra«* f promt· to par blm or order one
likely h«slffer tiiree year» oi t an 1 calf In food
ortier and condition to be paid ta one year.
SOLOMON ÏK>WNINO
Moses Dowsing

Parts, May It), ItHO For value received of E.
A. Holme* 1 promts to pay htm or order two
dollars ami tlfty cents In one rear.
Solomon Dowsing
Moses Downing

All this doesn't absolutely dispose of
the conflict of testimony regarding the
really unimportant matter of the origin
of the note, but there certainly should
be no doubt in what Holmes family the
institution was devised.

Legislative Session Wednesday.

The session of the Maine legislature
for 1909 will open Wednesday of this
week, and the inauguration of Governorelect Bert M. Pernald will occur when
the legislature has canvassed the returns.
The most spirited contest connected with
the opening of the legislature, for speaker of the house, has been ended by the
withdrawal of one of the candidates,
Howard Davies of Yarmouth. This leaves
the field clear for the other candidate,
George G. Weeks of Fairfield, who has
serve.! several terms in both house and
•enate. and is well fitted for the position.
Oxford County's member in the senate
is Hon. Henry H. Hastings of Bethel,
who was in the last senate, and is the
first senator to be given a re-eltction in
Oxford County In a long time.
Oxford'· seven representatives in the
house are all Republicans. They are:
Stanley Btsbee, Rum ford.
C. Howard Lane. Paris.
Orunn L. Stanley. Porter.
Austin A. Nel*on, Hebron.
Ten Broeck W. Stetson, Hart fori.
Fred 8. Smith, Andover.
Fred H. Bartlett, Stonebaw.

'Π» midnight's holy boar, ami -Hence now
U brooding like a gentle spirit o'er
Τ lie still and pulseless world. Hark' on the wind»
The bells' deep tones are swelling; 'tis the knell
» >f the departed year."

According to report there were three
Christmas trees in this section of the
towo such as they were, one od Patch
Mountain, at the City, and the third at
the Benuett place, but only in miniature
form, being nothing more than a family
gathering. About a dozen persons were
here beside the residents. In the afternoon the tree went up as by magic and
was soon loaded with kinds of fruit all
the way from one to three or four kinds
for each person. Ours consisted of a
chair cushion, post card album and
writing tablet. On the whole the day
was very pleasantly spent; it stormed to
theauount of an inch in the morning,
then partially cleared away and was
much more favorable than Thanksgiving
Day, including the sleighing which was
reported tirat-class.
Henry Morgan is at work in the woods
in (tilead, and is one of the four men
who carried out the remains of Mr.
Marshall and subsequently a man with a
broken leg.
Tbe ice harvest is now on and is found
to be about a foot in thickness and of
Mr. Rockefeller not
good quality.
having succeeded in cornering the
product, it is still free.
Speaking of ice, Wesley King is hauling wood for his brother Herbert with
four horses over Indian
Pond, and
has broken through twice within a day
thus
or two,
rendering business especially lively for the time being. Fortunatewas not very deep which
the
water
ly
was so much in his favor.
Charles B. Brooks was up from his
new home in Bristol recently, this time
taking orders for tea and coffee instead
of peddling tish as formerly.
Frank Brooks has gone to Oxford for
the purpose of working for his brother
Leon, and has taken his wife and little
girl along with him. His brother Ernest
visited his relatives in town last week,
and at the same time had hooey to sell.
In addition to the several events which
occurred half a century ago already
noticed we will mention one other as the
year is about to expire although of not
much account except its connection with
a sad tragedy.
We started on a visit to
M>>unt Washington the tiret week in July,
as
and
the
weather was warm left
1S3S,
home about four o'clock in the morning
in order to get a good distance during
the cool of the day. Reached Dea.
Stephen Cobb's residence on Sumner
Hill just as he was crossing the road
toward his house; we spoke to each
other and then he asked about my starting away so early in the morning without any breakfast, and proposed that I
should go in and have one with him, then
rest a while and then go on ray journey.
This I consented to do and soon found
both the deacon and his wife very tine
people to interview. An hour or so
later I fouud myself on the road again
and headed toward tbe White Mountains
which were climbed in due time. Later
I regretted to learn that Dea Cobb had
become insane aad in a little more than
two years he
committed suidide by

hanging.

Uxford.

Married, Die. 23, by
Newport, at the hoiue

Rev. Frederic
of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus S. 11 ayes,
Mr. Charles L. Andrews of Augueta and
Mis·» Nellie M. Hayes of Oxford. Thero
were present at the wedding Mies M. I.
Corning of Hartford, Couu., Mr. Andrews and wife of Gardiner, Miss Jane
Hayes of Baltimore, Dr. and Mrs. Hall
of Xugusta, Mr. and Mrs. James Favor
i>f Norway, sisters of the bride, and
Arthur Hayes from Orono. Mr. and
Mrs. Andrews left on the afternoon train
for a week's absence. Their home will
be in Augusta. The bride had many
beautiful and valuable presents.
Mrs. Charles Starbird went with Miss
horning on her return to Connecticut for
» visit of two weeks.
Ladies'
The Congregational
Circle
met witb Mrs. Fisher Wednesday.
Edwards
has
moved
his
Kalph
family
to Paris.
Dec.
Roecoe
Married,
25, by
Staples,
Esq., Howard Davis and Florence Locke,
both of Oxford.
Mrs. Newport has been quite ill since
moving to Turner, having taken a severe
cold on the day she went. Miss Bessie
Newport has been at home from Oorhara
Normal School during the Christmas vacation.

Byron.

Dr. and Mrs. Taylor went to Rumford
Falls Thursday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Kennedy visited
his parents at Phillips recently.
Mr. Joseph Dill of Phillips has a4-horse
team hauling wood from No. β mill.
He
has a train of Ave sleds taking a cord on
each sled. The sleds are coupled together like cars. He thinks he can haul
a bigger load than to use one sled.
Messrs. McDaniels and Libby are haul·
ing toothpick wood from No. 6 with two
teams of ten horses.
John S. and Virgil spent the day of
Christmas at their father's,
Dr. S.

Trior's.

John E. Shaw spent Christmas at R.
E. Taylor's, Roxbury.
Bernard Andrews bas a team waiting
for snow to haul wood.
Brownfield.

The remains of Mrs. Everett Linacott
were brought here from Bostou Wednesday to be buried in the Brownfield
cemetery. Funeral services were at the
Congregational church.
Mrs. John Danforth is critically illno hopes of her recovery.
Union prayer meeting this week at

John Sands'.
Mrs. H. Durgan, who had
shock, is'quite comfortable.

a

paralytic

All of the schools in the village are
closed on account of the measles which
are raiding the town.
Mrs. Linscott, who has been visiting
friends in Massachusetts, has returned to
her home in this village.
East Sumner.

Be sure now for a few days to date
your letters '08, then rub it ont and write
'OP. This will prove the force of habit
and you will be in fashion.
School closed Jan^ 1st, with a box
Skowhegan started in the new year social in the evening at the vestry which
with a fire Friday morning whicb threat- was a very pleasant affair and well atened the whole of the business section, tended. The last two terms have been
caused a loss of 1250,000, and was stop- taught by Miss Alice B. Harlow of West
only by the use of dynamite and Buckfield.
The year's stock of ice is being harvest-,
Ip from the fire departments of other
towns. The fire started in the basement ed by several of our dairymen.
Quite a number from Buckfield visited
of the Gould block, owned by S. W.
Gould, in whicb was Hotel Oxford. Union Orange ou Saturday, the 26th
That bnilding was practically deetroyod, alt.
"Wish you a Happy New Year," is the
and several other·, were wholly or
:onmon salutation, of late.
destroyed.

Cd

partially

A

The children
Miss Bessie Andrews.
gave a very interesting program of ^ciThe children aid
tations and songs.
much credit to their careful training.
Tuesday evening in answer to invitations from Mrs. J. O. Gehrlng, a large
party of dancers assembled at the
Prospect Hotel and spent a most enjoyable evening.
Tuesday, Misses Hilda and Marjorie
Chandler returned to their home in South
Paris, having spent a few days with their

grandparents.
Thursday evening, the drama Bar
Haven was presented by the following
cast of characters:
Captain Hiram Hopper,

an

old fisherman,

Mr. C. B. Cushman.

Hardy Stone, hta helper. With ambition to be
Mr. F. B. Merrill.
Kate's,
home here the next day for Mr. Curtis to
Leo Β rait ley, In search of an heir,
Mr. H. C. Howe. take mail route No 3, of which he is as·
Uldeon Graham, a wealthy rascal,
sistant carrier, on account of the illness
Mr Β C Bowler.
Key. John Wesley Wiggins, pastor at Bar Ha Ten, of Mr. Clsrence L. Ridlon, who hss the
Mr. J. W. Nelson. mumps.
Cy Brackett, who la Ashing for fish and Arbella,
Many nice wedding gifts were receivMr. H. W. PuringtoD.
ed, and Mr. and Mrs. Curtis, who will
Mrs. Warden, of "The Manor,"
Miss Eva Twaddle
make their home here in town with his
Florence Wanlcll, her daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Davi· P. Curtis,
Mrs. H. C. Rowe. parents,
will be st home to friends after Jan. 13.
Rate Wardel), who comes Into her own,
MI'S Ethel Waterbury
Mr. and Mrs. Fuller moved away from
Spray Hopper, the Captain's daughter, who here last year and the past fall Mrs.
Miss Ethel Richardson.
laughs at love,
her last
Arbella Wortendyke, between the devil and deep Curtis has been teaching school,
Miss Cleo BusseK. term being at Ripley.
sea.
During the few
The whole play from first to last held years she had lived here she had made
the close attention of the large audience. many acquaintances and friends. Mr.
The parts had been most appropriately Curtis is one of our best and most respectassigned, and the company made a most ed young men, and all our people wish
pleasing entertainment with it. The them a prosperous and happy journey
public are calling for a repetition which through life.
The Universalist Sunday School held
may be in the near future.
Friday evening, the "Silent Five" of its annual business meeting the last SunOxford came to Bethel and played with day in December and it was found that
fhe Gould Academy girls1 basket ball both the membership and the list on the
team. The game resulted 17 to 1 in large cradle roll had increased during
the year. Officers for 1909 were elected
favor of Bethel.
Long lumber is being sawed at the as follows:
chair shop under the management of Mr.
Superintendent— Rev. I. S. Macduff.
Vice-Superintendent— Mrs. Ella M. Bate·.
F. L. Edwards.
Secre'ary—Mise Jennie L. Bradbury.
The week of prayer will be observed
Treasurer—Mre. Dora M. Jackson.
Librarian—Mrs. Genevra Q. Tuell.
by union ser\ices.
Superintendent Cradle Roll—Mise Eva Tucker.
Friday evening a New Year's dauce
The Good Will Society met last Wedwas given in Odeon Hall under the direction of the Ladies' Whist Club.
nesday afternoon with Mrs. J. Frank
Reed.
West Bethel.
The Junior Y. P. C. U. had a New
"Hall! In thy virgin freshness, bright New Year
Year party Friday afternoon in Good
Now let a fairer page of life begin;
Will Hall.
Let the glad springtide of the soul appear,
About thirty couple were present at
And the past be burled with Its sin.
the New Year dance at Dunham's Hall,

Evening Star Lodge, F. and A. M.,
worked the Entered Apprentice degree
at their regular meeting Monday night.
Nezinscot Lodge, I. O. O. F., elected
the following officers for the year 1909,
at their meeting Saturday night:
N. G.—Albert H. Cobb.
V. G—ChM. T. Bo wen.
Sec.—James E. Warren.
Tress.—Gilbert W. Tilton.
Trustees—Ezra Keene, Geo. Holmes, Adelbert
Parsons.

degree was also conferred on
candidate.
S. C. Wlthlngton haa been appointed

The first
one

Court Decision.

Law

▲ decision has been received by the
clerk of courts In an Oxford County case
reported to the law court at a recent
term. Thia waa the case of Inhabltanta

of Norway

brought

to

and was
va. L. F.
recover taxes on a
of
a resident
Parla,
saw mill in the town of

Willis,

portable

mill. Mr. Willis,
had « portable
Norway on the first of April. It waa
taxed by Norway, bat the contention of
ttiï defendant was that as personal property it was taxable to him, not In the
town where it was, bat in tbetowo
where he lived. The court sustains thia
position, and orders judgment for the defendant. Kimball & Son for Norway;
Wright A Wheeler for Willie.

A CURE FOR MISERY.
"I have found a cure for the misery
malaria poison produces," says R. M.
Intire.
"It's called
Romanzo Dean of Norway has been James of Louellen, S. C.
Eieotric Bitters, and comes in 50 ceot
calling on friends in town for a few daya. bottles.
It breaks up a cane of cbiils or
Miss Mollie Cole is visting friends in
a billons attack in almost no time; and
Portland.
of comMrs. Elizabeth Waldron is visiting her it puts yellow jaundloe clean out
mission." This great tonic medicine and
daughter, Mrs. Anna Bnck, at Hebron.
gives quick relief in all
Miss Helen Bonney of Auburn has been blood
stomach, liver and kidney complaints
visiting at Rev. F. M. Lamb's this week. and
the misery of lame back. Sold under
guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s
Talent from Buckfield will repeat the drug store.
minstrels at North Buckfield Jan. 8th,
An expert from tbe United State· Dewith a number of changes in the probeen at
gramme including jokes and some of the partment of Agrioultnre baa
A dance will follow the pro- work for aome time investigating tbe
songs.
caused
which
has
gramme, music by Holmes1 orchestra. white pine blight,
Supper to be served by Mountain Orange. more or less alarm, and his report, made
Admission 15 cents; children, 10 centa; at tbe meeting of tbe Portland Society of
supper, per plate, 20 centa; dancing, Natural Hiatory lately, indicates that
though tbefe are two or three forma of
per couple, 35 centa.
tbe blight, aome dne to a fungus and
aome to winter-killing, there ia no cauae
Denmark.
alarm on aocount of them.
State Superintendent of Schoola, Pay- for aeriona
a series of son Smith, waa In this town Thursday,
A HIGHER HEALTH LEVEL·

Thursday evening.

Behold the new year beckons like a flower
Hid In Its roots among the untrodden hills;
God show thee how Its sweetness every hour
Grows only as His breath thy spirit fills.

term.

To Apple Orowers.
▲U interested in the growing of apple·
In Oxford County or any other part of
this a take should meet at Patrona' Hall,
Norway, Jan. flth, to consider action to
be takes In regard to legislation that la
to be conaidared by the legislature regarding the eetabllahment of a standard
of No. l'a and No. 3's, the dimensions
of a standard barrel and box, also the
purchasing by the state of a farm for experiment and demonstration in horticulture.
The national government has appropriated a large amount for the carrying
oat thia latter proposition, if the atate
will take the neceeaary steps.
Be there at 9 a. m. if you can. If not,
be there as soon after.ae possible. This
is an important matter and should not be
overlooked.

deputy sheriff for
ington served one

this town. Mr. Withterm under Sheriff Mc-

purifier

to

Learn the

Dry Goods Butine».

tobacco in any form and be clean in
A fine place for such a
all habits.
one to fit himself for a high position
Apply by letter only, referring to at
least two responsible parties as to
character.
Address "Dry Goods,"
Care of Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.

Truitees—E. E.
Cole.

Tuell.

B. W.

Penley, J. H.

C. Howard Lane, Esq., representative
from tbis district, went this week Monday to attend the session of the legislature at Augueta.

Trea*.—Prank C. Jewett.
Trustee—Perle? Bradbury.
Agent—A. W. Belcher.

ham to Brunawick.

IT DOES THE BUSINESS.
Ε. E. Chamberlain of Clinton,
Maine, says of Bucklen's Arnica Salve:
"It does tbe business; I have used it for
piles and it cured tbem. Used it for
chapped bands and it oured them. ApNorway Lake.
it to an old sore and it healed it
Scott, the nine year old son of F. E. plied
without leaving a scar behind." 25c. at
Pottle, met with quite an accident, SatF. A. Sburtleff & Co.'a drug store.
urday, Dec. 20th. He waa sliding down
the bill from their house to the road and
the sled collided with a team. At firat it
was thought that no bones were broken
but later it was found that a email bone
NO PAY, IS A MOST GENERjust above the ankle was broken and the NO CURE,
A joint installation will be held with
Silver Rebekah Lodge, No. 19, Thursday
evening, Jan. 14. E. C. Buzzell, Dept.,
Mrs. Ada Gray, D. D. P.

Mr.

New Year's Present
We have

•ΤΛΤΒ OF ΜΑ1ΙΠ5.

aa

the Connty roads duly located and open for
travel lying In unincorporated township· and
tracts of land hereinafter mentioned In said
County, for the purpose of aseertilnlng tbe condition of said roads and estimating tbe amount
needed to put the same In repair so aa to be safe
and convenient for public travel; and It appearing on said Inspection that said roads were not
In good repair and not safe and convenir for
purposes of publie travel and that a tax wnould
be assessed on said lands for the repair of said
roads therein; tbev do therefore on the 29th day
of December, A. D. 1908, adjudge and order that
the following sums be assessed and the same are
hereby assessed upon the following lands In unincorporated townships and tracts of land hereinafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
the roads passing through them during tbe year
1909, to wit:
Andover West Surplus, for the purpose of
repairing that part of tbe County road leadAndover Corner to Upton which lies
from
ing
in said Surplus the sum of seventy-seven dollars
and fifty cents Is assessed as follows :

ON

Ρ

prices from $1.00-$6.00
each. J3all and see them.
at

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,

ΐ

e

S

J>

s

%

S

H

Andover

chandise ethat should be in the hands of my customers.
That's the reason for the prices—that plain common sense

:

«5

*

>

u

a

11200 $36 00
9 00
9 00

200

θ 00

200
700
200
120

8
21
6
3

8 75
8 00

375

11 25

500

15 00

of not

reason

that

saving opportunities

These coats have
coat

—then

buy

ONE PAIR
OF EYES

day·

day

RICHARDS,

ALL RHEUMATICS
INVITED TODAY

TO TEST URIC-0 FREE

ON

I

I

fl§

!

holi-1

flSB&ifciSttff®
!

Company.

in the way of

style

that

a

if your

common sense

says

so.

Profit Gone.

There's

stitched in every seam—there's grace in
durability in every line of these

quality

the tailored coat and there's
suits.

they

Made

by

one

of the foremost tailors of the country—

stand head and shoulders above the

OWN that extra suit NOW at

$15.00
13.00

Overcoats
"

11.00

and

10.00

Overcoats

9.00

12.00

00

"

14.00

"

12.00

"

10.00

"

7-5°

44

7.39

31 Market

6

44

5·35

$15-25

13.50
12.50
10.50
9 75

8.75

7 68
5·25
f~,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

A

38

"

F. PLUMMER,

J.

saving.
$10.98
8.98

a

8.68

Overcoats

7-50
$20.00 Suits
17 00 and 18.00 Suits
16.0) Suits.
15

crowd.

common

106-3.

Surprise

to You

COATS AND SUITS

I

neglect

badly.

everything

Quality Suits with the

ON

ON

one.

would have, you might use more expensive
materials but you would use the same process that the makers of these did.
Look at the prices—read the descriptions

$50.00

Cures Dyspepsia.
large

in every

Tailored Overcoats at Ridiculous Prices.

i

ΓΊΓΟ'ΝΑ

Saturday evening.

Grip strong a chance like this before it slips away—
values as good as gold are now offered at a fraction of
their worth. Read these items, there'· a mine of money

ON

Mills]

now

Jan. 16, 1Θ09.

CATARRH CURED.

I

loss

Sale begins Saturday, Jan. 9, at 8:30 A.

30 00
800
1000
lot,
International Paper Co., remainder of township except
9900 12375 371 24
public lots,

$536 84
And It Is hereby ordered that the tax assessed
F. A.
F.
Preston
Chas.
Chase,
Austin,
against
Lovejoy, Henry W. Dunn. Andrew Abbott.
Bryant's Pond.
C. A. Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
Frank Cushman has returned from
Heniy Abbott, George E. 8mltb, and Ε. I. Brown,
togetner with $312.56 of the taxes of tbe InternaGorham, Ν. H., where he has been astional Paper Company, amounting In all to
sisting his son Horace.
$433.16, be expended upon the road leading
from Andover to Upton, and Burt Dunn of AnArthur Howe is quite 111 with pneudover North Surplus Is appointed Agent to ex·
monia.
pend the same, and Is required to give bond as
Mrs. Luella F. Sessions has been visitthe law directs. And the balance of said tax
assessed
Mrs.
her
A.
against tbe International Paper Coming
daughter,
George
Engpany, amounting to $103.68 be expended upon
land, at Somerville, Mass.
the Black Brook road, and Burt Dunn, aforeTbe farmers and business people are legwaa put in a plaster caat, making him
OUS OFFER.
said, Is appointed agent to expend the same,
and Is required to give bond as tbe law directs.
busy cutting and hauling ice.
much more comfortable. The aled, a
To get an antiseptic strong enough to
Tbe village primary school closes this flexible flyer, a Christmas
Township Letter "C" for the purpose of
gift, was some- kill catarrh germs and not destroy the
the Black Brook road, so called,
week, and many of the other town what damaged.
repairing
tissues of the membrane at the same
In said township, and also the "Carry
lying
schools will soon close, as there is not
The farmers are getting their ice now. time, has been a problem which was Road", so called,
which lies In said townahlp,
money to continue them.
Mrs. Wyman of Norway Center is stop- never solved until the discovery of Hyo- the sum of four hundred and ninety dollars and
B.
Brooke
of
was
Bristol
in town ping at C. A.
C.
twenty-Are cents Is assessed as follows :
Stephens' while Mra. mei (pronounced High-o-me).
this week as the guest of his daughter, Stephens is visiting In Massachusetts.
is prepared from euoalyptus,
Hyomei
Mrs. John Howe.
A party of seventeen took dinner at F. the most powerful yet healing antiseptic
Mr. John Perry of Brunswick has been E. Pottle's Christmas day and later two known.
«
Breathe it through the inhaler
bis
Edwin
Andrews.
nephew*
more came making nineteen for evening over the inflamed and
visiting
germ-ridden memmeal.
brane four or five times a day, and in a
Hebron.
January 7th,1909.
Mr. and Mra. Benjamin Tucker apent few days the germs will disappear.
Union Water Power Co., of
The W. R. C. held a meeting Satur- the Chriatmaa holiday in Farmington
Lewleton, dam, lot and buildThe inflamed condition will go, too,
τψ cbi oumiicr·
200 $7000 $129 50
ings,
day afternoon.
with her aon and family.
and tbe snuffling, hawking and offensive T. U. Coe, one-third, David PinThe S. Β. Κ. Club was to have met
Prof, and Mrs. Brainard from Gardner,
Several from this place went to Nor- breath, and tbe discharge of mucous and
Wheatland
Ann
Maria
grec,
with Mrs. M. P. Heald Thursday after- Mass., are spending bis vacation with Dr.
and Anna P. Peabody, twoway Center the 30th to attend the circle crusts in the nose will cease.
thirds of remainder of said
noon.
On account of the deep enow only Crane.
dinner at the Chapel.
Then why should any catarrh sufferer
township
except public lots, 19500 19500 360 75
The club was
a few ladies gathered.
Mr. Ο. H. Tripp of Rockland, Me.,
J. S. Smith and family of Cheater, N. hesitate, when F. A. Sburtleff <ft Co.
semi-antwo
weeks.
As
the
with
$490 25
Christmas
bis
postponed
cousin, Miss C. H., have moved to Frank Wood'a for the bave such faith in Hyomei that they
spent
nual election of officers will come at the S. Tripp.
It Is hereby ordered that tbe tax aaaesed
winter.
offer to return your money if after a fair
uext meeting a full attendance is desiragainst ihe Union Water Power Co., ($129.50) be
Miss Grace Bumpus bas been appointThe Partridge Brothers hope to atart trial Hyomei does not cure catarrh.
expended on the Black Brook Road In said towned.
ed treasurer of the telephone company.
A complete Hyomei outfit, including ship, and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplue
up their saw mill in a few days.
ana is
Albert E., eon of Charles E. and HarThe winter term of the academy opena
We hope for a January thaw.
the inhaler, costs 91-00, and extra bot- Is appointed Agent to expend the same
to give bond.
riet L. Hadley, aged 0 years, passed Tuesday, Jan. 5th.
if afterwards needed, cost but 50 required
tles,
The
tax assessed against Coe et als, ($360.75) to
a
For the past week sleighing has been
away Dec. 30th. He had always been
East Waterford.
cents. Hyomei also cures asthma, croup, be extended on the Carry Road In said town
delicate child. He had a very severe of the b6st but the little snow Wednesship, and Albert Jenne of Roxbury Is ap
Cbauncey Ames went to Portland Mon- sore throat, coughs, colds or grip.
He day night bas made bad walking.
illness lasting about two weeks.
pointed Agent, and Is required to give bond as
ihe law requires.
day to have hie eyes operated upon.
was attacked with slow fever, followed
and
Mrs.
William
Mr.
of
H.
Emery
Locke's
"C" Surplus, for tho purpose of repairing
by iofiimmation of the bowels, and soon
Boston spent Sunday at L. E. Molntire's.
so much of the County road leading from
after tonsilitis
Funeral
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Cobb of West
developed.
Andover to Upton as lies In said Surplus, tho
Mr. E. lived in town when a boy, and
services will be held in the Baptist Paris visited at Abbie Trask's and Lola
sum of fifty dollars Is assessed as follows:
now spends many of his vacations at the
church Friday.
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain nine
Foster's last week.
Lake House where he is now taking a
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of
Horace Farrar, who has been in PortMr. Azel Bryant went to the Lewiston
much needed rest.
public lots, and owned one-third by T. U. Coe of
land for a week, has returned home.
Bangor, and two-thirds by David Plngree, Ann
hospital Tuesday for treatment. He has
Mrs. Maria Washburne, who baa been
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Feabody,
Norwood, the little son of Elmer Ford, bad a very bad finger for several weeks.
with her relatives, the Mclntires, Yow money back if It don't Gives im- the sum of fifty dollars; and Burt Dunn,
staying
who has been very sick with bowel
Dr. Tuell of Bethel was in town Tues- since before
aforesaid,
to
appointed Agent to expend the
Thanksgiving, returned
mediate relief from heartburn, sour stom- same and IsIs required
trouble, is much better.
to give bond as the law
day.
Mrs. AJonzo Cole's Sanday.
directs.
hie
lost
of
one
Hazelton
stomach
distress
sick
The
and
school
closed
ach,
headache.
village
Alphouzo
Friday for a
A party of eighteen partook of a bounOn week's vacation.
heavy work horses Wednesday.
box at
Fryeburg Academy Grant, for the purpose
tiful supper Christmas φ Β. Ο. Me- 50 cents a
of repairing the only County road therein,
Mrs. Harriet Herrick has returned
going to the stable in the morning the
after
which
were
distributIntire'e,
sum
the
of thirty-eight dollars and eighty-seven
gifts
horse was fonnd with a broken leg and from Rumford Falls.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.'S.
cents Is assessed as follows :
ed from a heavily loaded tree.
Mr. and
had to be killed.
James Crooker was at Bethel Monday,
Mrs. T. H. Sawin and Mrs. Hattie Mon
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chase of Dixfield
Florence, the little daughter of A1
rill of Norway were present.
Hadley, is on the road to recovery from spent Christmas with Mrs. Chase's
Miss Lulu Molntire gave her pupils a
her recent illness.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Brown.
surprise Christmas tree with a gift for
of
Deaconess Caroline H. Sanford
The Christmas exercises were held at each
>
one.
An appropriate program was
κ
δ
Philadelphia, Pa., has very generously the Union church Christmas eve and
Le forest Connor, lot 3, R. 7, Λ
sent a large box of books, freight pre- consisted of songs and recitations by tbe given.
175 $ 600 $3 00
Β. 1-2 of 4, R. 7,
A party of nineteen ate dinner at G. A.
paid, to the West Sumner library as a children. The tree was well filled with Miller's in celebration of the 25th anniAllison Brown, W. 1-2of 4, E.7,
600
100
3 00
Α Ν. E. 1-4 of 5, R. 7,
Christmas present. The Deaconess has gifts for both young and old.
of their
were
Μ. Α. AE.8. Stowell, S. E. 1-2
also sent a year's subscription to the
Tbe fire department was called out versary in the marriage. Forty
R.
W.
1-5
of
of
received
5,
9,
R.7,ft8.
evening. They
Outlook to the library aa a New Year's Thursday just before noon to extinguish present
500
100
2 60
7, A 1-2 of β, R. 7,
many presents.
Do not
to a lifetime.
Est. A. 8. Bean, lots 1 ft 2 In R.
preseut. It is needless to say the pat- a elight blaze noar the chimney on the
and parts of lots S, 4,5 ft β,
5,
roue of the library are very grateful to roof of Charles Bartlett's bouse.
and abuse them.
R. 5, 4 ft 9, R. 0, and 4, R. 8.
John's Letter.
her.
Mrs. Lucinda Small, who bas been the ,
and Ν. E. 1-4 1, R. 6, and lot 7
Your Eyes May Need Attention
S600
Mrs. John Knowlton of Strickland's guest of Mrs. Will Coolidge for tbe
In R. 7, and part of β In R. 7, 725
17 50
Week
after
from
end
to
week,
year's
past
C. 8. Edwards Est., lots 8 ft 9,
Ferry spent a few days with Mrs. Free- two weeks,, has returned to Berlin.
year's end, your West Bethel correspondDon't
and need it
400
2 00
175
R. 5.
man Farrar last week.
Several of our people are confined to ent opens up with jingles that are pat
and Hastings
EH Peabody
to
500
180
2 50
put it off from
Mr. Horatio Chandler and daughter, the house with severe oolds.
and pertinent, and although he uses
Brothers, lots 1,2 ft 3. R. 8,
C. E. Valentine, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
Do you know the
Mrs. Rodney Chandler, went to Norway
Mrs. George Day, who lives on the quotation marks we think perhaps be
13
175
87
R. 7,
risk you run?
Wednesday on business, returning the Gore, and Charles Barker of East Bethel spins a few out of his own head, or he
200
1 00
Ralph W. Bean, lots 2 ft 3, R. β, 200
has a big deposit in the bank from which
30
50
same day.
25
Frea L. Edwards, lot 1, R. 7,
are both very sick with pneumonia.
50
25
D. A. Karwell. N. W. 14 1, R. β, 25
to draw. To us they are all new and
Every day'· delay means added
Frtnk Farwell Est., 8. W. 14 1,
and
to
health
your
EyeNorth Waterford.
danger
right from the mint.
25
50
R. 6,
25
East Greenwood.
We provide Glasses to
AdaL. Farwell, 8. E. 1-41. R.β, 25
50
We quote a few lines that all will ap25
■Ight.
Daniel Lebroke is on a visit to bis
Mr. and Mrs. Alby Noyes of Bryant's
W. Bennett, N. W. 1-4 4,
John
meet
of
and
defect
love
a
who
and
own
one.
vision,
every
dog
Mrs. George Marston, ol preciate
Pond and Mrs. Lydia Pierce and chil- daughter,
β
100
R. 7,
50
our charges are moderate.
Although it is a heart-to-heart talk to a
Allison Brown, A. W. Stiles
dren of Norway spent Christmas with Lnvell.
200
ISO
75
lots,
There were twenty met at the home of dog, it isn't doggerel. Quite the contheir eister, Mrs. Alva Estes.
100
400
2 00
Henry Stiles, homestead,
John.
dear.
NO
FOR
CHARGE
CONSULTATION.
trary,
my
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Pike were in Port- Mr. and Mrs. Parris Paige Christmas
Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
15
50
100
M y dear dumb friend, low lying there,
R. 4.
Day and partook of a bountiful dinner.
land one day last week.
Mrs.C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
A willing vassal at my feet,
Emma Whitman is visiting her mother, There were five generations present.
30
50
25
R. 4.
S.
Gla«l partner of my home and fare,
The Waterford Grange will bold their
50
25
Mrs. E. Whitman.
Fletcher I. Bean, part loti, R. 4, 10
My shadow In the street
25
60
W.C.Bennett, part meadow lot, 5
Flora Edgerly is spending a few weeks regular meeting Friday, Jan. 1st. Oyster
I look Into your great brown eyea,
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
1 00
100
200
Roscoe F. Cross, lot 6, R. β,
with friends and relatives at Norway and pastry supper will be served at 5
Where love ana loyal homage shine.
6 PleaMnt St., South Pari·, Mc.
And wonder where the difference Ilea
and Paris.
A lettter received says, o'clock to members of tbe lodge. In
$38 87
Between yoor soul and mine.
And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Academy
"Sunday was passed very pleaeantly tbe evening will be installation of
Grant Is appointed Agent to superintend the
with ray friend, Mrs. Chas. Morton, at officers. Fred F. Emery from Highland
For all the good that I have found
expenditure of the same and Is required to give
WHhln myself or human kind,
Oxford and attending church in that Grange, No. 116, will be present and Inbond as the law directs.
Hath
and
informed
crowned
royally
stall the officers.
place."
Your gentle heart and mind.
Riley Plantation for the purpose of repairMrs. G. E. Farmer Is on the gain.
Jacob Curtis is in very poor health.
ing the road In said Plantation running op
I scan the whole broad earth around
Miss Erama Burke closed her school Florence McKenzie is at work there.
to the place formerly occupied by Wm. Gorman
For that one heart which, leal and true,
the sum of one hundred and four dollars and
Newell Andrews and Merle Morse are
here after a very successful term.
A
Bears friendship without end or bound,
seventy-nine cents Is assessed as follows :
nice treat of candy and popcorn was cutting wood for Mrs. L. A. Knight.
And And the prize In you.
Alonzo Brown of Stoneham visitfurnished. This is
her^second term. ed Mrs.
I trust you aa I trust the stars;
her daughter Christmas week a few
She will not return.
No cruel loss, nor scoff of pride,
Nor beggary, nor dungeon bars,
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Herrick from days.
Can move you from my side I
Fred Hazelton and Charles Marston
Poland have returned from their visit
>
H
Ο
S5
Η
are cutting and hauling pine.
As patient under Injury
with relatives here.
Geo. W. Blanchard, Wm. Ma4s any Christian saint of old;
Frank Reed is getting out lumber from
Free
to
All
Bottle
Given
A 75-Cent
Aa gentle as a lamb with me,
1000 $2000 $ 7 00
son lots β, 7, 8 ft 9, R. 1,
his lot on the Hollow road to build a
Wilson's Mills.
But with your brothers bold ;
Same owners, balance of townWho Apply.
hen house at his home at the village.
Into the Androdraining
ship
Dr. Jones of Colebrook, Ν. H., was In
More playful than a frolic boy.
U there are still any » α Here m from Rheumascoggin river north of Berlin
Chas. Martin's baby got burned quite town
More watchful than a sentinel.
5000
2530
17 50
Friday night to see T. J. Bennett.
Falls, Ν. Η
tlam Id thU country or wherever thia paper
By day and night your constant joy
badly last week by pulling a dish of hot
100
100
35
W. L. Fickett of Magalloway PlantaTrue
Estes, 12 lot 9. R. 13,
To guard ana please me well.
reaches, that hare not yet tried the wonderful Demerltt ft Hall, for Ingalls
water over on to his arm. Dr. Packard
tion is quite siok with grippe.
400
600
Rheumatic Remedy, Urlc-O, we want tbem to
2 10
was called and dressed the arm.
I clasp your head upon my breast—
homestead,
Lois Bennett spent Christmas at
800
3 60
The while yon whine and lick my hand—
try It now at our expense. We firmly believe Est- of Alonzo Flfleld, homes'd, 200 1000
Through this column Mr. and Mrs. Ν. H., the guest of Lillian Corbett.Errol,
S90
1 22
J A Twaddell,
And thus our friendship Is confessed.
that there la not a case of Rheumatiam In the
50rt
Fred Edgerly wish to thank the "Lucky
1000
S
50
N.
Llttlehale,
homes'd,
m
an
Still
And thus we understand)
Nay Bennett of Magalloway Plantation
world that will not yte)<l to the wondérful effect· Fred Gorman, W. 14 lot 2, R. 8, 50
75
26
Leaf Club" and West Paris friends who died in
Errol Saturday night of pneu00
too
70
homestead,
Ah, Blanco) did I worship Qod
F.
G.
Llttlehale,
to
It
to
of
and
want
we
every
Urlc-O,
prove
so
kindly rememberod at Christmas monia, aged 82 years.
As truly as you worship me,
200
200
70
Wm- C. Chapman, lot 1, R. 15,
doubter beyond all poaalblllty. The beat way to
Or follow where my Matter trod
200
200
70
Seth Walker.lots.R.9,
Beryl, the little three-year-old girl, who
Mrs. C. T. Fox attended the Christmas
thia
do
la
bottle
of
to
to
a
R.
With
thja
lot
remedy
give
large
your
Brothers,
humility,
2,
15,
is and has been cared for since nine
Hastings
entertainment at Wentworth Location.
200
375
98
and 12 lot 8, B. 13,
every sufferer and let him test and try It to his
Did I sit fondly at his feet,
months old by them.
bal. of
Peter Bennett spent Snnday in town
satisfaction. If yon suffer from Rheumatism, International Paper Co.,
As you, dear Blanco, sit at mine.
except public loto, 18945 18945 86 30
township
with his brother.
And watch him with a love as sweet,
no matter what form, Just cut this notloe out of
West Buckfield.
Mae Fox is working for Mrs. MoGinlej.
My life would grow divise.
$104 79
the paper and send It, together with your name
Dr. J. Q. Holland.
Fred Pearson was at home from MilAnd Stlllman N. Llttlehale of Riley Plantation
and address, also the name of your Druggist, to
Tou say "Don't," but something withto superintend the expendila
ton over Christmas.
Agent
appointed
Albany.
in says "Do" to the question of bidding the Smith Drag Co., 330 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, ture of said tax and to required to give bond aa
Mrs. Leslie Cammingsieat W. Heald'·,
Leslie Cummings is working for W. I.
N. T., and they will send you by return mall an the law directs.
farewell to the old pen that hat been
North Buckfield, this week.
And It to hereby ordered that said aaseaament
ι Beckler.
order on your Druggist for a 75c. bottle free.
for
one
who
otherwise
would
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Bradbury are at
School at tbe town house opened Dec. tongue
We ask aa a special request, that you purchase be published as the law requires.
be tongueless. It baa wagged a good
Mr. Penley's, South Paris.
County Comr*s
28th with Gertrude Cobb of Lynchville
of the
and not always wisely and a 25c. package of Uva-Lax Pills when receiving
Mrs. S. E. Briggs and son Roy were at■ as teacher.
J. F. Gnptlll carries tbe many years,
the free bottle, as the ρ Ills greatly assist Urlc-O.
of Oxford.
County
well.
If
it
has
ever
and
arawn
punched
Hebron Tuesday evening.
scholars, also boards tbe teaoher.
Use tbem together and be convinced of their
A true copy—attest
we
do
the
wounds
are
blood,
healhope
Ralph Bennett is at home for the
(CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
merit.
Gny Cummiugs is working for Amos ed and have been
forgotten and forgiven. great
I Bean.
days.
We know from experience that personal roenotice.
J.
Ν.
I.
Warren
of
North Buckfield
C. G. Beckler has had a telephone pot
Georgia
commendation la the moat valuable advertising,
D. 8. Circuit Court, (
was at Harry Buck's Tneeday night. into bis
and that la the way we Intend to acquaint the
camp.
Maine Dtotrict.
{ Portland, Dec. 28th, 1908.
lether Gray's Swsst Powders for Children,
Judith and Clithroe Warren were there
Mrs. Ada Lord and Estella Bean callworld with Urlc-O. Send for UrlcO, no matter
Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit Court of the
use ! by Mother Gray, nurse In the
Successfully
on
Wednesday.
ed
Mrs. Dora Beckler recently.
Children's Home In New York, Cure Feverish- where yon live. It Is sold by drngglsts all ever Doited States for the District of Maine, notice
S. M. Bonney is helping Dastine
given, that
Raymond Cummings is working for neaa, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move this country at 75c. and $1.00 per bottle, and we s hereby
ALTON C. WHEELER of Parla,
and regulate the Bowels ana Destroy Worms. want
Turner harvest his ice.
Auranus Morrill.
Urlc-0 la sold In said District, has applied for admission aa an
you to have a bottle free.
Over
10,000 testimonials. Tktg never /mi. At all
Will Fogg and Harry Buck have haulMrs. Ruby Tenny MoKeen has returnand personally reoommended by Γ. ▲. Shortleff Utrney and counsellor of said Circuit Court.
ed their ice from North Buckfield,
JAMES I. HEWEY, Clerk.
14
ed from Casoo.
A

money tied up in winter goods—the
is better than certain loss in the
that I never carry goods over a season,
the second clothes will not admit of it.

wanting

a

M. and continues until

00
00
00
60

225
200

reason

future—the reason
my motto of up to

h

300
300

a

ter.

so

S
.2

I

The reason—warm weather of the early fall and winI bought heavily as in former years, maybe a little
heavier, and now I find myself packed full of choice mer-

North Surplus, for the purpose of
way leadas lies within
said Surplus, and also so much of tbe Black
Brook road, so called, as lies within said Surplus, tbe sum of Ave hundred and thlrty-slx dol-

ON
repairing much of the County
ing from Andover Corner to Upton

Is assessed as follows

MAINE

sale of odds and ends, but a genuine clearance of
A sale where
new, beautiful, up to the second garments.
is
on
the
the
shelf
but
on
cellar.
quality
top
price
Not

$77 50

Sur
Henry W. Dunn ofto Andover North
superintend the ex
appointed Agent
pendlture of the same according to law and Is
required to give bond as the law directs.
And
plus Is

eighty-four cents

PARIS.

A Genuine Stock Reducing
Sale of High Class Suits
and Overcoats.

Henry W. Dunn, part of home100 s 195 $ 1 M
stead,
1 26
100
lt5
C. A. Andrews, Boobler lots,
The International Taper * Co.,
00
6200
75
7500
balance ot township,

lars and

I

SQUARS,

8S MARKET

•OUTH

«

c.

5

m

large stock of

for both Street and Stable,

County Commlaalonera for the Count/

of Oxforu, I Abe month of September, A. If.
THE
1908,
provided by law, made actual Inspection
of

a

BLANKETSΞ

Ξ

OXFORD. M:
Court of County Commissioners, December aca■Ion, ▲. D. 1908, held at Parla, within and for
tbe aald County of Oxford, on the laat Tueaday
of December, A. D. 1808, being the 39th day of
aald month.

*

in Yarmouth last week.
December has probably given us the
most continuous good sleighing of the
winter.
Elmer Briggs is now working in the
G. T. R. station in South Paris.
Francis D. Mills went to East Bethel
on Suuday, the 27th ult., to visit his
sister, Mrs. Walter Bartlett.
Elbert Briggs has bought an Excelsior
hand printing-press with a small amount
of type of various sizes.
Miss Ethel L. Allen, who is employed
as bookkeeper in Brookline, Mass., came
to enjoy the glad Christmas season with
her parents and only brother, going back
to her work last Tuesday.
The Oxford Democrat enters upon its
seventy-sixth year of publication this
week, and has many old friends who
would not think it possible to keep
house without its regular visits.
Edwin R. Briggs, who was puzzle
editor of the Portland Transcript from
April, 1875, to October, 1900, has again
been engaged to conduct the department
of "Mystifications" in that paper, and
will begin with this week's issue, dated

HORSE

neat in
not use

strictly honest,
appearance, energetic, must
Must be

giving
<
3
30th.
S
α
interesting Sunday evening talks on the theTwo
"I bave reached a higher health level
o
►
of the selectmen signed the pay
1
of
the
Old
Testament,
Ο
Κ
patriarchs
begin- order of Miss
Ο
began using Dr. King'aNew Life
Behold the New Year beckons like a star,
Harmon, school teacher, ainoe I writes
with Abraham.
ning
Jacob Springer, of West Chas. Chase, R. L. Morton
Pilla,"
A splendid mystery of the unfathomed skies;
West Paris Lodge, No. 15, I. O. O. F., but the chairman refuaed to alga. It ia
500
homestead,
ϋο<1 guide thee through His mystic spaces far,
Franklin, Maine. "They keep my Preston
F. Austin, homestead, 200
Till all His stars as suns within tnec rise.
installed officers last Saturday evening now up to the town treasurer. It la hopliver and bowela working juat H. A. LoveJoy, homestead,
atomacb,
200
of
ed
moat
the
that
he
will
Larcom.
by
—Lucy
for 1909 as follows:
people
right." If theae pilla diaappoint you on Chas. Chase, standing Umber
pay the order and atop the talk.
X. G.—C. Everett ChaM.
on
same,
A.
at
F.
refunded
will be
There were twenty-six couples at the trial, money
V. (i.—Char lei H. Martin.
"What do vou keep for us, Ο stranger Year?
Henry W. Dunn, old 8. Larned
25c.
100
Sec.—Fred R. Penley.
homestead,
New Year's ball in Odd Fellows' Hall Sburtleff & Co.'» drug atore.
Days overfull of grief, or loving cheer?
F. S.—Hezeklah Parrar.
Of ease, or to!l?*we question vainly thus:
Henry W. Dunn, homestead, 200
Thursday evening. Ingalls' Orchestra
Warden—Robert E. Shaw.
When one has arrived at the age of Andrew Abbott, lots No. 22*23, 160
For no reply the New Year has for us.
furnished fine music. An oyster sup- 65 and has never ridden on an electric C. A. Burgees, lot No. 30,
96
Treas.—D. H. Flfleld.
Henry A. Cross is visiting friends in
Con.—Charles Π. Curtis.
Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
per was served.
Oxford.
oar, tbe first trip ia aure to be a novelty.
R. 8. N. G.—Jerry H. Cole.
lota No. 31&32, 180
Abbott,
Henry
The officers for Denmark Lodge, No. Miaa Jane Pratt of Bowdoinham took
160
L. S. N. G .—Carlton P. Dunham.
Seven snow storms in November and
George E. Smith, Umber lot,
R. 8. 8.—Jaraee R. Perry.
50,1. O. O. F., are aa follows:
her firat ride on the trolley recently, Ε. I. Brown, John Small farm
December and the winter only just fairly
300
L. 8.8.—Chandler L. Curtis.
and lot on Sawyer Brook,
N. G.-W. C. Ordway.
going from Brunawick to Bath. Laat International Paper Co., E.
Chiplaln—Gerald Swift.
begun.
V. G.-H. F. Lord.
0. G.—Percy C. Mayhew.
46, 400
Mrs. E. J. Bell has so far recovered
apring Miaa Pratt took ber firat ride on Plummer loU 43,44, 45 A lots
R. β—9umner H. Smith.
1. G.—Bernard M. Richardson.
Γ. 3.—Geo. L. Went worth.
the steam care, coming from Bowdoin- International Paper Co.,
from her recent illness as to visit friends
and
Marston
Ρ Ν. G.—L. Harre Eraerv.
40,41,42, 47,48,
Rev. D. R. Ford is

Now Make Your

Young Man Wanted

i

Ladies' Suits.
$22.00

Suits for

$20.00

Suits for

$18.00

Suits for

$16.00

Suits for

Ladies' Coats.

$10.00
$9.00
$7.60

$20.00
$11.00 $18.00
$10.00 $16.00
$12.50
$9.00 $10.00
$7.60

Coats for
Coats for
Coats for
Coats for
Coats for
$8.00 Coats for
$6.98 Coats for

$6.26

$6.00

$4.00

$2.90

Children's Coats.
$4.60
$3.76
$3.49
$2.26
$1.98
$1.49

$9.00 Coats for
$7.60 Coats for
$6.98 Coats for
$4.60 Coats for
$3.98 Coats for
$2.98 Coats for
$1.98 Coats for

.99

Don't think these garments are old styles.
They are this Fall and
Winter styles in all the latest colors. If you want to save one-half on your
Corr.e
Suit, Coat or one for your child, don't let this opportunity pass.
are all gone.
before
they
•arly

KOW-KURE FOR

COWS|

This is the time of year that your cows need
I have a large sale on this great
Kow-Kure.

mfdicine.

\

All our best farmers buy it
year after year which is a proof of its value.
cow
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Worway. Maine.
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The University of Maine students reThe Million Circle will meet et the
Admiral William W. Kimball.
lumed to Orono for tbe beginning of the vestry of the Universalist church Jan.
The Democrat noted two week· ego
Saturday.
5th, *t three o'clock.
the promotion of William W. Kimball
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
Wit Hem P. Morton itarted for Bouton to tbe rank of rear admiral in the United
jhurcb will meet in the church parlor Monday morning, to attend the meoting States Navy. Admiral Kiibball is a
of the New England BUI Poiteri' Asso- native of Paris Hill and it is expected
Wednesday afternoon of this week.
ciation.
Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., will obeerve
its annual ladies' night Friday evening,
Nice moderate winter weather now.
January 15. Further notice will be Saturday morning was wintry, temperatures as low as 26 below being reported
given next week.
: in some of the lower
part· of the village.
Mien Maud Carter, who has been
Advertised letters in South Paris post
ipeuding tbe holiday vacation with relaives here and at West Paris, bas return· office Jan. 4:
κ! to her teaching iu Dorchester, Mas*.
M tee Jessie Abbott.

Beraocrat

gbe (ÊxtovA

SOUTH^PARIS.

south Ρλκιβ ροβτ omci.
oaceHoui»: 7^QA H «o7 30r.M.
ΟΚΛ1·1> TIPS* »AlLWAÏ.

Commencing September il, 190tS,
SOOTH PART*
»*>*·">*<A *·.

THAI1**

LIA**

Going

d*iy «cept Sunday ; s *1

p.

*..

«tally.

Kirs* ConpTegatlonal
W boiter. Pastor.

Church. Rev. Λ'μ'
7Λβ P.

e;r:^e:
κ?„»

1^.

Le«*u«
fTÏ^JÎrtb
lwermi«ln< We.lnen.lay evening
«rvloe 10:45

»».

â. m.; Sabbath School
Mccttnt

"itarUrt Chu7rcVDlK.ov.'j.

S;-·

The Y. P. C. U. of the Unlver-aHet
church has elected the following officers
for the coming yuar:
President—Hajrold T. Thaler.
tlong very nicely.
Vice-President—Klzpah &. Morton.
Sec un«l Treae.—Helen M Porter.
The Oxford County Creamery celeChairman of Comm ttees:
Devotional—R*v. Ε W. Pierce,
brated the New Year's day by enlarging
lookout—Gladys Cobb.
its business to tbe extent of
on a

Church

«miuuy
«

00

f.*;
JO, «Isa·

Wallace

Wfjlne^Alle^oare

C^wersallrt

STATKU MHIIMI
% A

M

Lodge, So· ^4·

Pari

Regular

h^»ssst^rlrc^...e.
rfeach monttv

Rebekab

Lodge.**
o1eac

rrt"we

TtV^TSiS^·
Saturday
tbtrt

Jr t and
"

Wm' 'g^klmbali1 Circle,

So. ». -«
ovenln*- of each

Ladles of the G Λ.
meets fire* taillMWB*» evenings «I
1
art month, la Grand Ami Hall
n 0t γ
.Joshua U Chamiwrlaln · amp
and third Tuesday evening of each «ontb.
f first
μ uf H.—Parlé
ttrangt·. from May 1 to Oct. 1,
; m euant and third Saturday
the
the
or
remainder
year, meets every Saturday, in

[Β.

®ï£*0? ".c'-aecond

**n^ Κ "ΐλ
me

Hebron,

Monday· of

P.—Stony Brook Lodge, So. 181,
fourth Wednesday evening

to rflcond and

0fw^f p.^Hamlln
Lodge. So. 31.
UaU.
at
rr -lay

evening

Pythian

meet* every

Mise Addie Giles of the Democrat
force has been ill with tonsi'itis and
grippe for the pa*t week.

|)

the_

Mrs. A. H. Doble underwent a surgical
operation at ber home last Tuesday. At
last report* she was doing as well as
could be expected.
Herbert

C.

Kipley

of

Oklahoma, arrived here a few
I days since, coming on account of the Ul·
\ of Mr*. Ripley's parents, Mr. and
1rs. A. C. Hall.

President—Mrs. Albert D. Park.
Vice-Presidents—Mrs. J. II. Little, Mrs. C.
haver.
Secretary—Miss Grac« Thaver.
Assistant Secretary—Mrs. J. I). Ilayn ».
Trta»ui«r—Mrs. J. G. LIUlefleM.
AsrNtant Treasurer—Mrs. U. G. Fletcher.

The Kuterpean Club meets this Monday afternoon with Mise Nellie Jackson.
The opera to be studied as the tirst part
of the programme is I>er Kreyschutz.
The second part is devoted to Elgar.

The newly elected officers
[ethodist Sunday School are:

and original ranking system bas
een adopted by the school, in which
redits are given for church attendance,
k

School attendance, use of Bible,
nowledge of golden text, the bringing
of visitors, etc.

Letter
The Oxford County Rural
arriéra' Association, composed of the
F. D carriers of the county, held its
nnual meeting at Hotel Andrews Friay, it being a holiday, with no delivery
Fourteen carriers
η the rural routes.
at the session.
Officers
rere present
rere elected, but there was no other than
next
The
business.
rdmarv
meeting
rill be at Hebron Feb. 22d. The officers
re as follows:
President—Β A. Hutchinson. Buck field.
Vice -President—A. A. Conant, Hebron.
Secretary—J S Hutrhlns, Be<beL
Trevurer—A. L. Holmes, South Parle.

thereof

Finance Committee—J. F Kin*. South Parle,
A. Delano, Ox font, Ε. M. MU'ett. south Parti

The annual meeting of the South Paris
'ongregational church was held WednesThe officers for the year
av evening.
i»09 are:

The committee of the Underwear Department of the coming Good Cheer fair
is as follows:

M^Tca^rS^n^Cla'k.JMl^UMaud
Mrs

Pastor—Ktv. AndrewT. McWhorter.
IVacons-H F. Muzzy. A. H. Jackson. J.
-luromer. A. B. Talbot, C. H. Howard, W. P.
laxlm.
Clerk—Ε L. Greene
Treas.—E. S. Haskell.
Standing Committee—Pastor. Deacons, Clerk.

VH'. Dobto. Mr, J r. King
SSer!*nΤ
J S. Brown. Mn. TereeaGrow. Mn. J. A

Ken
ney. Mr· Achsa Shaw, Mrs. 11 rank Maxim, Mrs.
Heater Oldham. Mrs. C K. McArdle, Mrs. * E.
1'orter. Mrs. Krneet Kennev, Mn. John Simp
Carroll hd.
son Mrs. Konello Kdwards, Mrs
wards, Mrs S. A.Barry.

Ifficers of Sunday School:
Supt.—C H. Howard,
Ae-t. Supt —H. F. Muzzy.

This committee is requested to meet
with Mrs. J. J. Murphy Thursday afternoon of this week, Jan. 7, at :ί ο clock,
without further notice being sent the
committee. Be prompt.

Sec.—Kenneth Wltharn.

Treas.—I. E. Plummer.
Lib.—S. D. Bolster.

Executive Com.—Mrs. Annie B. Swett, Mrs. J.
Wright, Mr. A.C. Wheeler.
Supt. Home Dept.—Mrs. J. W. Chute.
Supt. Cra<lie Boll-Mrs. C. H. Howanl.

that the next circle and
supper of the Uni versai ist Good Cheer
Society will be held Tuesday of this
baked bean
week. A
supper with
salads, etc., will be served at 0:30. after
which "A Modem Sewing Society" will
be given with the following cast:

forget

Mn

5™

m£
mE.

SET"·

Lcach.
M,M
Mrs LUlUuSrmw.
Mr*. A- L. Holme*,
Mrs. A. D. Park.
Mrs. H. G Fletcher
*«· J J" Murphy.
H. Thayer
Mrs.
Mn.J. J. Emeley

κί^,η

<,rtM*n

Jon£

Gosstii
Tnuhful
Chatter

IkWffiE:

Κ»

Prices as usual. A
the entertainment.

Mrs. Mary Απα L'hase, widow of
iathan Chase, died Thursday in Lynn,
lass., at the linme of her daughter, Mrs.
Linos B. Chase, with whom she has been
Mrs. Chase was the
i<r some years.
aukihter of Col. Ebenezer Thayer of
was
85
'ari*, and
years of age at the time
f her death.
She married Nathan
lhase, and the most of her life was spent
a Paris, on the farm about three miles
ast of South Paris village.
They had
hree children, Charles Freeman Chase,
rho died at his home in South Paris a few
lonths since, and Mrs. Augusta, wife of
Linos B.
Chase, and Henry Edward
lhase, both now of Lynn, Mass. Nathan
The
'h:tse died a number of years ago.
uneral of Mrs. Chase was held at Lynn
unday afternoon. The remains will arive here on the afternoon train Monday,
nd a prayer service will be held at Mrs.
!. P. Chase's on Western Avenue at 3:45,
a fter which the remains will be placed in
t be receiving tomb at Riverside Ceme-

Vpfe

Mr*. Smith.

sociable will follow

^

interestMany South Paris people
e<i to learn of the marriage of Kev. T. J.
Kamsdell of Caribou ami M ins Mi net'a
Joy Kitchen of Presque Isle, at llartiand
Dec. 30th. The ceremony was performed by Rev. H. L. Caulkins, brocher-inlaw of the bride and an intimate friend
of the groom. Mr. Kamsdell was for a
number of years pastor of the South
Paris Baptist church, going from here to
Caribou, and he and bis family have
Miss Kitchen is a
many friends here.
graduate of the Presque Isle High
School in the class of 181*8. After that
time she Hook a course in vocal culture
and taught music in Boston. For some
time she has been engaged as a singer in
evangelistic work. Mr. and Mrs. Kamsdell returned to Caribou on Thursday,
and a reception was given them by the
are

|

(

ery.

Hon. James S. Wright was in Portland
] ist week four days engaged in the trial
( f a suit in the United States Circuit
< Jourt brought by the
Cummings-Dresser
< Jo. of Portland against the Conrad·
«
Mr.
κ,-hoop Fruit Co. of St. Louis.
ι Vright was
attorney for R. L. Ctirot uings, representative of the Cummings] )resser Co. in this vicinity, and the suit
( rew out of the sale of apples in Oxford
( bounty in the fall of 1907. The Cunt nings-Dresser Co. contracted to furnish
000 barrels of apples for the Conrad«
icboop Co., and an inspector for the later company, Mr. Oerbardt of St. Louis,
ras here for some
time, making his
For
leadquarters at Hotel Andrews.
ome time everything went
well, but
ater in the season Mr. Gerhardt rejected
s number of lots.
It was alleged on the
tart of the St. Louis concern that the
J'' >pples were affected
with black fungus,
'' knd that some of them were frozen.
On
!1 theis part of the Cuminings-Dresser Co.
alleged that the apples were not
lefective, and it is pointed out that
he alleged defects did not begin to
until the apple market
ie discovered
lad broken and the defendants were
1 using money on their contract. A verdict
>f $*2411 16 for the Cummings-Dreaaer
Jo. was returned, being the full amount
( if the claim, with interest.

church Friday evening.
An accident to the

new

unday

James Sewall Richards died at his
home in Portland Friday, at
64
Mr. Richards is a brother of t ie
late Mrs. A M Yates, and ha» a number
of relatives in Paris, where he was well
known through his occasional visits. He
was a railroad man for forty-four years,
having been for many years conductor
on the Mountain Division of the Maine
Central until retired on account of ill
health a year or two since.

yH

the

Missionary

The paragraph in last week's democrat stating that C. Walter Chase had
gone to Dr. King's Hospital for treatInment for gall stones was incorrect.
stead he went to the Central Maine
General Hospital for treatment for a case
of appendicitis of long standing. The
operation was performed about ten days
since, and he is now doing well.

Mr.. President.

of

H.

"upt —Charles L. Buck.
Λ set. Supt —George Ε. Earn um.
Sec.—Leroy Β. Abbott.
Treas.—Ueorge D. Kobertson.
Librarian—S. C. Orlwy.
Asst. Librarian—Mie» Adille L. Giles.
Birthday Sec.—Miss Charlotte Giles.
Temperance Sec.—Mrs. Κ. E. Chapman.
Sec.—Mrs. Julia Abbott.

A. W. Walker A Son have been cutting
during
ice on Pennesaeewassee Lake
the past week, for their main supply.
the
"PPer
They will also cut some on
mill pond on Stony Brook, to Hll the
Street.
on
Oxford
house
Bennett ice
This is a good quality of ice, though
rather a narrow held to cut comfortably.

Don't

_

Tbe Uni versai ist Good Cheer Society
eld its annual meeting last Wednesday,
'he reports show a very prosperous year
nder the presidency of Mrs. C. A.
'oung, who has worked well for the
Dciety and has had much good assistnce
Officers for the coming year were
lected as follows:

shape.

and Mrs.

It is expected that all officors of Mt.
dica Lodge will be installed at the
egular mee'ieg Thursday evening. Also
hat Grand Representative A. S. Kimball
rill be present and give a short talk on
lis recnt trip to Sovereign Grand Lodge
□ Denver, Col.
The officers elected are
s follows:

...

Miss Marjorie Chandler recently underwent an operation for the removal of an
ingrowing nail which was in very bad

Mr

Master—J. S. Brown.
Over-eer—George Boutelle.
Lccturer—A. E. Morse.
Stew ird—Aliuon Cairns.
As*l-tant Steward—Frank Ryerson.
Chaplain—Charloe Kimball.
Treasurer—Walter Ί wltchell.
Secretary—Mrs. Sabrlna Jackson.
Lady Assistant Steward—Mrs. Frank
Gate Keeper—Chandler Swift.
Ceres—Mrs. J. S. Brown.
Flora—Mrs. George Boutelle.
Pomona—Mrs. Almon Calms.
Chorister—Miss Barbara Chapman.
Librarian—Mrs. Laurln Whitman.

N. G.—J. E. March.
V. G.—C. A. Marston.
Rec See.—Carl Mason.
Kin. Sec.—C. H. Howard.
Treas.—A E. Dean.
TrU'iU'M—X- D. Bolster, 11. L. Swan. λ.sr..
hurtleff.
Janitor—W. L. Bonney.

The annual meeting of the Citizens'
assessors
Telephone Co. is held at
office this Monday evening at 7:»0.

fpawhuska,

Flower—Mrs. A. D. Park.

lad been for treatment for about three
uontha. During that time she gained in
veight about twenty pounds and is much
>etter.
She is still continuing the outloor life as at the Sanatorium.

^urlne

and fourth

taking

cream

local east-bound

layed

the passenger trains about two
hours, but fortunately hail no other
About three
serious consequences.
mil»· above South Paris a truck frame
broke on one of the cars of the freight
train. The train was running slowly
and no cars left the rails before it wan
stopped. After jacking up the broken
frame the train ere# managed bv mean4
of a tie to make temporary repairs so
that the train was able to crawl along
the track. In this way South Pari* was
reached. At every crossing it was necessary to take up the planks in ordor to
let the truck frame over. At this station
the car was got on to a siding and a
wrecking train came and attended to it.
The west-bound passenger train was held
A partition tire around the chimney did
here, and the east-bound at West Paris, lamage
Friday afternoon in the house on
and both were about tw.» hours lato ,
,'hurch Street owned by Ε. I Spofford
in proceeding.
nul occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
iV'are. The alarm was given by the
The Seneca Club was entertained by
Methodist bell about 4:30 p. m. There
Mrs. Dr. Stewart and Mrs. H. E. Wilsou
vas no one in the
house just at that
at Mrs. Stewart's Monday evening of last
1 ime, but the trouble was discovered
week. The literary programme was on
τοπ» the street by the smoke which was
the subject of Philadelphia, and besides
through the roof in considerable
current eveots by the members included :ommg
luantity. Apparently the fire caught
an essay on the Mint by Mrs Grayk an
iround the funnel hole in the sitting
essay on Oirard College bv Mrs. Hilton, room down
stairs, and smouldered for
Mrs.
an essay on Independence Hall by
tome time,
burning
np through to the
and
of
the
and
"Liberty
Bare»·,
reading
l>lind attic in the roof. When the fireIndependence" by Mrs. II. A. Morton. men arrived the fire was breaking
After the programme the members were
:hrough the partition In the sitting room.
invited into the dining room, where a Ladders were
put up and two holes were
The table was
tine supper was served
>roken through the roof, and holes were
decorated in a manner appropriate to the ilso broken into the
partition up stairs
were also
There
Christmas season.
rod down, and the fire was attacked with
of
the
features
evening
and
other
games
:hemical extinguishers at all points. A
out of the ordinary, and it was a late
lose was laid ready for use, but the
hour when the members went home. The
mirant was not opened. Six or eight ex·
menu of the supper, in conundrum form,
iagnisbers were emptied, and at the end
was as follows:
>f half an hour or so the fire was declarBivalve· Nestle-1
Dough Baked
»d out, though a watch was maintained
Seocca Specta!
'or the night. The damage to the house
Exceptor with Jacket
.Stalk» of Kalamazoo
| s estimated at fifty dollars. Tbe sitting
Cream Churued
Lovers' Test
'ooin carpet of the Wares was badly
Card Pressed
< lamaged, snd some damage was done to
Komt's Beet

J

j

J

J

Arabian Nectar aad

Koey C heeks aad Bouy'· Best
Natnre'i Food
C'lMrub'· Diet
Squirrel'· Dependence
Sweet Compound

V

I

>tber furnishings, though nothing was
:arri%l oat. Hoase and furniture ware

I oaured.

β.
Second Congregational Church, Rev.
Bldcout, Pastor. Preaching terrloe Sunday,
P.
8.
12
.-00
T.
10 Λ0 A. M.; Sabbath School,
M.;
C. I., Sunday Evening, β AO P. ΜSocial Meet·
In*, 7 .-00 P. M. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
Tuesday evening.
Davis,
Universal!·! Church, Bev. S. G.
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 Λό
A. M. Sabbath School, 12:00; T. P.C. U. meet·
Β.

tag. 7 Λ0 P.M.
Methodist Church, Bev. C. A. Brooks. Pastor.
Preaching service, 10 âO A. M.; Sabbath School,
13 Λ0 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 P. M.r
iver meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting

Epworth League, Sunday
,-.lday evening.
I evening, β HX> P.M.
Baptist Church, Bev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor.
Preaching service, 10 Λ) A.M.; Sabbrth School,
12.Ό0Μ.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
M., Wednesday evening, 7 :S0.

full

moon.

I. O. O. F.—Norwav Lodge.—Regular meeting
in Oild Fellows' Flail, every Tuesday Evening.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets in Odd
Fellows' Hail, fécond and fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope Rcbekab Lodge,
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of each

month.
K.of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Rlock
U. R., A. O. Noyes
everv Thursday Evening.
Division, No. 12, mcete third Friday of each
No.
83. P. 8., second
month. Lake Assembly,
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of U.—Norwav Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 64, meets in
New d. A. R. '(all on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
w. R. c.—Meets in New G. A. R. Hall, Monday < verlnz.
Ν. K. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
New U. A.U. Hall, on the flrs: and third Wednes lav evenings of each month.
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. B. Hall ever? Tuesday

AMIRAL
WW2UM&ALL

?£oto.lycuwMvr
^

fais. s. c.

evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each

h
Γ. o. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
m ets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
e>vh month
Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets in Ryer·
K. G. Ε
son hall, everv Thursday evening, September to
and
third Thursday evenings, May to
first
May,
mon

will make that place bis borne when he
is retired from the service. By the
Ryerson. courtesy of the New Turk World, a September.
portrait of Admiral Kimball is herewith
Capt. Moses P. Stiles, Deputy Sheriff
given.
W. L Farrar and Dr. Bial F. Bradbury
Born in Paris, Jan. 0, 1848, ho attained
wore at Albany Wednesday.
fleet command at the age of sixty, but is
Albert 0. Jordan, who for a long time
still active and energetic. Ho entered
ha* boon under the continuous care of
the Naval Academy in 1SG5. and soon
his farnibr, whs committed to the hospital
Half Kates for Hydrant Service.
after receiving his commission as ensign
for the imane by the municipti officers
in 1870 he made a specialty of t«»rp«·!·»
i!i«* week
Deputy Farrar and Capt.
boat service. Just before the war with
Stiles accompanied him to Augusts.
VI I.LAO Ε CORPORATION VOTES TO PAY
in
command
was
he
placed
Spain began
C. B. Cumminga A* Sons' crew have
THAT FOB THE YEAR.
of the first torpedo boat flotilla organized
been at work repairing the steam pipes
by the United States, and bis little ships in front of the Abbott Block several days
did wonderfully daring duty in that
Some difficulty was exA good number of interested voters
this week.
in locating the steam leak.
met at Engine Hall Tuesday evening for episode.
perienced
had
In earlier days Admiral Kimball
the special meeting of South Paris Vil·
Many farmers are finding a ready
much exciting work. Back in the early
The meeting was
market for first class stove wood at very
lage Corporation.
this
when
government occupied
called to order on time by Clerk Ε. N. eighties,
Dry cord wood also is in
the Isthmus of Panama for a time, he good prices.
But little green wood is
some demand.
Haskell, and Walter L. Gray was elected
fitted up an armored train on the railConinto the village for sale.
muderator.
was in brought
He
line
and
the
open.
kept
siderable hemlock is delivered at the
The next article related t% the ques- way
the bay of Rio de Janeiro in 1894 when
tion of settlement with the Norway
railroad station.
the Detroit, with guns shotted and trainParties interested in the "Concert of
Water Co. for the year ending Dec. 1st.
the back of the rebellion there.
broke
ed,
understood to have been preWhen this was taken up, a statement
In recent years Kimball has alternately Nations,"
and
from the assessors was asked for,
sented some time in the near future, were
been commanding battleships, bis latest
of
assessthe
H.
Davis
to find a notice on the hall
Chairman George
the New Jersey, and serving as surprised
He said'that being
ors explained the status.
door. Wednesday evening, announcing
administration
of
member
important
in June the corporation votod to pay
the indefinite postponement of the event.
boards. John P. Holland wrote of him:
fifty cents on a dollar of the contract
Apparently no one understood the new
thau
bim
more
to
owes
"Submarining
price. An order for one-half the amount to any other living man, and I trust that arrangement and the promoters were not
then due was accordingly drawn, but was
to be found.
later on the same can be said of flying."
refused and returned by the Norway
A "Sacred Concert" was given at the
lethad
two
No
had
Water Co. Mr. Davis
The New Year in County Affairs. Opera House on Sunday evening.
the
one
of
It is rea collection.
but
ters from Hon. A. S. turn ball,
admission
of
With the first of January, the terms
to have been very good with full
directors and counsel 'for the Norway
certain of the county officers expired, and ported
house for cheer and comfort.
Co., and had replied to the first of them. their successors
took the oath of office,
He read the correspondence, in which
A fire alarm was sounded from box 28,
and entered upon their duties. Only
Main and Cottage Streets,
Mr. Kimball explained that the matter of
corner of
were changed this
elected
officers
two
the adjustment of the claim had been
Tuesday morning. The fire waa in the
several
are
there
changes
It was also stated in year, though
left with him.
Beal's Hotel kitchen. The quiok work
in the list of deputy sheriffs.
Mr. Kimball's letters that some discount
the fire department put out the fire
of Bethel, Judge by
£.
Herrick
Add
iron
might be made for the time before the of Probate, and Albert D. Park of Paris, with some damage to the property.
service was improved, but that the comRevival meetings commenced at the
Register of Probate, completed a term Methodist church Sunday evening under
pany could not agree to a discount of of
and took the oath for another
office,
had
the direction of E. A. Corbett. They are
replied term of four
fifty per pent. Mr. Davis
years.
that the assessors had no authority to do
well attended and much interest exHiram R. Hubbard of Paris, Sheriff,
otherwise than as instructed by the corpressed.
of
Atwood
M.
Paris, County
This
The piano contest at Winslow's grocery
correspondence all George
poration.
took the oath for another
The contest as
related to the bill for the six months Treasurer,
store closed Dec. 24th.
term of two years each.
to who should win the prize was said to
ending June 1st.
of
Barnes
P.
Charles
completNorway
have been k very lively one indeed.
Following Mr. Davis' statement there ed his second term of two
years as
was more or less discussion regarding the
F. nayden, Maple Street, comes
and was succeeded by Eugene
Attorney,
County
condition of the hydrant service both beto tbe front with $2400 of coupons and
T. Parker of Rumford.
Ralph
the
infore and after its improvement,
several hundred dollars ahead of
E. P. Faunce of Oxford completed a being
the next highest moved the very pretty
terruption of the service for six weeks, term of six
years as County Commissionand other features of the situation. It
to his home.
and was succeeded by Henry D. Ham- piano
was some little time before auy action er,
W. Schenck of Schenectady, N. T.,
Paris. The board of commismand
of
E.
Shurtletl
his vacation with his parents on
was proposed, but finally A.
sioners is now made up of Dean A. Bal- passed
moved that we pay the Norway Water
Pike Hill. Mr. Schenck worked bis apof
Delano
Adelbert
of
lard
Fryeburg,
Co. fifty cents on a dollar of the contract
prenticeship with Frank Murdock and
Canton, and Henry D. Hammond of is
now foreman of a large concern in bis
price for the year ending Dec. 1st. The Paris.
motion was carried without opposition.
are as fol- city.
Hubbard's
Sheriff
deputies
The other article in the warrant was
Harry Downing of the U. of M. Is with
lows:
to raise a sum of money for the use of
bis parents on Crescent Street for a
of
D.
Pond,
Cole,
formerly
Bryant's
Ilarry
an
the water committee in securing
short vacation until Monday, Jan. 4, '09.
Jailer.
Chairman
amendment to its charter.
W. A. IMckDoll, Norway, Crier.
Harry H. Glldden, foreman of the shoe
Arthur C. Alien, Wilton (P. O. East Dlxfleld.) factory, was given a gold watch and
George R. Morton of the eommittee
S. C. Wlthlngton, DuckQeld.
stated that be bad very little idea what
chain by his crew Christmas.
F. M. Meeerve, Fryeburg.
the necessary expense would be. N. D.
Allie Crommett of New York has made
Harris L. Elliott, Rumford.
Leverna L. Nlles, Rumford.
Bolster moved that the sum of $500 be
his parents a short visit.
Bethel.
F.
Fred
Hcan,
A. W. Walker & Son of South Paris
raised, and the treasurer authorized to
corge F. Weeks, Porter (P. O. Kczar Falls).
Others expressed
borrow the amount.
are filling their South Paris ice house
J. M. Bartlett, East Stonebam.
should
be
M.
Mexico.
amount
Leon
the opioion that the
Small,
with Pennesseewassee Lake ice. It is
The new jailer, Harry D. Cole, moved without question the best ice cut for a
larger, but no one made a motion to
amend, and Mr. Bolster's motion was into the jailer's house a few days since, long time.
passed. An informal vote was taken and took charge of the jail Friday mornCapt. J. Waldo Nash left Friday for a
showing that as far as those present were ing. Mr. Cole has been a deputy at short attendance at the New England
concerned, the committee could have Bryant's Pond under Sheriff Hubbard Sportsmen's Show at Boston.
more if necessary.
Irene Hazen is at home for a week
for the past two years. He is 44 years
The whole session occupied about of age. His family consists of a wife, a with her father, John B. Hazen. She is
Mass.
forty minutes.
son, Richard Guy, 19 years of age, who employed as teacher at Manomet,
The officers of Harry Rust Post, No.
will be janitor of the county buildings,
Installed
will be
Tueeday
Gentlemen's Night at Fan-Tan Hall. and thiee daughters, ranging from 15 to όβ, G. A. R.,
2 years of age.
evening, January 5th.
Plaus for a gentlemen's night later in
A. E. Morrison, after a few days with
The beginning of the new year finds
the season by tb» Pan-Tan Clnb were
the jail population fairly low, there be- bis Norway people, returned to his work
modified on rather short notice to make
on the first day of January only the first of the week.
the date Thursday evening of last week. ing
Emma S. McCrellis, daughter of Mr.
twelve confined, as agaiast twenty-six a
This was done particularly on account of
and Mrs. Albert C. McCrellis, was marrifew weeks earlier.
Mr. and Mrs. Η. Δ. Hilton, who are to
ed to Charles S. Colwell of Hancock,
leave soon for Oklahoma. It also afThursday, Dec. 24, by Rev. B. S. Rideforded a good opportunity to watch the
With the first of January tbe treasurer out at the home of the bride. It is unold year out and the new year in, which
made up bis annual statement of tbe derstood that Mr. and Mrs. Colwell will
was made a part of the invitations.
financial condition of tbe county. This make their home with Mrs. Colwell'e
At a little before 7 o'clock the party
Rbows that on tbe county tax of $30,- parents. Mr. Colwell will become insang the doxology, and then took their 406.37 for 1008,
only four towns are de- terested in the A. C. McCrellis mill busiseats at the long table wbioh was well
Mr. and Mrs. Colwell have the
to the total amount of $1,- ness.
loaded. The "Little Fan-Tans" ate at a linquent,
740 68. Tbe summary of receipts and ex- best wishes of a large circle of friends.
■ide table. In all there were present
for tbe year is as follows:
Mrs. Colwell has for a long time been
thirty five. On the back of each place- penditures
bookkeeper for her father at the mill.
RECEIPTS.
card was written a new year warning
Howard Lasselle writes that he arriv$-21,101 37
Balance in treasury Jan. 1, 1908
especially appropriate to the recipient. (bounty
tax of 1908
24,1*63 05 ed at Oreat Falls, Mont., in safety.
These were read aloud in turn, and some
741
97
of
1907
tax
County
Dr. B. F. Bradbury, Dr. L. H. Trufant
6,480 03 and Dr. H.«L. Bartlett of this
Wild land and road taxes
good hits were m^e by them.
place at50
23
sold
Wood
The members of the party were then
5 00 tended the Oxford County Medical Assofees returned
Officers*
of
at liberty to proceed to the demolition
Falls
'2,412 20 ciation's meeting at Mechanic
Fees of county officer· and courts
the most appetizing array of refreshment Fines and costs
11,613 64
nmnaay.
included
riced
which
on
the table,
Knights Templar of Oxford Couoty
$67,240 66
potato, cold ham, lobster salad, hot rolls,
elected the following officers:
EXPENDITURES.
in
cakes
and
variety,
celery,
pickles,
pies
G. Α.—A. J. Stearns.
$ 5,713 93
Costs of S.J. Court, March term
&c., and coffee. All said the supper was
Gen.—C. H.Sargent.
68Ô 37
May term
one of the beet ever.
C.O.-H. D. Smith.
October term
3,386 65
Trees.—Frank Kimball.
91
orders
12,528
After supper the gentlemen retired County Commissioners'
L. M. Smith.
Roc
513 18
officers' expenses
County
to
smoke
and
scene
from the
give op- Bonds, Interest, Ac.
6,68117
Chap —Rev. J. H. Little.
better
halve·
to
for
remove
the
Salaries
10,600 00
portunity
At the annual election of officers of
the wreckage of the feast Then several
the
Total expenditures
$40,142 21 Norway Lodge, No. 16,1. Ο. O. P.,
hours were spent in playing whist and
Cash In treasury Dec. 31, 1908
27,098 45 following were elected:
other games, dancing, singing, and a
N.G.-A.L.F. Pike.
$67,240 66
general social time.
V. G.-E. H. Maxim.
Soon after 10 some of those who were
Sec.—M. L. KlmbaH.
Tbe striking feature of tbis exhibit is
Trcas.—Η. E. Gibson.
least robust in health asked to be ex- tbe large amount received in fines and
Trustees—A. L. F. Pike, Ε. H. Allen apd F. E.
cused, with more or less commiseration costs, over $11,000.
DeCoster.
and some derision from those who were
During tbe year $3,000 of the court Installation Tuesday evening.
awaiting the witching hour, especially bouse bonds have been paid, reducing
The clerks' election of officers for the
from the oldest member of tbe party. them from 125,000 to f'20,000. Notwithcurrent year resulted as follows:
But it was noticed that afterward said standing tbe fact that there was a murder
Pres.—K. 0. Russell.
oldest member looked at his watch at trial at the March term of court, the
Sec and Treas.—F. E. Smith.
Gen. Com.—Letter Ashton, Mr*. Lizzie Sampfrequent intervale. About 11 o'clock he standing of the county is better than a
announced that it was time to go home, year ago by about 80,000, the full state- son and Mrs. I. W. Watte
Refreshment— R. O. Porter, Etta Nevers, A va
and his remark seemed to meet a ready ment of condition being as follows:
Leach, Mayford Mann and Homer Tubbs.
W. Boy η toe, Ralph Harrlman
rate
the
At
Decorations—Cgradualparty
RESOURCES.
any
response.
Etta RIdlon.
$ 2,2M 65 and
ly prepared to leave, and went home to l>ue from »tate, tax on wild lands
W. Goodwin.
Floor
Manager—Stuart
1.749 68
leave the old year and the new year to Unpaid couuty taxes
Reception com.—All the lady clerks.
27.0% <5
take care of themselves, after a delight- Cash In treasury Dec. 31, 1908
Date of ball, Tuesday evening, Feb. 2d,
ful evening.
$31,102 78 at the
Opera House.
LIABILITIES.
Capt. J. W. Nash of Co. D, Second
Bonded Indebtedness, at 4 per
Abijah C. Hall.
Regiment, N. G. S. M., has resigned his
cent
$30,0001*)
Abijah C. Hall, one of the best known Bills allowed and unpaid
commission, his business affairs requir57616
333 96
of our citizens, died at his home on Due Oxford Law library
ing so much attention that he is unable
20,"ΊΟ 12 to
Oxford Street at 12:30 Monday morning,
spare the necessary time for militai y
after a final illness of several weeks. In
Resources In excess of liabilities...$10,192 66 matters.
tbe past few years he has been critically
It is understood that work will betrin in
Death of Oeorge Burnham, Jr.
ill a number of times, but has recovered tbe
spring on tbe addition to the couit
each time, and showed remarkable vital- bouse, to contain the law
on tbe
George Burnham, Jr., died at his home
library
ity up to the last. Mr. Hall was a mem- second floor, and needed rooms for other in Cumberland early Friday morning.
ber of one of the older families of the
The end bad been expected for a week,
pnrposea on the first floor.
town, the son of Cyprian Uall, and was
after Mr. Burnham suffered a paralytic
born May 5, 1833. He lived on the old
shock.
Services of Week of Prayer,
farm which was his father's homestead,
Mr. Burnhnm was born Jan. 31, 1831,
union
of
the
week
This
prayer,
being
near Hall's Pond, until a little more
and had been engaged from boyhood in
the
will
be
held
Congregato
by
when
he
moved
meetings
than thirty years ago,
at 6rst with
the packing business,
South Paris village, building the house tional, Hethodist and Baptist churches partners and later as the head of the
in which he has since lived. He married each evening exoept Saturday, at 7:30. Burnham φ Morrill Co., which was inwill be at
Mary Bartlett of Oxford, who survives Monday evening the meeting
corporated in 1892, and which operates a
him. Their two children are living, Her- the Methodist church, Tuesday evening long string of factories at wbioh corn,
and
at
tbe
Congregational, Wednesday
bert F. Hall of Kansas City, Mo., and
lobsters, and various other forms of food
Lillian M., wife of Herbert C. Ripley, of Thursday evenings at the Baptist, Friday are canned.
when
at
District
the
and
Mrs.
Methodist,
Mr.
evening
Pawhuska, Okla.
Ripley
One of the
largest corn
have been here for a number of days, Superintendent Rev. Charles F. Parsons factories is at South Paria, and during
but tbe son has been unable to come on will preach, and Sunday evening at tbe the corn packing season Mr. Burnham
account of tbe serious illness of his wife. Congregational chu rob.
has generally spent most of bia time
Abijah C. Hall was a member of the
here. He was a member of Paris Lodge
South Paris Baptist church, but wu
Tbe destruction done by the earth- of Masons, and a director of the Paris
affiliated with no other organizations. quake in southern Italy and Sicily, and Trust Co.
The funeral will be held at tbe Baptist tbe resulting destitution and suffering,
Mr. Burham was a good business man,
church at 3 p. u. Thursday, preceded make the tremendous San Francisco dis- and both by bis packing business and his
by a short prayer service at the house, aster look small. The estimates of lose Investments had increased his possessions
which will be private owing to tbe illnee* of life in Italy grow with each succeed- until he was one of the wealthy men of
of Mrs. Hall, who has not yet recovered ing day, finally reaching 300,000, but Maine.
from a recent surgical operation.
Her- ; they may be reduced when it it possible
His wife survives him, as does one
bert F. Hall, It is learned, started from to get anything like accurate information brother, Perea B. Burnham. There are
his home for Maine Sunday night.
aa to the extent of the diaaater.
no children.

CHILDREN

Conductor—Georgia Haggett.

Carry a package of Rezall Dyspepsia
Officers of Joshua L. Chamberlain
Camp, S. of V., installed by A. M. Soule Tablets in your vest pocket or keep
them in your room. Take one after each
of Portland, G. S. V. C.:
heavy meal, and indigestion can never
C.—William It. Motley.
bother you.
8. V. C.—Peiclval E. Hathaway.
J. V. C.—Walter L. Gray.
Rezall Dyspepsia Tablets cure stomach
P. I.-J. W. Chesbro.
troubles
by supplying the one element,
8ec.—John E. Everett.
the absence of which in the gastric
Trcae —Geo. F. Eastman.
C. C.-A. W. Walker, J. E. Murcb, P. E. Hath- juices, causes indigestion and dyspepsia.
away.
They enable the stomach to digest all
Chap.—Sherman Ordway.
kinds of food and to quickly convert it
Guide—M. L Whittle.
C. B.—Clyde llcbbard.
into rich red blood.
Mue— I. E. Murch.
Rexall Dyspepsia
We know what
I. C —F. B. Cummtngs.
We
Tablets are and what they will do.
O. G.—Will Twltcholi.
guarantee them to cure indigestion and
RANK FOOLISHNESS.
dyspepsia. If they fail, we will refund

%

at the close of the present business year extend to
you their thanks for your patronage and hope they
may merit the continuance of your good will during

this

OF

STATK

Make You

Born.
In Paris, Dec 30, to the wife of L. Ellsworth
Thayer, a daughter.

Married.
Paris, Dec. 24, by Rev. J. Wallare
Cheebro, Mr. Ralph A. Hemmlngway and Ida
J. Rand, both of South Paris.
In Peru, Dec. SO, by Rev. Q. B. Hannaford, Mr.
In South

Kl'sworth D. Curtis of Weet Pari· and Miss
Minnie I Fu'Ier'nf West Peru.
In South Paris, Dec. 24, by Rev. J. H. I.ltt'e.
Mr. Perley Ransom Whitney of HarrU^t and
Miss Myrtle Alfredo Plummer of Albany.
In Stow, Dec 24, by Rev. Wm. P. Baker, Mr.
Clarence L>. Kimball of Fryeburg Center and
Miss Anna B. Kimball of etow.
In Welchvllle, Dec. 24, by R. F. Staples, Esq
Mr. Howard Davis and Miss Florence Locke,
both of Welchvllle.
In Norway, Dec. 24, by Rev. B.
Rtdeout, Mr.
Charles Stuart Colwell of South Hancock and
Miss Emma Sybil McCroUla of Norwav.
In Oxford, Dec. 23, by Rev. Frédéric Newport,
Mr Charles L.Andrews of Augusta and Miss
Nellie M. Hayes of Oxford.
In Hartland, Dec 30, by Rev. H. L. Caulklns.
Rev. T. J. Rimsdell of Caribou and Miss Minolta
Joy Kitchen of Presque Isle.
In Durham, Dec. 24, by Rev. D. A. Tuttle, Mr.
Elmer F. Llbby of Pownal and Miss Be:tha L.
Edwards of Auburn.
In Powna', Dec. 25, by Rev. D. A. Tuttle, Mr
Robert M. Davis and Mrs. Fannie L. Alten, both
of Pownal.

oneau.

Make

a

Satisfied Customer.

clothing

first

a

store

New Year's Resolve; to Visit Us.

a

Wishing

a

you

Happy

Prosperous New Year, We Remain,
YOURS TO SERVE,

and

F. H. NOYES CO.

Norway

JSoutla. Parle

S

η

GEO. R. MORTON, President.
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Vice-President
QEO. C. FERNALD, Treasurer.
ALTON C. WHEELER, Secretary.

MAIME.

ν

.···,

V

DIRECTORS.

Ù

John B. Robinson.
George W. Cole, Jr.
Frank A. Shurtleff.
William P. Potter.
Winfield S. Starbird.
George Burnham, Jr.
Fred'k A. Heidner.

Geo. R. Morton.
William J. Wheeler.
George M. Atwood.
N. Dayton Bolster.
Alton C. Wheeler.
Lewis C. Bates.
Sumner E. Newell.
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Deposit Department.

Safe

Our SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES are now ready for the aie
of those who desire to deposit their PRIVATE PAPERS and
ARTICLES OF VALUE. Rent per year, $5.00 and upward.

9 a.

Bank Hours:

12.15 p. m. ; 1.15 to 3 p.

to

m.

V

i

Checking Account.

We Solicit Your

$

m.

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,

GEORGINA S. MALENFANT.

Market

Subscribed and sworn to before me thla
twenty-fourth day of December, A. D. 1908
FREDERICK R. DYER,

Pythian

South Paris, Maine.

Square.

S
Q
Ô

Block.

Justice of the Peace.
Static of Maimk.

(8KAL)

Oxford, ss :
Supreme Judicial Coart, in Vacation. {
December 28, A. D. I'jOS. {
Upon tiie Foregoing Libel, ORDERED,
That the Libelant give notice to the said Joeeph
Malenfant, Libel Ice. to appear before the Justice
of our Supremo Judicial Court, to be holden at
Paris, within and for the County of Oxford, on
the eecbnd Tuesday of Mar., A. D. 1909, by publishing an atteated copy of said lbel, and this
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In Paris,
In our County of Oxfonl, the last publication to
be 30 days at leant prior to said second Tuesday
of March. 1909, that he may there an1 then in

CouNTr op

Died.

said Court appear and show cause, if any
he have, why the prayer of said Libelant thould
not be granted.
HENRY C. PEA BODY,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
Λ true copy of the libel and order 0f court
thereon.
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

Alter
We

In Cumberland, Jan. 1, George Burnbam, Jr.,
aged 77 years.
In Lynn, Mass., Dec. 31, Mrs. Mary Ann
Chase, widow of Nathan Chase, formerly of
Paris, aged 85 vears.
In South Waterford, Dec. 21, Ophelia M. Shaw,
aged 6S year·.
In Errol, Ν. H.. Dec. 28, Nay Bennett of Magalloway, aged 82 years.

LEWISTON
EVENING

JOURNAL

NOTICE.

The People of Maine will watch with
All persons who have a bill against
the town of Paris in any account, N great interest the work of the
please consider it your duty to pre- Next Maine Legislature.
sent it at once.
In order to follow the discussions of the
Selectmen of Paris.
important questions that will be acted
January, 1909.
upon, a subscription to tbe LEWISTON1
EVENING JOURNAL is a necessity.
NOTICE.

special representative, by extensive
telephone, will give our readers every evening the proceedings of tbe
same day, with interesting descriptions
of everything doing at tbe capltol. Price
Our

In the Dlstrlot Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

use

}

of the

for the Session.

Only $1.50

By use of the new trolley line the LEWISTON EVENING JOURNAL will
reach the Kennebec towns from 5 to β
o'clock, nearly two hours before any

[

other paper. Do not fail to order at once.

Lewiston Weekly Journal

For persons not favored with a dally paper, the
WEEKLY JOURNAL Is an Indispensable visIt presents In its ample columns a full
NOTICE.
report of all events In Maine, as well as a digest
This Is to give notice to all persons that on of every Important event throughout the world.
and after this date I shall claim none of the The management is always on the lookout for
of making every
earnings of my minor son, Robert L. Kerr, and Improvement, with Intention
I shall not pay any of bis bills, and I do hereby number more complete than any predecessor.
Its
give said Robert L. Kerr his time to trado and The universal testimony Is that it realizes
Ideal In ail respects.
act for hlmcelf.
issue.
of
either
Send a postal for sample copies
Dated at Paris, Maine, Dec. 29,1908.
LEWISTON JOURNAL COMPANY.
litNKY KERR.
1
ltor.

are

unrisxixLtie.

still here with the

line of

complete

most

All Kinds of Winter Footwear
a
by any store in Oxford County. We make
If
Wear.
House
for
shorn
of
Comfort
specialty
and buy a pair of
you are troubled with cold feet, come here
have a full line of
We
also
our cold proof shoes and be happy.
ever

our

In South Paris, Jan. 4, Abljah C. Hall, aged 75
years.
In Paris, Dec. 31, Vernon D. Robinson, aged
24 years.
In West Sumner, Dec. 80, Albert E., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Hail lev, aged β yean.

·
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
EZRA C. STAPLES,
of Peru, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Ezra C. Staples, In the
County of Oxford and district aforeaald :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 30th day ot
Dec., A. D. 1908, the said Ezra C. Staples was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditor· will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 20th day of Jan., A. D. 1909, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 2,1909.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy

year.

Whenever in quest of merchandise found at

class

OXFORD, 88.:
To the Honorable Justice of tin .Supreme Judicial Court next to be held at Parle with n
ami for the county of Oxfonl ou the* second
Tucnilav of March. A·. I), 1909
(«eorglna S. Malonfant of Sumner, In raid
county, wife of JoM>i»h Malenfant, respectful y
represents: That her maiden mme w e
lawful 7
Georglna Slmoneau; that «he was
Mulpnfant nt
married to the said Joseph
Lewie ton. In the countv of Androscoggin ami
State of Maine, on the twelfth day of November,
A. t). 1000; lhatthcy lived together a* hutbami
and wife at eald I.ewUton and at Rumtord Falls
acd at Buckfleld, In said county of Oxfoid,
from the time of their fal l marriage till about
the flret day of November, A. D. 1907; that your
libellant has always conducted herself toward
her aalil hueband an a falthfu', true and affec
tlonate wife, but tha· the eald Joeeph Mslenfant,
unmindful of hi· marriage vowe ami duty haa
Mfeen gu'lty of cruel and abusive treatment and
of extreme cruclty towards your libelant, and
haa contracted gross and confirmed hab't* of Intoxication from the urc of Intoxicating liquors;
that on or about the flret day of November, Λ.
I). 1907, the eald Joseph Malenfant utterly deserted your libelant without caure and went to
parts unknown to her, since which time she has
never seen or heard from him or received any
support from him ; that his residence Is nnknown
to your libelant and cannot be ascertained by
reasonable diligence; that there Is no collusion
between your libelant and the said Joseph
Malenfant to obtain a divorce.
Wherefore your libelant prays that a divorce
from the bomla of matrimony may be decrecd
between herself and her said husband and that
ber name may be changed to Georglna Slm-

When You Put On Stocking·
Of the heavier sort, do your shoes pinch, an<!
If you sprinkle
vour feet swell and perspire?
Allen's Ko. t-Kaac In your shoes, It will give you
rest and comfort, and instant relief from any
Don't acSold Everywhere, 25c.
annoyance.
51 to '2, '09
cept any lubttltuie.

new

You Will Have to Buy Clothing and Furnishings and Whether Your Purchases be Large or
Small it Will be Our Constant Endeavor to

your money.
Prices 25 cents per full package. Sold
only at our stores or by mail. F. A.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, Me.

"When attacked by a cough or cold,
when your throat is sore, it is rank
foolisbnesH to take any other medicine
than Dr. King's New Diecovery," saya
C. O. Eldridge of Empire, Ga.
"Γ have
used New Discovery seven years and I
know it is the best remedy on earth for
coughs and colds, croup, and ail throat
and lung troubles. My children are subject to croup, but New Discovery quickly cures every attack." Kdowh the
world over as the King of throat and
lung remedies. Sold under guarantee at
F. A. Sburtleff ά Co.'s drug store. 50c.
nnd $1.00. Trial bottle free.
or

Blue Stores

The

ing·

AaMetant Guard—Florence lilck·.

carried

TRUNKS, BAGS and SUIT CASES,
and remember that

our

prices

are

always right.

Ε. N. SWfTT SHOE CO,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Tolophono 11Β·8.

F.

A.

Λ,

8IIUBTLEFF

SIirBTLEFF * CO.

A.

F.

CO.

II 7E WISH to thank our miny friends and customers for their

We assure you that
liberal patronage of the past year.
aim
the
our
we
it is appieciated. It will
coming year, as
during
*

*

it has been in the

give

past,

At this time
you start the

to

goods

you the best of

please

our

customers at all

wish to remind you that

we

times, and

to

price.

at a fair

we are

ready

to

help

New Year Kiglit with

Account Books. and
JoTi!' Caî„Brf5
Lc,di7'·
All styles
Memorandums.
prices.

and

Diaries.

The Standard in all the

popular

sizes.

Maine Farmers', Leavitt's

Farmer's,
Almfl.TlOM
and Hick»'.
*

STATIONERY and DESK SUPPLIES of all kinds.

Wishing

you

a

happy

and prosperous New Year,

We remain,
Yours

Respectfully,

F.A.SHURTLEFF&CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

F.

A.

SHCBTLEFF

*

F.

CO.

A.

SUFRTLEFF * CO.
mmmamammmamt

Cent
...

Sale

at

Jan. 9, 1909.
GOODYEAR

Glove Rubbers
Best
—

Best

Fitting

AND

—

Wearing

Rubbers made.

Greatly Reduced Prices.

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

Norway

office

Jan.

over

C.

St.,

10th,

ΙΟ A. M. to 4 P. M.

At Rumford,

Eyes

Friday, Jan.

8th·

examined free and all Glasses

warranted

SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

for every occasion.
The

next

satisfactory.

At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,'
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

In

time yqu need

here a-id

come

F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main

Friday,

MARKET

MEN'S TROUSERS

OOUllSt,
Will be at hie

Underwear and Hosiery.
Miss S. M. Wheeler,

style,

fit and

includes all

h.

what

pair of trousers,
have to ofler you.
of finish, our trousers
a

we

perfection
good points expected. Our stock
grades of worsteds and cassimeres.

have all the

All

see

grades from $1.50 to $5.

B.

FOSTER,

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

NOTICE.

W. 0.

Frothingham

Soutli

Parla.

...

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

S. B. &. Z. S. PRINCE'S,
1

H A Τ S

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

at

company's

j

ARB HELPLESS AS

MEN
Hall

there wm a ioint installation of officeri
of the Grand Army, the Ladies of the G.
A. R., and tbe Sons of Veteran·. Light WHEN TAKEN SUDDENLY ILL—HIRE 18
refreshments were served after the in▲ COMMON-SENSE SAFEGUABD.
stallation. The officers are as follows :
Officers of William K. Kimball Post,
G. A. R., installed by Past Commander
Big, strong man Irmi helpless Infant
W. 8. St-trblrd:
when he le suddenly ill.
Com.—Wm. h. Gray.
The sturdiest obap in town usually
8. V. C.—Ing*r* Fran·.
loses bis self control, and Is utterly unJ. V. C —Ch»rl«- Noble.
Surg.—Geo. P. Tucker.
able to regard his condition with the
Chap.—Joaeph A. Noyea.
common sense that characterizes bis
M—Chandler swift.
I> —Franklin Maxim.
every-day actions.
Ο. β .-I. J. Monk.
For example:
Be comes home tired,
▲dit.—Henry H. Maxim.
eats a heavy dinner and sits down to read
Q. M. 8.—G. Stuart.
and smoke away a quiet evening.
8. M.—W. 8toart
Suddenly be notices a weight on his
Officers of William K. Kimball Circle,
Ladies of the G. A. R., installed by Mrs. stomach; then sharp pains around bis
Harriet G. Burr of Aubarn, Department heart, and a feeling of suffocation.
Thoughts of "heart disease" rush over
President:
bim, and in his agony he fears the worst.
President—Ellen M. Curtia.
Bis trouble was acute indigestion,
Senior Vice-President—Wlnnlfred Pen ley.
Junior VIce-PreMdent— Kate B. Stuart.
brought on by overloading his tired
Secretary—Hannah R. Caiter.
stomach.
Treasurer—Eva E. Walker.
A couple of Rezall Dyspepsia Tablets
Chaplain—Flora A. Maxim.
would have given him instant reliefConductor—Emily M. Cook.
Guard—Edith Maxim.
would bave saved him boura of sufferAssistant

—

J

freight train Wednesday forenoon de-

CHUBGHE·.

F. A A M. Regular race Un κ ο f Oxford Lottie,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Eventa? < η or
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. à S. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after

tlie^

Church. Rev J- H. Llttle P««or.
ITeatHilng service every Sunday M lu .45 Α. *
Sundav School at 12 *. Junior Vnlun at 3.30
P.M. Y. P.c. u. at 7 p. M.
κ

Triple InstallatJoa.
Saturday evening at Grand Army

STATED MF.KTI50R.

route, also the business of
The all day meeting of Paris Grance,
handling eggs, which will henceforth be Jan.
2nd, was fully attended and much
As a start,
t feature of the creamery.
interest manifest. The new officers were
J2 dozen fresh eggs were taken in
linstalled for the coming year by Past
tirst morning.
Master Henry D. Hammond, assisted by
M. A. Bensey. one of Paris' prosper- Brother Frank Richards of Paris Grange
ous farmers, recently sold a nice pair ol
and Sister Emma Swan of Norway
big oxen. These oxen won a blue ribbon Grange.
During the exercées of the
fair.
Mr.
takes
last
it the
Bessey
county
afternoon a fine Morris chair and lamp
has
in
and
had
cattle
great pride
many were presented to our retiring Master,
good ones. He sells them at a time Brother Leon Brooks and wife. The
when the price acts as a sort of soothing
presentation was made by Brother II. D.
Daim. Mr. Bessey is one of tbe oldest Hammond, and responded to very feelnhabitants of the town and is an interestingly by Brother Brooks. We feel that
ing man to talk with.
the new year has opened under very
Miss Edith Cole, who had been with favorable circumstances and have no
that the new Master, Brother J. S.
îerauut, Mrs. George P. Tucker, for a doubt
BrowD, will continue the good work
ew <1ays, returned to her home in Gilead
elected offiiVednesday. She came here from the already begun. The newly
Maine Sanatorium at
where she cers are as follows:
new

Chesbro.

prayer meeliog ΤΛ) F. M. ;
Τ Λ). Seat» free.

Idic prayer service

Bensle Stanton.
John Gammon.
Joseph W. Bryant

Fanny Chapman, daughter of Banister
ind Vesta Chapman, came home from
3orham Normal School Thursday, Dec.
Mth, for ten days' vacation. .The folowing Monday was taken sick with
tcarlet fever. She is reported as getting

CHCBCHKS.

Sumtay Schoonr

NORWAY.

»rm

The regular «nanti meeting of the stock-holder· of The Citizen*' Telephone and Telegraph
Company for the election of offlcera for the enkulog year and report of the paat rear1· basinet a
doing*, will be held at the Aaaeaaora' office,
South Parle. Maine, January 4th, 1900, at7 JO p.m.

C. W. BOWKJCK, Clerk and Treasurer.

ÇASTORIA F* Infinis and CMMnn,
iMursajtaMgnifcttt

Bear, the

^

;j£

Save Much I
handling
Sickness
GRAIN

To the Horse οιβ Daim Ron!
I have the facilities for

Brunswick, Me., Aug. ax, 1906.

cheaper than any other mill in town. "I think there is no medicine equal
Call and get my prices and convince to 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters. I keep
them in the house sll the time, and
your self.
for
SUCRENE
I am agent
Dairy they save me a great many headaches.
them."
Feed and SCHUMACHER Stock I would not be without
Yours truly,
Feed. I call your attention to these
Mrs. Lizzie S. Dyer.
two feeds as

they

I have

have stood the test

a car

of Cotton Seed Meal

weight,

that is odd

Everyone who values good health
hoald at the hist sign of sickness take
dose cf "L. F." Atwood's Bitters
hev quickly adjust the trouble and set
I hev restore vigor to the
u rignt.
-ed and overworked organs and build
Κ-aîth. At the store, 35c.
•y

surpassed.

and cannot be

am

so

the price low to cut it of!.
Be sure and get my
Hay before buying.

making

prices

i

I

South
Weet Pari«.

goods. Call
bing promptly

15 veirs expert Watchmaker with Bigelow
Kennard 4 Co Boston.

Norway, Maine.

Bloodine.
Which

Drug

Grade Portrait Work

color,

Leading

Such positive proof has been shown
of the merits of BLOODINE that we

Could

we

So on the wagons with one accord
We climbed with merry glee.
No one FIRST ever known a child
More fond of fun than we.

day we tossed the fragrant clore r—
It seemed not work, but playLAST
On
big loads rode to the barn
And stored the new mown hay.
All

At last we heard that welcome
The clanging supper bell.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

No. 353.—Addition·.
1. Add some liquor to a spirit
make to fix ou a stake.
2. Add something belonging to
mals to the animals themselves
make u kind of lantern.
3. Add sharp to a girl's name
make a Chinese city.
4. Add at> era to a vegetable
make a boy servant.
5. Add a boy's name to a cave

Hemorrhage of the Bladder
cured.

To prove the wonderful
mérite of Bloodine we will mail
a large sample bottle to any one

Mt. Mica Building Association.
The annual meeting of Mount
Mica Building Association will be
held at the Town Office, Thursday,
Jan. 7th, 1909, at 2 o'clock, P. M.,
for the choice of officers and the
transaction of any other legal busi-

«ending

10

silver

in

cents

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Secretary.
190S. 52-1

No.

A well established business.

and
and
and

that she undertook to cross and might
be sticking there yet, like a ·** iu molasses, (2) had it not been for a boy
who happened to ·*· a little behind the
rest on his way from school, who by
··· into the mud and one
putting one
·*·
pulled her out and
ui»on a prostrate
···
her load home.
helped her to

CleasM and beantifl*· the hair.
PrvmotM a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to He· to re Ο ray
Hair to it· Toothful Color.
Cora acalp <i:»aM* k hair tailing.
JOc. and |1 JO at Dnqi*

FRANK A. SHURTLEFF,

anland

No. 354.—Vowel Chang···
··· into
1. The ragged child carried a
which she put what she managed to
···
steal or ···; but. as it was rather
···
for her to carry, she sank Into a

or

stamps to pay postage.
Address The Bloodine Co.,
Boston, Mass.

ness.

and

make a foreign country.
β. Add anger to a serpent and make
to desire something great.

FREE

SOUTH PARIS

sound—

So. throwing everything aside.
We TOTALED to the house pellmell.

be fairer'.'

355.—Hidden Author.

The A. C.

good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc. Pipe, Fittings, j
Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
All in running order and doing a good business in general repairing of
machine work and plumbing. Address,
A

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

uuess tne name oi eaco ooject

iu tne

above Illustration. The initial letters
when properly placed will spell the
name of an author.
A Puzzle.
Leonard bad been looking thoughtfully at the mosquito bite on his plump
wrist for some time, and at last he
looked up and said In u puzzled tone,
"Mother, where do the mosquitoes get
the lumps they put on you from?"

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

th· Puzzler.
No. 344.—Palindromic Terminal Deletion: Sworn iu rows; worn in row.
No. 345.— Numerical Knlgma: Cat,
cater, pillar, caterpillar, cat, caterpillar,

Key

time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept In close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, bucyoucan secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

DAILY

The accompanylug diagram shows
how King Ptolemy constructed his
pyramid from the four pieces.
No. 847.—Double Acrostic.

Bold Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

to taste and serve.

IRISH

SOUP.

MUTTON

TUBXEY SOUP.

Break the bones of jour left-over
turkey into as small pieces as possible,
and add all the pieces of dressing a«d
meat that are good enough to be served
cold. Chop one carrot, one parsnip and
onion and add it, with the turkey, to
two quarts of cold water. Add also two
bay leaves, four sprigs of parsley, six

cloves, and one teaspoonfal of salt. If
you can get them, add eight pepperoorns.
Allow this to simmer four hours, when
the stock will be reduced to one quart.

strainer and set
cool. Take off the
away over
fat and reheat it. Add to it one pint of
cream and two tablespoonfuis of flour
and butter mixed. Serve with croutons.
Pour this

through
night to

a

BOUILLON.

CLAM

two cupfuls of clams fine and put
in a saucepan in their own liquor. Scald
them and skim, then add two cupfuls of

CBop

tablespoonful of chopped
bay leaf, a sprig of parsley and
a little pepper.
Bring to a boil, etrain
through cheesecloth and serve in cups |
with whipped cream cm top.
water,

celery,

one

a

CBKAM

OF

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and addretts on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

ONION

SOUP.

Peel and cut into thin slices a dozen
small white onions and fry them a light
brown in a tablespoonful of butter. Add
to the onions one pint of sweet milk,
one quart of boiling water, a saltspoonful of salt, the same amount of white
pepper, half a teaspoonful of sugar and a
pinch of ground mace. Cook half an
hour very slowly and strain through a
fine sieve. Add the yolks of three eggs
well beaten and a cupful of cream. Serve
at once.
SOUP.

Cut whatever you have cold into dice,
warm them over in butter and a little
stock or hot water, with salt and pepper,
and turn them over your omelet before
folding it or put them around the omelet
on the serving dish.
Ε SCALLOPED BOAST BEEF.

On the bottom of your baking dish pnt
a layer of sliced raw onions, then a layer
of sliced tomatoes or the palp of canned
tomatoes, then a layer of cola roast beef
cut into very small pieces. Fill the dish
In this order, seasoning the layers of
roast beef with salt and pepper and
moisten with a little stock or thin gravy.
On the top place a layer of cracker or
bread crumbs. Bake about an hour.
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SUNDAY

NIGHT TONGUE.

Large Stock

^

Organs

of New Pianos and

Organs.

—

playerpianos.

good

W. J. Wlieeler,
Billings Blook,
Keep

Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails, |
Doors, Windows, Frames,
Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Dressing,

Turpentine,

j

|

Boofing-The

Κ

βηρρίΐβ·—We

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

well, and

within three

now

or

four

months It is proposed to change all onr
modes of carrying on the school? It
seems very extraordinary, and I should
like to know how It happens.1
"
'■ question very
Ί can answer Dr.

easily,1 said the bland, grave
'There is a new president.'
assurance
"The tranquil

young man.

of this
I hardly
ever knew produced by the most eloquent sentences I ever beard uttered."—
Edward S. Martin in Harper's Weekly.
answer

had

an

effect such

as

Scrap Book
Too Much For Him.
Accord lag to a Tennessee man. there
was once a Judge in tbe eastern sec-

Take

one

cupful

of cold

j

one

chopped meat,

£

Trae StorSes

Afooift AmbmiIIs.

Her· are some sore enough true stories about common domestic animals
racb aa yon see every day:
Spunk was a tramp cat that haunted the garbage barrels a nid basements
of a neighborhood In New York city.

INSIST

Collector's Advertisement of Stlo of
Lands of Non-resident Owners.

«gP

ON THE

GENUINE

mn or mai—.

a

lot of fun with

to

■

'K7n

We have

Faith's meanest deed more favor bears
Where hearts and wills are weighed
Than brightest transports, choicest pray·
ers.
Which bloom their hour and fade.
—John Henry Newman.

"Razobback

hawg."

"Well, what in tarnation is be doing
rubbing against that tree?"
"He's stropping himself, mister, jest
stropping himself."
The tourist withdrew.

when the bishop, half frozen, jumped
Into bed without stopping to say hln
prayers the elder remonstrated with
him.
"You have forgotten to say your
prayers," he said.
"No," answered the bishop. "I always keep 'prayed up' in preparation
for nights that are as cold as this."

now on

hand

a

supply

ol

FRESH MEATS
reasonable

at

be

promptly

prices.

attended

«

All orders wil
to.

Jenkins—You may be

sure

that there

Many little lives have been saved by
Foley's Honey and Tar, for conghs, colds,
croop and whooping cough. It is the
only safe remedy for infante and children as it contains no opiates or other
narcotic drugs, and children like Foley's
Honey and Tar. Careful mothers keep
Refuse substia bottle In the boose.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

tutes.

Old Lady (rather deaf)—Are you any
relation to a Mr. Green? Pardon me, sir.
Greeo—I am Mr. Oreen.
Old Lady—Ah I Then that

extraordinary resemblance!

explains

the

When Bloodine Rheumatic Liniment
has cured so many cases of Rheumatism,
why do you^auffer with this terrible
affliction? It relieves all pain instantly.
25o. and 50c. a bottle.

"My eyes

tor.

Do

glasses?"
"No.

I

bother me a
you think I
think

you

glasses—and fewer,"

good deal,

doc-

need stronger

weaker
need
the blunt
was

answer.

If you will take Foley's Orlno Laxative
until the bowels become regular you will
not have to take purgatives constantly,
Laxative positively
as Foley's Orlno
cares chronic constipation and sluggish
liver. Pleasant to take. F. A. Shurtleff
A Co.
"Jack tried to propose to me last
He made awful work of it."
"Didn't you help him out?"
"No, but papa did!"

night.

Are you tortured

to

death daily with

Eczema? Why suffer ^Jiea Bloodine
Ointment will give you instant relief and
permanently onre you. 50c. a box mailed by The Bloodine Co., Ino.', Boston,

Mass.

Mr. Slimpnrse—I see you advertise
your rates at |2 a day np.
Hotel Clerk—Tee, sir;
you can get accommodations at IS np, ont you'll have
to go up pretty high. Front, show this
gentleman to the roof.

There U no oase on record of a cough
cold or la grippe developing into pneumonia after Foley's Honey and Tar has
or
diabetes.
ease
Foley'· Kidney year, and are especially pretty trimmed been taken, as It ouree the most obstiRemedy corrects irregularities and care· with contrasting shades of faille ribbon nate deep seated coughs and oolds. Why
all kidney and bladder disorders. F. A. combined with rich velvet rose· in dark take anything else. F. A. Shurtleff 4
Co.
Shurtleff à Co.
shades.

Work With · Will.
We nre not sent into tills world t<
do anything Into which we cannot pul
We have certain work tc
our hearts.
do for our bread, and that is to Im
done strenuously; other work to dc
for our delight, and that Is to b*
done heartily; neither Is to be dont
by halves or shifts, but with α will
and what Is not worth this effort Is
not to be done at all—John lluskin.
H· Prayed Hard.
An old man In Georgia named Jack
Baldwin, having lost his hut in an old
dry well one day, hitched α rope to ι
stump and let himself down. A wick

ed wag named Neai came along Jusi
then and, quietly detaching a bell frou
Baldwin's old blind horse, approaches
the well, bell in hand, and began t(

ting-a-llng.
Jack thought the old horse was com
Ing and said: "Hang the old bllut
lie's coming this way sure
horse!
and he ain't got no more sense than t<
fall In on me. Whoa, Ball!"
The sound came closer.
The old bllnt
"Great Jerusalem!
fool will be right on top of me In (
mlnlt! Whoa, Ball! Whoa, haw, Ball Γ

Xeal kicked a little dirt on Jack'i
head, and Jack began to pray:
"Oh, Lord, have mercy on—whoa
Ball!—a poor sinner—I'm gone now

Conscientious.
An English official in Newar, India,
decided to plant a line of peepul trees
In the avenue of shops, that the trad
ers might be sheltered from the blaz·
lng sun. But. to the agent's amaze

herself, though, nud bad no
mind to be turned out of that warm
kitchen to spend the night In the
street, for It was cold weather at that
time, so Spunk sneaked slyly behind
the kitchen range out of sight and

forget

gas, and the grown folk knew what ll
meant. Harry's father Jumped to the
windows and opened them, and that lei
the air in and saved their lives. Then
he bounded downstairs and shut off the
gas jet As to Spunk, Spunk Just sul
still upon Harry's bed and looked

Penley & Plummer,
Opp.

Another story Is about a pony thai
saved a little girl from being torn tc

Grand Trunl?

Bring

Depot.

Everybody.

Farmers and

in your Saws and have then

Satisfaction guar
filed just right.
anteed. Shop opposite A. £. S hurt
leff's grain m il, South Paris. 90.1/0

HILLS,
Jeweler end Graduate

Optioian.

M Prices m OxfordCouiitv
NORWAY, MAINE.
E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I
I will furnish
Size or Style at

DOORS and WINDOWS of An]
reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames
If In want of any kind of Finish for Intlde ο
Outside work, send In your order*. Pine Lam
Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

ber and

Planing, Sawing and Job Work
Hatched Pine

mightily pleased.

E.

W.

Sheathing for Sale.

CHANDLER,
Maine

West Sumner

na

klf.'k up sic α noise.

You'll no b<

needed afore Sawbatb, an' this la onlj
Wednesday nlcht."

i 09
4 47

81a

Terrace

* β*

Prank Cyri'lôt'Ko. «β, Highland
25
Terrace,
Joseph Carey, lot Ko. 2, Gleaaon Pur- 140
chase,
Timothy Conway, lot Ko. 17, Saunders

β 94

Purchase,1®"

Poster, two lots on Etta P.
Richards'land,
George Qonya, lot on Mitchell Street
where homestead was burned.......
P. Gallant, lot Highland Tenace, adJoining Philip Cormier lot,....
Geo.Τ Knight,lot Ko. 109, Gleaaon

·"

Herbert

north part of iât Ko.
Seii^
Lufcfeld,acres
Ko.
4ô,
Banae

5,

------

6 *4

Surrey, adjoining Archie Bernard's
bomeatead lot,
Patrick McGrath, loU So·. 97, us,
Kimball Furchaae,
E. A. Powers, lot Ko. 1, Highland
Terrace, house and lot on Blver
Road, formerly owned by Alfred
Ferland,
Paul Bose, lots No». 50, 60, 61, 62, 66,
67, Gleason Purchase,
S. H. BesblU, lot formerly owned by
A. E. Bartlett, near C. H. Whitman
farm, being southerly half of lot Ko.
9, Bange 2, 50 acre*,
Reuben Kobar, lotn Kos. 119, ISO,
Kimball Purchase
J. B. Redmond, or unknown, small
house on Blrer Road, adjoining
Lovejoy Brothers' house,
Joseph Simmons, lots Nos. 13, 14, 15,
Kimball Purchase,
Fred 8tlllman. lot No. W7, Lncy
Blchards Surrey,
William Tyler, low Nos. 5, ·, Saund-·-- ···

M

* «

^

^
**>

»°°

3

50

a

·

5 <0

1»

S™
»

100

4 4|

«00

16 W

"5

3M

100

4 47

Und,

A. L. Mitchell, or unknown, bis
former homestead, Mitchell Street,
Abbott Surrey
Percy Miller, lot Etta P. Blchards

3a

50

85, Highland Terrace,
Kitate of E. G. Murphy, or unknown,
lot near and northwesterly of selectmen's offloe, formerly L. H. Beed

W5

14 98

600

16 83

100

4 <7

WO

_

300

9 1.

50

3 £l

,<j

»

&

250
île
ere Purchase,
Fred Tucker. 2 acres of C. M. Kimbull-lines
thereon,
ball farm, with
lota Kos. —, 2, Penley ôurvey,.... i
Β. I. Wood, loU Nos. 71, 71, Kimball
200 >i :«♦
Purchase
Mrs. Fannie M. Wing, John Tooth100 4 4Î
aker land, so-called,
Woodward and Lowe, Mexico Height#,
so known, formerly C. M. Kim Da'ι
-,"w 5'44
land
F. A. PERKINS, Collector of lax*».
Mexico, Maine, December 19tb, ISO.-.

Collector's Notice of Sale of Lands
of Non-Resident Owners.
STATE OF MinE.
»f
on lands situated In the tow
County of Oxford, for Uie y· ir

Unpaid taxes

U^on,

In the

f
The following Hot of taxe· on real estainon-reeldent owners In the town of Cpton, sforc
•alit, for the year 19ύβ, committed to me for collection for «aid Town on the 12th day of Auicuit,
1908, remain unpaid ; and notice Is hereby glvtn
that If said taxée with Interest and charg· .· are
not previously paid, ao much of the real e»ut·
taxed aa la sufficient and neceaeary to p:iy the
amount due therefor, Including Intere-. an
public auction at .. <i'>ol
chargée, will be »old at on
the flrst Monday In
houae, In aald town,
February, 1909, at nine o'clock a. h.
®

v.

£

β

5 *5

.S

Ο

Ζ

β

54»
15 S.

Ο

Ιί

3

υ

cce

51έ

<-s
Se,
ζ
W. T. Elllngwood, the Alpheus Ballard
homestead, so-called, containing 100
acren. more or leea, valued at
« 910
•«50.00, tax
Dr. Davlr, Korest Lodge lot on Raid'l
River, 1 acre, more or lea·, value
5 ιΛ
•tOO.OO, tax
Λ. W. JUDKINS, Collector of Tax .·of the town of I'fton.
PROBATE NOTICE*.
Interested
personsnamed
:

hereinafter

In either of the Estate·

At a Probate Court, held at Parla, In an t
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Dec., in the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and eight.
having been preaented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Obdbbbd
That notice thereof be given to all persons in
te rested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Ox
ford Democrat, a newapaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to Be held at aald l'arls on
the third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1909, at #
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard th .βοή If ^hey see cause.

The
Filter

Kilbon Perham, late of Woodstock, deceased ; «111, codicils thereto and petition for
the appointment of George
probate thereof and
W. Q. Perham as administrator with the will sn
nexed, presented by Ueorge W. Q. Perham, son
and heir.

Dairy

and

Strainei

one of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.

Is

FONT BBOAN TO KICK,

cantering

merrily along through

a

canyon, when suddenly the pony stop
ped. Two panthers crouched in th<
path. They sprang upon the girl, drug
Red her from the saddle and began t<
Bu
claw her clothing off in strips.

the pony was quick us the panthers
Instead of running away, as an]
frightened animal *mlght be expectei
to do, It wheeled aud began to klcl
the panthers with all the power of It
strong, hard hoofs. Aud its blows wer<
so fierce and fust that the pnntheri
could not endure them, but slunli
growling uwuy, and when the llttli
girl looked up she saw no panther a
all, but just her pet pony standini
quietly Reside her.
Learn Music This Way.
The queer looking mlater you see plcturei
here
Has a shell-like "basa clef for each eat
"Baaa clef dota" are his freckles fair.
A "mordente" forma hla wavy hair.

His upturned noae la an "accent" mark.
And not for a "alur." but Just for η lark
He wears hla "tie" around head and chin
While hla mouth ahowa a "whole rear
silent grin.
Each

Hla

steadily staring eye la a "pauae."
berlnged fingers are "aharp" llk<

claws.

An "arpeggio" cane
He a porta a high
brand.

he twlrla in hla
collar, the "C

hand
clef

/Vv>

ed with

A.

W. WALKER & SOl·
to

sell

our

goods

in

the

of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
of
construction
and
shape
towns

these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.

Willard

M'f'g Co.

Lewiston, flaine.
PROBATE NOTICES.
To til portons Interested In either of the estate
hereinafter named :
At λ Probate Court, at Paris, In vacation. I
and for the County of Oxford, on the '28th ilay t
Dec., In the year of our Lent one thouuin
nine hundred and elrbt, the following matte
baring been presented for the action tbereupo
hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons ti
teres ted, by causing a copy of this order to b
published three weeks successively In the Oi
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at 8out
Paria, in said County, tnat they may appear at

Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on th
third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1909, at nine of th
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon I
they see cause :

Joseph H. Davis, late of Woodstock, d<
ceased; will and petition for probate therec
and the appointment of Julia Davis as admlnli
tratrlz with the will annexed presented by sal
Julia Davis, widow.

A true

ADDISON E. HERRICK,
Judge of said Court.

copy—Attest

ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that sh
has been duly appointed administratrix of th
estate of
FRANK A. KENISTON, late of Lovell,
la the County of Oxford, deceased, and give
All persons bavin
bonds as the law directsdemands against the estate of said decease
are desired to present the same for settlemen
and all Indebted thereto are requested to mak

improve It tremendously."
"Sir." replied the bunnlab, "the pee
pul tree Is a sacred trpe. No true be

borer remarked: "Weel, weel, ye need

·,ίΐ0

..... ------

To all

trees were planted there every
chant would move.
The ageut sent for a leading bun
nlah, or shopkeeper, and said to hlm>
"Why, my friend, this objection tc
the peepul trees? The avenue is horri
bly hot and sunny. The trees wouk

No Hurry.
The mluister of a certain parish li
Scotland was walking one misty nigh
through a street in the village when hi
fell into a deep hole. There was n<
ladder by which be could make his es
cape, and he began to shout for help.
A laborer passing heard his cries and
looking down, asked who he was. Tlx
miulster told him, whereupon the la

Addltton■·■-·-·"*·Ε£ΐ^ ,0°

..

mer

liever would dare to lie or swear false
In its shade. How, then, with a rov
of peepuls on the avenue, could w<
merchants any longer carry on bust
ncss there?"

Whitman

2°

2

Albert Allard, Iota Kos. Μ, β7, Mexico 125
Height*,
Charles Berube or unknown, lot Ko. loe
25, G l«ason Purchase,
A. éernler, 50 acres of land adjoining
Ladd farm, Thompson Hill,........ 250
Benjamin Cyr, lot ΚοΓ 43, Highland w

.....

DBAW H KB PICTUBÏ.

becainc
ment, when his Intention
known the shopkeepers set up a tre
mendous objection to It. On no ac
count, they said, would they have the
peepul trees on their avenue. If the

ly

Philip Ash, bouse aad lot, Ko. 61,

β,

some

8"

S

Charles H. Lovejoy, lot Ko.—.Mexlco HeUcbts
Emma EL Mann, lot Ko. 74, Rldlon

pound of meat this very minute."
Brownbagge (to waitress who has
"Faith, an' I don't believe ye. Briug
handed bim a newspaper)—Ain't yer
me the scales."
some·
have
likes
to
I
comic?
got nothing
The poor cat was lifted into th«
thing funny to look at while I'm a-beatscales. They balanced at exactly ont
Ing.
Waitress—There's a looking glass pound.
"There!" exclaimed the assistant tri
straight in front of you, sir.
umphuntly. "Didn't I tell ye she'd
SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE. bad her
pound of meat?".
Racking la grippe ooughs that may de"That's right," admitted the boss,
into pneumonia over night are
velop
scratching his head. "That's yei
quickly cured by Foley's Honey and Tar.
But"—sud
of meat, all right.
The sore and inflamed lungs are healed pound
and strengthened, and a dangerous con- denly looking up—"where the divvll
dition is quickly averted. Take only is the cat?"—Everybody's.

Foley's Honey and Tar in the yellow
package. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

II

of our Corned Bed
Purchase
It
and Home Cared Ham.
Mary I. Marston, lots Kos. 80, 61,
Whitman Addition.............
Let ui
can not be beat for flavor.
Henry I. Mason, lots Nop. 53,61, Bid·
Ion Purchase
cure and smoke your hams.
Dana 8. Mitchell, or unknown, lot Ko.

Try

Adjusted Hi· Name.
the
When
baronet, Cave-BrownA party of Northerner· wu tearing
Virginia, some years ago, and as the Cave, first came to America be Instat- went to
sleep.
crowded train was crawling through ed upon being addressed by bis fall
Harry got sleepy, too, in due time
Stafford County, near Fredericksburg, name. He sat one night at dinner In
and went upstairs to bed. So did all
an old and wizened womaL with a
a boarding boose in Montreal next to
basket bigger than herself, came aboard,
««even people in the family
Leonard
Holme, the other
an Englishman named
and edged diffidently into the vacant
when their sleepy time came, and not
Cantab.
place beside one of the men. After a an old
one of them knew about the tramp cat
When the joints came on the table
while her sealmate decided that it conld
behind the kitchen range. It was a g«a
be no harm to draw her ont a little for the landlady, who did the carving,
range, and one of the gas Jets belongCave?"
Mr.
the benefit of tbe rest of the party.
or
"Beef
mutton,
said,
"This is very poor land that yon have The future baronet, In his most freez- ing to It had been left burning.
The lighted jet had been turned so
around here, madam,11 he began.
ing manner, replied: "I beg your par"Mighty pore," she assented, humbly. don, madam. My name is Cave- low that when the early morning came
"I never aid see such worthless soil."
and the gas pressure was reduced the
If you please."
"No, sub," with an air of deep de» Brown-Cave,
was quite extinguished, although
to oblige her guests, the light
Willing
jeotion.
the gas still continued to flow, filling
if
Mr.
Cave-Brownasked
"Don't you ever sow any crops at all?" landlady
the kitchen with Its poisonous fumes.
Cave would take beef or mutton. He
he kept on.
By degrees the gas mounted the stairs,
her
The ancient dame did not lift
accepted the beef.
and through the rest of the
head.
Then »he turned to the next guest up, up
"Naw, sub," she drawled. "This hyer and said, "Beef or mutton, Mr. bouse. All the family—father, mother
land around hyer was sowed 'bout three Holme?"
and children—were still fast asleep,
foot deep with Yankees, 'long 'bout
of anything but the deadly
Without a Buille the Cambridge man dreaming
forty years ago, and we ain't been able
were In.
they
danger
"I
pardon,
beg
your
to raise nary crap since."—Harper's gravely replied:
But Spunk, cat fashion, was an early
Sweet
is
Home
nane
! madam. My
Weekly.
wandered through the kitchHome." This drew a roar from the riser. She
for something to eat. Then
The Curious Tourist
Englishmen at the table and cost en, looking
When tbe train stopped at the little Holme the friendship of Cave-Brown- she sinelled the gas. It seemed as I<
she knew all about It. and maybe the
southern station tbe northern tourist Cave from that time forth.
sauntered out on the platform. There
did. Who cnir tell? Spunk bounded
were the usual number of sunbenneted
lightly up the stairs and through the
Ahead on Prayers.
women, tall "orackers," and stray dogs.
rooms till she came to Hurry's bed
A bishop traveling In the depth of
Under a scrub oak stood a lean animal
She sprang upon it with α big bounce
winter came to a house of a presiding
with scraggy bristles.
and stroked Harry's 'ace with hei
The tourist was interested.
older to spend the night. The weather
lit
"What do you call that?" he queried wuts bitterly cold, and the bedroom paws till he waked suddenly.
with a yell, for he had been
up,
of a lanky native.
Jumped
shown
was
into which the bishop
Ijafl
"That be a hawg," elucidated tbe α thick coatin? of Ice on the windows. suddenly wakened from a sound sleep
other.
The yeti waked all the rest of the fatu
The elder wulted to see the bishop
"What kind of a hog?"
In an Instant they smelted tb<
safely between the feather beds. But lly.
"That so?"
"Yaas, that's so."

generations (57
years). Why not start and
take it to-day ?
$1.00
50c
85c

spell

But he who ieta hi· feellnga run
In «oft, luxurious flow
Shrinks when hard service must bo dono
And faints at every woo.

>

TRUE'S ELIXIR

for three

FLOWERS WITHOUT FRUIT.
Prune thou thy words, the thoughts
control
That o'er thee swell and throne.
They will condense within thy soul
And change to purpose atrong.

on luid» situated la the town
MmIm, la the County of Oxford, for the
year ISO·.
The following Hat of taxes on reel muk 0f
non-resident owners, In the town of Mexico,
aforesaid, for the year 1900, committed to
me for oolleetioa for Mid town on the etb
unpaid; And notice U
day of Jane, 1908, remain
If said taxes with interest
hereby glren that
and charges are not previously paid, so much
of the real eetate taxed as Is sufficient to par
the amount doe therefor, including interest sod
wtthoat farther notice, it
charges, will beatsold
the Town Ball In said town,
public aoctlon
at nine
on the first Monday la February, 1909,
o'clock A.M.

Unpaid taxes

The white blood corpuscle*
are the protectors of the
human body against the inroads ofbacteria carrying the
Bbe was not at all clean and not a bit
deadliest
contagious diseasmuch
looked
handsome—In fact, she
acUke the cat in the picture—but ahe was es. It has been proven by
tame and good natured, and the neigh- tual tests that persons taking

tion of that state, a man well versed
In law, but entirely self educated, who
bad to contend witb tbe principles of
orthography all bis life, in early life
bo bad lived in Knoxrllle. and for a
long time be insisted upon spelling tbe borhood chlldreA had

Why It Wu.

Grate the remains of yoar cold tongue will never in our time be a European
war.
Just reflect Nearly every one of
very fine and mix it with the yolk of an
the royal families is related to the others.
egg, a spoonful of cream and finely
Henpecked—That's why I think there
chopped parsley, some pepper and salt.
Heat it thoroughly and pour over narrow will be a war.
slices of well-buttered toast. 8prinkle
Beer drinkers tod others who suffer
over it very thickly some fine bread
Back
crumbs stirred in melted batter. Shake with Bright's Diatae, Diabetes,
or Bladder Trouble
a little red pepper over and brown quick- Ache, or soy Kidney
can be cared if they will take Bloodine
ly in a hot oven.
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 60 cents a
Y0BKBH1BE SAUSAGE.
box, mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc.,
Put some good plump sauaagea, or Boston, Mass.
alicea of sausage meat, in a large drippine pan and pour over them a batter
"I'm surprised that yoo should be so
made aa follows: Two oupfula of flour, interested
In watching tboae silly dudes."
one teaapoonful of salt, three well-beaten
"Force of habit, I guess. I'm presimix
well
of
two
and
cupfula
milk;
eggs
dent of a real estate improvement comand pour over the sauaage in the drippany."
ping pan and bake in a hot oven for
"Well?"
thirty minutea.
"Well, they're a vacant lot."
bhkphebd's pie.

mix with it half a teaapoonful of aalt,
teaapoonfnl of lemon juioe or half a
S
Α
Η
8
teaapoonful of Worcceterahire aauce, a
A
little pepper, one teaapoonful of chopped
ALTO
Β I
parsley, one cupful of boiling water and
D Ο Ν Ν Ε Β
butter the aize of a hickory nut. Stir all
No. 348.—Decapitations: Acorn, com; well together and put in a frying pan
and let it cook on the back of the store
brook, rook; drake, rake; flute, lute;
till it begins to look rather dry. Heat
plane, lane; wheel, heel; spine, pine; two cupfula
of mashed notatoea with
trout, rout: prune. rune.
half a cnpful of milk and half a teaAccidental Illdlugs: EsNo. 349.
spoonful of salt. Butter a baking diah
ther, Olive, Theresa, Ada. Grace, Nor·, and cover the aides and bottom with a
Hester. Eroeeta.
layer of the potato an inch thick. Put
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
the meat in the center and cover it all
reat of the potato and
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175· A RELIGIOUS AUTHOR'S STATE- over with the
to buy for New Year's present.
smooth it. Put bits of butter on top
MENT.
and
for
Chairs
Nice instruments. Square pianos
and let it brown in a hot oven. Serve
$15, $25, $35. Stools,
For several yean I waa afflicted with with cucumber
pickles or cbowohow.
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of
kidney trouble and laat winter I waa sudHOT POT.
a
trade in musical instruments.
denly stricken with a severe pain in my
Qet a couple of pounda of beef (rib out
kidneys and waa confined to bed eight
days unable to get up without assistance. ia the beat),-put it in a pot with a couple
My urine contained a tbick white sedi- of minced oniona, five or aix little green
ment and I passed same frequently day whole peppers, a few olovea, a handful
and night. I commenced taking Foley's of aeeded raisins, one cupful of tomatoes,
Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradually eight or ten olives, a bit of thyme, one
Maine. abated
»uth. Pari·.
and finally ceased and my urine big tablespoonful of drippings and a
I cheerfully recom- cupful of water and vinegar. Cover the
became normal.
mend Foley's Kidney Remedy. F. A. pot tightly and let it aimmer slowly until
In
FT ."FîAQE
Shurtleff & Co.
the meat is cooked to pieces; then a
When in want of anything in our line· give us a call.
tablespoonful of butter well coated with
Sapleigh—Do you know, Mise Ethel, I flour is stirred in.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. WÉ SELL
dreamed laat night that you and I were MUTTON POT BOAST
PBUHIS.
WITH
married.
Cook one alloed onion in two tableBuilders'
Mlaa Ethel—Oh, did you? How perapoonfnla of butter, add a mutton chop
fectly sweet! Now, tell me, who waa my for
each person, salt and pepper to taste
Builders'
husband?
and a little water. When the meat
is
add one pound of prunes which
tender
Floor Paints,
Linseed Oil,
House Paint·,
Do yqu have that dark brown taste in
have been soaked for an hoar in warm
when
mouth
Floor
Barn Paints,
every morning
you
yonr
Varnishes,
two oupfula of hot water and one
awake? If so, you are bilious and should water,
Floor Finish,
Roof Paints,
of sugar. Cook until the
take two or three of those little Bloodine teaspoonful
Brashes, Liver Pills.
prunes are tender. This Is a Grecian
Liquid filler,
Wagon Paints,
Easy to take, never sicken, dish.
Our paints include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan, and Sberwin-Williams.
weaken or gripe. 25 cents, mailed by
MEAT LOAK.
The Bloodine Co., Ino., Boston, Mass.
Butter a long cake tin and line it with
beet of all roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't
Paroid
Inquisitive Acquaintance—Have you mashed potatoes about an Inoh thiok.
ever thought what you would do if your Chop some cold roast beef rather coarse;
try imitation·.
it with aalt, pepper, a little onion
bag should oollapse while yon are aeaaonand
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that last·.
moiaten it with gravy. Fill
juioe
f a mile or more np in the air?
meat and cover with
Regular sixes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
Daring Aeronaut—Often. I should the center with thia
start at once for terra firma by the mashed potato. Bake in a hot oven for
We sell wire screen cloib, spring hinges, Ac.
half an hour and turn ont on a long
shortest possible route.
Wheelbarrows We have a few first olass wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
platter. It will look like a crusted loaf,
You would not delay taking Foley's and may be cut in neat siloes for supsell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the
Telephones and Electrical
Kidney Remedy at the first sign of kid- per.— MoCall's.
beat for automobiles and telephones.
ney or bladder trouble if you realized
that neglect might result in Blight's disWhite felt hats are very smart this

Pianos

the first man that ever sat on the
box.
"
'How is it, I should like to ask,1 said
one of our members the other day, 'that
this fsculty has gone on for eighty years
managing its own affairs and doing it
were

Chop two pounds of mutton ind put
it into two quarts of cold water with half
a sliced onion.
Bring to a boil and skim,
adding one teaspoonfnl of salt; cool and
etrain. Reheat, and then add half a cupful of rice which has been soaked in cold
water for three hours. Simmer half an
hour and add one cupful of boiling milk.

to

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei ill—caterpillar.
No. 348.—Pyramid Puzzle.
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not

A

*

pieces by panthers.
Something Missing.
watery
The girl was twelve years old, and
this stand for Ave minutes, then roll up eyes and nose, along with all the other
"Didn't I tell ye to feed that cat η
She hud u
loosely. With a sharp knife cut thin miseries attending tbe disease, are put pound of meat every day until ye had she lived In Oklahoma.
slices from one end, and let these curls to rout by Ely's Cream Balm. Smell her fat?" demuuded an Irish shop- spall pony, and many a fine gallo]
of dough lie on the board for half an and taste are restored, breathing is made
over mountain trails she enjoyed upoi
nodding toward a sickly, emahour. Have some boiling, slightly salt- normal. Until you try this remedy, keeper,
Once she was out for a ride
was
that
slinking througli its back.
ed water; drop in the noodles and cook you can form no idea of the good it will ciated cat
twenty-five minutes. Drain well add do you. Is applied directly to the sore the store.
"Ye did thot," replied bis assistant,
add to hot soup or beef broth.
spot. All druggists, 50c. Mailed by Ely
"an* I've Just been after feedin' her a
New
York.
56
Warren
Street,
Bros.,
LKFT-OVKB VEGETABI.K8.

Valves and

AS

The

Chop fine one pound of lean beef and festina lente, as applicable in the moved again, this time to MurfreesAdd a quart premise·. I cannot help being amused boro. On the day that be began to
one pound of salt pork.
can of baked beans, one bunch of celerv at some of the scenes we have in our write bis first letter from this place be
chopped âne and one large onion slioed. medical faculty—tbie cool, grave young scratched bis bead in perplexity and
Cover with cold water and simmer for man proposing in the calmest way to
finally exclaimed:
three hours. Then rub tbrongh a sieve turn everything topay tarry, taking the
"I give it up! How on earth can they
and rebeat, skimming carefully. Seaaon reins into his hands and driving as if he
tbe name of tbls place with a

Beat one egg light and stir in half a
Cocaine which dulls the nerves never
of flour and a saltspoonful of salt. yet cured Nasal Catarrh.
The heavy
Knead an<? roll as thin as possible on a feeling in the forehead, tbe stuffed up
molding board dusted with flour. Let sensation and the
discharge from

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

GOOD

«

her. One afternoon a little boy named
quiet, imperturbable, serious good name Noxville.
humor that it Is impossible not to adFinally bis friends educated him up Harry, seven years old, picked up
mire.' We are, some of us, disposed to to tbe point of adding tbe K. So thorin the street, dirty as she was,
think him a little too much in a hurry oughly, in fact, was tbe lesson learned Bpunk
carried her in bis arms into bis have a greater number of
and
and
take
with some of his innovations,
that when a few years afterward he mother's kitchen to hare a play with
I
care to let the corporation know it.
white blood corpuscles than
moved to Nashville nothing could pre- her. At
supper time he fed her, then
saw three of them the other day, and
True's Elixir.
Knasbvllle.
it
fonnd that they were on their guard, as vent him from spelling
forgot all about her. Spunk did not before taking
Then some time later the judge
valuable
that
all
preoept,
they
quoted
ι
It has kept the system toned
a

cupful

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND

AS

BBAN BOUF.

BAKXD

NOODLES FOB

Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris. Maine.

ALMOST

Recipes.

serve.

no. 3Ά£.—isnaraa·.

help you, we do not want your
money for it and will return it to you
for the asking.

COLCiai, Oxford Democrat,

MABTLAUD OYBTKB SOUP.
No. 351^—Terminal Deletion.
1. Behead the first name of a presiTake four dozen oysters, and, with
Drain the
dent and leave a wanderer; curtail and their liquor parboil them.
Melt one
leave what he may do. 2. Behead to oysters, saving the liquor.
tablestrike and leave the widow's offering; tableapoonfnl of butter, add two
of flour and one pint of milk.
curtail and leave what keeps Johnny's spoonfuls
Cook until it thiokens, then add the oyaband warm in winter. 3. Behead a
ter liquor and two cupfula of fish or veal
fruit and leave a chain of mountains;
stock. Season with salt, red pepper,
curtail and leave what the bell did Worcestershire sance and a drop or two
Just before dinner. 4. Behead a de- of tabaqpo. Now thicken with the yolks
clivity and leave·an easy gait; curtail of four eggs beaten smooth with half a
and leave to prune a tree. 6. Behead a oupful of cream ; add the oysters, after
half a
rook and leave a musical sound; cur- you have chopped them fine, and
cupful of craoker crumbs. Add one
tail and leave a heavy weight.
tableepoonful of minced parsley and
The sun rose bright that summer morn,
And cloudless was the sky.
'Tls juat the day for making hay!"
This was the Joyful cry.

Marshfikld, Vt., Oct. 22, 1904.
The Bloodine Co., Boston, Mass.
Dear Sirs:—Please send me six bottles
of Bloodine. It has done me a world
of good; it has stopped the hemorrhages; and I am feeling much better.
Signed, Mrs. Octavia E. Carpenter.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

South Paris, Dec. aS,

Store of this town.

not

Mouldings s,;L

Nichols St..

is now on sale at the

sonal guarantee. If you have, no appetite, a lame back, pain in the kidneys,
mucus in the urine, cloudy urine, brick
dust deposit· in urine, frequent urinating, (bed wetting) in children, scanty
urine or any Kidney, Liver, Bladder or
Blood disease and if BLOODINE does

Mats, Mirrors

Water

is

been raade in years

ask anyone who bae the least doubt
about this remedy to try it on our per-

and Pictures,

Crayon,

has

us

Picture Frames

in

Maine/

Norway,

that

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.

High

No

The Greatest Diecovery

A Ifrle out of the way
but it pays to walk.

&

Job-

to.

Ij. M. Longley,

All Work
Guaranteed.

Wlih Dr. Panneoter,

attended

for team.

charge

A. O. LORD,

OEMS,

Lot

A

^sst'aT^ s&rssgjjûs?
South Fart», Me.

No. 36d-N»vtl Aopoetlo.
nir soup.
All of the words described contain
Have the butoher break op a marrow
fhe same number of letters. When
bone, theo pot it io the aoop kettle and
rightly guessed and written one below cover with cold water; tdd half a carrot,
the
will
Initials
another the
spell
two atalka of oelery and an onion, all
name of a popular novelist, and an- chopped fine.
Simmer this nntil the
other row of letters will spell one of vegetable* are very soft, then take ont
the bone, cool the aonp and aklm it, rub
his books.
Crosswords—1. A native of Cyprus. through a aieve and then reheat It Add
one cnpfnl of oold maahed potato, one
2. A small but very useful article used
tableapoonfnl of minced parsley, one
4.
Parched
To
attribute.
women.
3.
by
tableepoonfnl of bntter, a pinch of aoda
Indian corn pounded up and mixed and one
teaapoonfnl of oorn starch roblaw.
restrained
with sugar. 5. Not
by
bed smooth in a small onpfnl of cold
from
6. A building. 7. To shut up apart
water. Cook until It thickens, and serve
others. 8. A race of Indians for which immediately with croutons.

two states have been named. 9. To
on
penrral
charge a public officer with misbehavior in office. 10. To mortify. 11.
Leather prepared from the skin of
new
young or small cattle. 12. One who
The best of ejects or dispossesses. 13. A wind from
of Plumbing Goods.
No old the north. 14. A meeting of a court for
Paris. oak woodwork for closets.
transacting business.—St Nicholas.
and see this line.

A. C. Maxim,
will,
tw*
Mille.
Two

The Ρuzzler

HOMEM ABBES' COLUMN.

How H· Jotted the Harvard Pacalty.
How Util· Preeldent Kllofs fundameuUl qualitlee hsve changed la the forty
years alooe his hand took tho halm ol
Harvard College is apparent from a lei·
ter which every one who writes at all at
length abont him nut ha tempted to
quote. "King Log," wrote Dr. Holmes
to John L. Motley, "hat made room tor
King Stork. Mr. Kllot makes the corporation meet twloe a month instead of
eomes to the meeting of
once. He
every faculty, ours among the reet, and
keeps up to eleven or twelve o'clock at
night dlacuseing new arrangements. He
shows an extraordinary knowledge of all
that relate· to every department of the
university, and presides with an aplomb,

"Staves" and "clefa" adorn his veat
fcuch button'a crest la a "quarter rest."
A. graceful "braoe" supports hla aide.
His "timepiece" and "notes" denote hlj
pride.

U!s arms are "orescendo—decrescendo"
(Louder, still louder—not loud, no, no).
Blmply "decrescendo" are his legs.
Which aheuld make hliu tiptoe as if 01
egga.

he walks quite flattooted down thi
street.
Because he has two "flats" for feet.
The level street you see near by
fa known far and wide aa the "octan
But

high."

Why

A Riddle.
Is a dishonest milkman like th

flah that swallowed Jonah?

11· ftnde a profit (prophet)

Becan*

In the watei

payment Immediate!?
BERTHA G. KENISTON.
Dec. 15th, 1906.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that b
has deen dnly appointed executor of the lai

will and testament of
PARIS E. ROGERS, late of Brownfleld.
In the County of
deceased, and give
bonds as the law directs. All persons havin
demands against the estate of said deceased ar
desired to present the same for settlement, an
all Indebted thereto are requested to make paj
ment immediately.
FRANCIS A. FOX.
Deo. Uth, 1908.

Oxford,

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ha
been dnly appointed executor of the last wl

and testament of

DOBOTHT C. F. HAMBLEN, late of Lovel
In the Coonty of Oxford, deceased, and give
bonds as the law directs. AU persons bavin
demands against the estate of said deceased az
desired to present the tame for settlement, tn
all Indebted thereto are requested to make paj
msat lmmedlAtalTs
CYBUfl K. GHAP MAX.
D#o« 15th, 1906.

Hiram M. Everett, late of Hebron, deceased: anal account presented for allowance
by R. J. Everett, executor.
David Chamberlain, late of Hartford, de
ceased; first account presented for allowance by

Ten Broeck W. Stetson, administrator.

Jsnsi P. Dallcjr, late of Canton, decc.ii
ed: flrst account presented for allowance by

Mllford A. Watte, administrator.
Charles J. Cheney, late of Rumf< rd, deceased; petition for an allowanoe out of personal estate presented by Kmma J. Cheney,
widow.

Fred R. Barrett, late of A ndover, deceas
ed; petition for an allowance out of persons;
estate presented by Lydla K. BanvX, widow,
Mary P. Went worth, late of Brownfleld,
deceased; flrst account presented for allowance
by Arthur Merrill and William II. Wentworth,
Euicie A. Barker, late of Bumford, deceased; petition (or an allowance out of per
tonal property presented by Julia K. Barker,
widow.

Arthur If. Perklas, late of Rumforl, de·
ceased; petition for order of distribution died
by Frank C. Perkins, administrator.

Almlra H. Ml Bard, late of I'arl·, deceas
ed; dnal account presented for allowance by
Royal ▲. Rich, executor.
Charlotte E. Fiaher, late of Oxford, de
ceased ; Aral account presented for allowance hy
Sarah VV. Wellington, executrix.

ADDISON K. HERRICK, Judge of (aid Court
copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

A true

60 YEAR·*

experience

Patents
TRADE «nam

Disions

COPVRMMT· 4C.

Anyone lending a «ketch and description ear
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether ao

safer, r,:r

•ent free. Oldest asency for amnifMlaaU.
Patent· taken through Munn A Co. reeetrs
tpteial notice, without chante, la the

Scientific America*.

A handsomely lllostrated weekly.
eulatlon of any scientific tournai
Sold by
all
il Βοια
oyau
months, 9L
rear; fonr montas,
year;

Uuveet <*■
Terns. W

newsdealer^

iHàaœdSûl!''

aewsaeejsn

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

—

Wool Carpets
to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

